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INFOCOMP 2016
Foreword
The Sixth International Conference on Advanced Communications and Computation (INFOCOMP
2016), held between May 22-26, 2016, in Valencia, Spain, continued a series of events dedicated to
advanced communications and computing aspects, covering academic and industrial achievements and
visions.
The diversity of semantics of data, context gathering and processing led to complex mechanisms
for applications requiring special communication and computation support in terms of volume of data,
processing speed, context variety, etc. The new computation paradigms and communications
technologies are now driven by the needs for fast processing and requirements from data-intensive
applications and domain-oriented applications (medicine, geo-informatics, climatology, remote learning,
education, large scale digital libraries, social networks, etc.). Mobility, ubiquity, multicast, multi-access
networks, data centers, cloud computing are now forming the spectrum of de factor approaches in
response to the diversity of user demands and applications. In parallel, measurements control and
management (self-management) of such environments evolved to deal with new complex situations.
INFOCOMP 2016 also featured the following Symposium
- MODOPT 2016: The International Symposium on Modeling and Optimization
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INFOCOMP 2016
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to INFOCOMP
2016. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top
quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INFOCOMP 2016 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that INFOCOMP 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the areas of
communications and computations.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We hope that Valencia provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved
some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Malgorzata Pankowska
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Abstract—Generally, the enterprise architecture (EA) is the
discipline of designing enterprise guided with principles,
frameworks, methodologies, requirements, tools, reference
models, and standards. The EA is responsible for designing
structures, engineering processes, developing working force,
exploiting technology and creating opportunities for learning.
The EA should be accessible for all the organization members
to receive their acceptance as responsive to user needs. The EA
modelling effectiveness and efficiency are determined by the
EA elements quality. Therefore, the paper focuses on
characterization of quality of enterprise architecture,
consideration of key perspectives, measures and indicators.
Keywords-enterprise architecture;
maturity model; ArchiMate.

I.

quality;

stakeholder;

INTRODUCTION

The term "enterprise" can be interpreted as an overall
concept to identify a company, business organization or
governmental institution. According to Robins, an enterprise
is considered as a social entity, with a relatively identifiable
boundaries [4]. The enterprise engineering is underpinned by
two fundamental concepts, i.e., enterprise ontology and
enterprise architecture.
The enterprise architecture (EA) is defined as a coherent
and consistent set of principles and guidelines that guide
system design [6]. Enterprise architecture is also defined as a
strategic information asset base, which defines the business
mission, the information and technology necessary to
perform the mission, the transitional processes for
implementing new technologies in response to the changing
mission needs [2]. For the purpose of this paper, the
enterprise architecture is a general plan or a direction of
information communication technology (ICT) application in
the enterprise to achieve strategic business goals. The
enterprise architecture is a discipline that seeks to explain
why organizations do what they do and how they can be
changed to achieve a certain demanded purpose. The
complete picture of the EA should include answers to the
following questions: what will be done, i.e., what products,
services and experiences, who will do the work, how well
the work is done, who will be offered the results, why
customers are expected to pay for what they receive, what
technologies will be developed and applied. Firstly, the paper
covers discussions on the EA quality issues included in the
EA frameworks and some special approaches. Secondly, the
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role of stakeholders in the EA development and quality
assurance is discussed. Thirdly, the proposed approach to
quality of enterprise architecture (QoEA) evaluation is
presented. In this approach, the stakeholder roles, EA
principles and vision as well as the EA quality procedure are
emphasized.
II.

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE AS PRODUCT AND
PROCESS

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2007 architecture standard is the
fundamental organization, as well as the principles guiding
its design and evolution. The EA can be considered as a
process or as a product. The EA as a product serves to guide
managers in designing business processes and system
developers in building applications in a way that is in line
with business objectives and policies. The EA as a process is
to translate business vision and strategy into effective ICT
components. It should be noticed that enterprise models are
applied as a computational representation of the structure,
activities, processes, information, people, goals, and
constraints of a business. The EA is to ensure a holistic view
of the business processes, systems, information, and
technology of the enterprise [7]. The results of work of
enterprise architect cover the derived IT strategies, the new
and modified EA, the new and modified set of EA standards,
and a roadmap describing the ICT projects for
implementation of new architecture and achieving the target
state, and a development plan [7].
Well architected systems can more quickly link with
external business partners. The EA is to ensure the
comprehensive understanding and evaluation of the current
state or the desired state, as well as the interrelationships of
processes, people and technology affected by ICT projects.
The organization has bigger consistency of business
processes and information across business units. The EA
identifies opportunities for integration and reuse of ICT
resources and prevents the development of inconsistent
processes and low quality information. Especially important
to users is the capability of integrating the information
among applications and across data warehouses and data
marts. The ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010: 2011 standard emphasizes
the stakeholder object in the architecture description (Figure
1). Architecture description identifies stakeholders and
system of interests, as well as expresses an architecture. The
following stakeholders can be considered as having impact
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on the architecture description: system users, operators,
acquirers, owners, suppliers, developers, and maintainers.
The stakeholders are included in the EA quality evaluation
process, because they are the EA work recipients, although
they have different interests, risk awareness and impact on
the system.
class Architecture Description

System-of-Interest

Architecture

exhibits
1

1

1

1

1
identiies

has interests in

expresses

1..*

1

Stakeholder

identifies
1..*

1

1..*

1

Architecture
Description
1

identifies

has
1..*
Concern

1..*

1..*
governs
1

Architecture
View
1

1..*
frames

1..*

governs

1..*

Architecture
View point

1

1

Figure 1. Enterprise Architecture in IS0/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011.

Architecture viewpoints establish the conventions for the
construction, interpretation and use of architecture views to
respect specific concerns. Architecture view expresses the
architecture of the system from the perspectives of specific
system concerns. Architecture views are the main categories
that are evaluated in the aspect of quality of the EA. They are
strongly dependent on EA stakeholders, whose qualifications
for the EA process should also be evaluated. Architecture
principles as general rules and guidelines are included in the
EA views, and they guide how a chosen area of goal-oriented
and efficient endeavor must be exploited and explored.
Quality discussion should also concern the approval of the
principles by users, and the principles development for better
EA development.
III.

RELATED WORKS ON EA QUALITY

A. Enterprise Architecture evaluation problems
The enterprise architecture as a process of translating
business vision and strategy into effective enterprise can be
viewed in many different aspects:
 business aspect - highlighting what business is
conducted by the organization, what are its products
and services,
 information aspect - providing the information
engineering perspective of business solution
architecture,
 work aspect - expressing in terms of work activities,
associated resources, work locations and its optimal
techniques, and needed information,
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 application aspect - defining the automated business
activities and business supporting software,
 technology aspect - focusing on the technology needed
to facilitate other components of the architecture [8].
Evaluating refers to systematic activities undertaken to
decide on a quality of particular phenomena and visualize
them in a structural and formal way. The enterprise
architecture evaluation is to decide on the value-in-use of EA
objectives, activities, information resources, processes,
actors, products, requirements and the relationships between
these entities. The enterprise architecture evaluation can be
used in different ways. Generally, it improves organization’s
work, allows the organizational members to review the
enterprise and to design and implement business processes,
to change the business structure and to increase the
efficiency of the business reengineering and business
strategy realization. Nowadays, the EA evaluation
approaches do not offer mutually agreed languages,
techniques and measures. The EA usually has many
stakeholders, who establish their own techniques, schemas
and measures. Although the EA is to provide a holistic
approach to the enterprise information technology (IT)
development, the quality of the EA requires different
measurement methods depending on the stakeholder
knowledge, competencies and activities. The EA
frameworks' developers separate EA evaluation from EA
implementation. They focus on analyzing the architecture
models, languages, modeling techniques and propose
methods for the evaluation of these artifacts. They notice in a
pre-implementation analysis the necessity to ensure
coherence among different models, they analyze the
convergence of proposed models, their scalability, openness,
agility, sustainability and ability to ensure security. The
question on the EA quality is not popular in the EA
engineering methodologies. However, in BIZBOK [1],
beyond questions provided in Zachman Framework, there is
a unique question on how well the EA is developed, and
what metrics and measures are to be applied.
B. Stakeholders and Quality issues in EA Frameworks
Nowadays, the EA is considered as the discipline of
describing enterprises guided with principles, frameworks,
methodologies, requirements, tools, reference models and
standards. There are many frameworks that support the EA
modeling and development, e.g., Zachman Framework (ZF),
the Open Groups Architecture Framework (TOGAF), the
Generic Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology
(GERAM), the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture
(PERA), Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System
Architecture (CIMOSA), the Lightweight Enterprise
Architecture (LEA), Nolan Norton Framework (NNF), the
Extended Enterprise Architecture Framework (E2AF),
Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP), the Federal
Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF), Treasury
Enterprise Architecture Framework (TEAF) [6], [7], [11].
However, the frameworks mentioned above are product
oriented and the quality issues are not well discussed in their
general descriptions. Only some of them, i.e., ZF, TOGAF,
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FEAF, CIMOSA and MODAF emphasize the role of
stakeholders in the EA development process.
The ZF provides a basic structure for organizing a
business architecture through dimensions, such as data,
function, network, people, time and motivation [13].
Zachman describes the ontology for the creation of EA
through negotiations among several actors. The ZF presents
various views and aspects of the enterprise architecture in a
highly structured and clear form. Zachman differentiates
between the levels: Scope (contextual, planner view),
Enterprise Model (conceptual, owner view), System Model
(logical, designer view), Technology Model (physical,
builder model), Detailed Representation (out-of-context,
subcontractor), and Functioning Enterprise (user view). Each
of these views is presented as a row in the matrix. The lower
the row, the greater the degree of detail of the level
represented. The model works with six aspects of the
enterprise architecture: Data (what?), Function (how?),
Network (where?), People (who?), Time (when?), and
Motivation (why?). Each view (i.e., column) interrogates the
architecture from a particular perspective. Taken together, all
the views create a complete picture of the enterprise. In this
enterprise ontology there is no place for quality
considerations.
Since 1999, the FEAF components of an enterprise
architecture cover architecture drivers, strategic direction,
current architecture, target architectures, transitional
processes, architectural components, architectural models,
and standards. The architect has a responsibility for ensuring
the completeness of the architecture, in terms of adequately
addressing all the concerns of all the various views,
satisfactorily reconciling the conflicts among different
stakeholders. The framework emphasizes the role of planner,
owner, designer, builder and subcontractor in the EA
development process. The FEAF is derived from the
Zachman Framework, however, the user of the realized
architecture is not included in the development team. In
FEAF, the Performance Reference Model (PRM) is a
standardized framework to measure the performance of
major IT investments and their contribution to program
performance. Within that model the customer service quality,
process and activity quality, and technology quality are
measured [7].
The Ministry of Defense Architectural Framework
(MODAF) is the UK Government specification for
architectural frameworks for the defense industry [9]. The
MODAF covers 7 viewpoints, i.e., All View, Acquisition,
Strategic, Operational, System, Service, and Technical. The
All View viewpoint is created to define the generic, highlevel information that applies to all the other viewpoints. In
this approach, the architect role is hidden in the particular
viewpoints. The Acquisition viewpoint is used to identify
programmes and projects that are relevant to the framework
and that will be executed to deliver the capabilities that have
been identified in the strategy views. The Strategic viewpoint
defines views that support the analysis and the optimization
of a domain capability. The intention is to capture long-term
missions, goals and visions, and to define what capabilities
are required to realize them. The Operational viewpoint
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contains views that describe the operational elements
required to meet the capabilities defined in the strategic
views. This is achieved by considering a number of highlevel scenarios, and then defining the element sorts existing
in the scenarios. The operational views are solutionindependent and do not describe an actual solution. These
views are available to suppliers and form the basis of
evaluating the System views that are provided as the
supplier's proposed solution. The Service viewpoint concerns
views that allow the solution to be described in terms of its
services. This allows a solution to be specified as a complete
service-oriented architecture. The Technical viewpoint
contains two views that allow all the relevant standards to be
defined. This is split into two categories: current standards
and predicted future standard [9].
The CIMOSA framework is based on four abstract views
(function, information, resource and organization views) and
three modeling levels (i.e., requirements definition, design
specification, and implementation description) [10]. The four
modeling views are provided to manage the integrated
enterprise model (covering the design, manipulation and
access). For the management of views, CIMOSA assumes a
hierarchy of business units that are grouped into divisions
and plants. The TOGAF standard takes a holistic approach to
the enterprise architecture. TOGAF divides the EA into four
categories of architecture, i.e., business, application, data and
technology. Similarly to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2007
standard, in TOGAF the minimum set of stakeholders for a
system covers users, system and software engineers,
operators, administrators, managers and acquirers. Beyond
that there are other stakeholders:
 the executive management, who defines strategic goals,
 the client, who is responsible for the allocated budget,
with regard to the expected goals,
 the provider, who delivers the component elements of
the architecture,
 the sponsors, who drive and guide the work,
 the enterprise architects, who turn business goals into
reality within the structure of its system.
In TOGAF, the holistic approach to the EA quality
management is possible through the application of the
Architecture Maturity Model (AMM), which is based upon
capability maturity models as formal ways to gain control
over and improve architecture processes as well as to assess
the organization's development competence. Van Den Berg
and Van Steenbergen consider eighteen key areas of
architecture maturity, which can be included in the EA
evaluation process [12]. They are as follows: architecture
development, use of architecture, alignment with business,
alignment with the development process, alignment with
operations, suitability of the architecture, roles and
responsibilities, coordination of development, monitoring,
quality management, architectural process maintenance,
maintenance of architectural deliverables, commitment and
motivation, architectural roles and training, use of
architectural roles and training, use of an architectural
method, consultation, architectural tools, budgeting and
planning. The development of architecture should be
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budgeted and planned, however, in such a wide spectrum of
variables included in the evaluation process, there is a
question of who is the beneficiary of the multicriteria
evaluation and what priorities have been established for these
criteria. In TOGAF 9.1, the enterprise architecture process
maturity levels are as follows:
 Level 0: No enterprise architecture program,
 Level 1: Informal enterprise architecture process
underway,
 Level 2: Enterprise architecture process under
development,
 Level 3: Defined enterprise architecture including
detailed written procedures, Technical Reference
Model (TRM) and Standards Profile framework,
 Level 4: Managed and measured enterprise architecture
process,
 Level 5: Continuous improvement of enterprise
architecture process.
That model is a result of the Enterprise Architecture
Capability Maturity Model delivered by DoC (US
Department of Commerce) [3].
IV.

STAKEHOLDERS AND VISIONS AS FUNDAMENTAL OF
EA QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Stakeholders are the individuals who have a stake in the
success or failure of a business. They are people, for whom
the value is created, who are beneficiaries of the EA
development decision. Among others, a particularly
important role belongs to enterprise architect, whose
competencies should be planned and addressed at two levels:
the enterprise and the personal level. An enterprise
competence is an integrated complex of enterprise skills,
knowledge and technology. To a considerable extent,
enterprises competencies rest on the competencies of
employees, i.e., the competencies at the personal level.
Competencies are defined in measurable behavior
characteristics that determine the ability to function
successfully - knowledge, skills, craftsmanship, attitudes,
social skills, and personal traits. The competencies cover the
abilities to cooperate, to take initiative, or show userorientation and decision making skills [4]. The important for
the enterprise architect knowledge aspects cover system
thinking, business and organization, information,
information technology, enterprise development, and its
change. The enterprise architects should be able to translate
the strategic initiatives and areas of concerns into a particular
enterprise design. Usually, the enterprise architects are
responsible for documenting, analyzing, and designing the
business processes, business functions, business objects, and
the interactions among them. By the analysis of the entire
organization model, the architects are able to uncover the
points where there is a need for action and the potential of
optimization. There is a necessity to ensure the cohesion
among roles: application managers, project managers,
process architects, business analysts, organization
consultants, infrastructure acquirers, project portfolio
components' controllers, ICT strategists, IT managers,
security representatives, risk managers and quality managers.
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The enterprise architect is placed in a network of
stakeholders. As actors in network, they achieve their
significance by being in relations with other actors. The
position of the architect in the enterprise determines the
associated controls of the EA development activities.
Techniques used frequently to clarify responsibilities are
RACI and RAEW [12]. RACI model includes the following
characteristics: Responsible (i.e., the individual delivering
the end result), Accountable (i.e., the person bearing the
ultimate responsibility for the result), Consulting (i.e., the
person providing input to reach the result), Informed (i.e., the
individuals informed about the result) (see Table I). In
RAEW model, the enterprise architect should be the person
of Responsibility, Authority, Expertise and Work. Assuming
that EA quality depends on the stakeholders' qualifications,
the stakeholder network quality problem could be analyzed
through the detail specification and evaluation of
stakeholders' competencies.
For the illustration of EA quality considerations, the ehealthcare system architecture is presented in Figure 2. The
project was supported by the National Centre of Science,
grant number 4100/B/H03/2011/40. Stakeholders of the ehealthcare system contribute to the three kinds of
architecture (i.e., Business, Application and Technology
Infrastructure) in a consistent way. Architects in each of the
architectural areas influence each other's decisions. Software
architects designing for software reliability need the design
support of system architects as well as knowledge brokers
and end users.
For e-healthcare architecture modeling, the ArchiMate
language is applied to emphasize the stakeholders in a
suitable manner to support business agility. In Figure 2, a
system architecture model in ArchiMate presents the whole
complexity of EA e-healthcare and as such should be
considered, although it is organized into some basic layers:
 BUSINESS containing the following elements: actor
(i.e., Patient), role (i.e., e-Healthcare Service Recipient,
Knowledge Broker), process (i.e., e-Healthcare
Consultation Process covering 7 subprocesses), service
(i.e., e-Healthcare Service Information Browsing, eHealthcare Service Conceptualization, e-Healthcare
Service Knowledge Component Registration, eHealthcare
Service
Knowledge
Components'
Catalogue,
e-Healthcare
Service
Knowledge
Components' Management). In this paper, the ehealthcare knowledge management is componentoriented. Therefore, each service consists of some
knowledge components, which are designed,
constructed and selected to provide optimal advice to
patients and their guardians. The knowledge
components can be further designed as learning objects
for education of end users and for their community
considered as organization of learning good medical
practices.
 APPLICATION covering elements, such as Financial
Application, Knowledge Component Management
System, Portal to External Sources of Knowledge (e.g.,
libraries, journals, document repositories), Service
Management System, Knowledge Broker- Patient
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Relation System, e-Healthcare Service Politics and
Regulations, Risk Evaluation, IT Support.
 TECHNOLOGY including elements, such as Data
Server, Application Server.
 MOTIVATION containing the following elements:
drivers (i.e., e-Healthcare Consultation Needs),
principles (i.e., e-Healthcare Knowledge Development
Principles), assessment (i.e., e-Healthcare Consultation
Evaluation), goals (i.e., Patient Satisfaction, Efficient
and Effective Response for Patient), requirements (i.e.,
Patient e-Healthcare Requests), stakeholders (e.g.,
Patients and their Guardians).
In Table I, proposed e-Healthcare organizational
structure covers the most important stakeholders, i.e.,
Patients and their Guardians (PG), Medical Staff (MS),
Institutional Investors (II), Knowledge Brokers (KB),
Information System Developers (ISD), Information
Technology Architects (ITA), Public Healthcare Managers
(PHM).
TABLE I. RACI CHART FOR E-HEALTHCARE
Key
PG
MS
II
KB
ISD ITA
Management
Practices
e-Healthcare
I
C
R
C
R
R
Strategic
Planning
e-Healthcare
C
C
R
A
R
R
Knowledge
Brokering
e-Healthcare
R
C
C
R
I
I
Vision
Development
Cultural
A
R
R
R
R
A
Environment
Capabilities &
Performance
IT Capabilities
C
C
R
C
A
A
Development
The ICT
R
R
A
R
R
C
Investment
Development &
Project Planning

PHM

C

C

C

C

C
C

Their activities are further precisely specified and
verified in particular projects. However, at the preimplementation stage each person can be evaluated
according to the following criteria:
 Reliability: capability to maintain a level of
performance under stated conditions for a stated period
of time,
 Efficiency: ability to work properly to the amount of
resources used under stated conditions,
 Suitability: ability to meet stated and implied needs,
 Agility: capability to receive required effects in stated
time,
 Compliance: complying with laws, regulations and
contractual agreements.
At the EA development, quality can be evaluated as the
conformance to the requirements. Every EA product or
service has a requirement, i.e., a description of what the
service recipient needs. When a particular product meets that
requirement, it has achieved quality. The requirements are
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formulated for information, applications, and services.
TECHNOLOGY layer components are strongly standardized
and their quality can be evaluated through IT benchmarking.
The EA quality evaluation focuses on the evaluation of
certain vision provided by a stakeholder as it is in Figure 2.
Usually, the vision is supported by the set of principles,
which support the EA analysis, development and
implementation. The exemplar principles of EA are as
follows:
 data quality is a major factor in enhancing value of ehealthcare,
 reusing existing services and knowledge components
reduces the work required to implement new ones,
 real-time e-healthcare system monitoring allows
immediate action to resolve failures and incidents,
 standardization of EA components help achieve
economies of scale and improves flexibility,
 processes must be designed from the patient
perspective,
 decision-making must take place at the lowest possible
organizational level,
 patient interaction processes must have error correction
capabilities,
 all knowledge must have authorizing source,
 information structure must be based on ArchiMate
standards,
 patient data must be accessible to the patient.
The EA vision and principles are evaluated in the
following way:
 identification of the intended stakeholders of the quality
measurement results,
 determination of the post-evaluation decision-making
responsibilities, decisions will be some procedures
with respect to the architecture vision,
 defining the measures, e.g., :
o accuracy : data in the EA vision correctly define the
event or object which they describe,
o completeness: all the necessary data are present,
o validity: the data fall between acceptable ranges
defined by the system architect,
o consistency: data elements are consistently defined
and understood,
o relevance: the EA vision components support a
decision that needs to be made or a task that needs
to be performed,
o presentation: the EA vision is presented in a form
that makes it easily understandable
 for each measure, specification of feasible quantifiers,
and if it is not possible using the "check-mark"
technique for the acceptance of requirement level
achievement.
 on the basis of the assessments in the step above, reimprovement of the EA vision and principles
specification. The results of such evaluations of
measurements will address questions related to the
occurrence of the undesirable conditions, outcomes or
principles. The process is also developed to reveal
omissions, redundancies and any other weaknesses.
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Figure 2. e-Healthcare Architecture Model.
[5]

V.

CONCLUSION

Although holistic approach to the EA quality
evaluation was provided in TOGAF as the Architecture
Maturity Modeling, in this paper, the EA quality
evaluation is a complex process. Taking into account the
ISO/IE/IEEE 42010 definition, quality of each of the EA
elements should be evaluated separately. Although the
TOGAF framework focuses on EA process quality, this
paper is to emphasize that EA stakeholders and vision are
the most important in the quality evaluation process. The
stakeholders as EA development beneficiaries should be
the EA quality evaluators. The exemplar specification of
quality measures were proposed for that EA objects.
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Abstract-Efficient evaluation of student programs and timely
processing of feedback is a critical challenge for faculty.
Despite persistent efforts and significant advances in this field,
there is still room for improvement. Therefore, the present
study aims to analyse the system of automatic assessment and
marking of computer science programming students’
assignments in order to save teachers or lecturers time and
effort. This is because the answers are marked automatically
and the results returned within a very short period of time.
The study develops a statistical framework to relate image
keywords to image characteristics based on optical character
recognition (OCR) and then provides analysis by comparing
the students’ submitted answers with the optimal results. This
method is based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and the
experimental results achieve high efficiency and more accuracy
by using such a simple yet effective technique in automatic
marking.
Keywords-Automatic Image Marking Process; Optical
Character Recognition; Test and Evaluation; Operational Test
and Evaluation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based Assessment Systems (CAS) has grown
exponentially in the last few years because of the growing
number of university students and increasing contributions
of e-learning approaches to asynchronous and ubiquitous
education.
The marking of student assignments can be classified as
manual and automatic. Unfortunately, instructors and
teaching assistants are already overburdened with work
teaching computer science courses; they have little time to
devote to additional assessment activities. As a result, an
automated tool for grading student assignments must be
devised.
Many educators have used automated systems to assess
and provide quick feedback on large volumes of student
programming assignments [1][2]. Such systems typically
focus on the compilation and execution of student programs
against some form of instructor-provided test data.
However, this approach ignores any testing that the student
has undertaken, and fails to provide both the assessment and
feedback
necessary
for
facilitating
Test-Driven
Development (TDD) [3].
Marking the programming assignments of many students
is not often an easy job for instructors. Thus, making the
marking easier benefits the automated marking program.
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Such innovation in marking programming class assignments
electronically is, arguably, as important as the learning
curriculum for programming classes [4]. Automated
marking applications are more accurate in detecting errors
and providing feedback.
This paper presents a novel automatic image marking
process technique. Section 2 discusses the related work, and
section 3 describes the design of the proposed technique.
Section 4 presents the experimental results, and section 5
concludes the study.
II.

RELATED WORK

The problem of marking automation has attracted much
research attention. Early studies on computerisation
considered the practicality of the general approach to
different programming dialects by exploring diverse
evaluation systems. The early Ceilidh framework checked
understudy assignments in dialects that included Standard
ML [5] in a similar way as that presented in this work, but
without high-level, consistent joining using a cutting-edge
Learning Management System (LMS) [6].
Recent studies have focused on the specifics of Java
assessment and interactive learning. Truong et al. [7]
attempted to assess semi-automatically Java programs via
static analysis without compiling and executing programs.
Tremblay et al. [8] assessed Java programs using a
command-line tool available to students who use a Unixbased system and noted the possibility of a future Webbased application. Blumenstein et al. [9] developed a
generic GAME system that can be used as a framework for
the automated grading of assignments in programming
languages, including Java.
Web-CAT is a web-based application that is
implemented using the WebObjects framework of Apple
[10]. This application is designed to be language
independent, but focuses on grading object-oriented
programs that are written in Java. For Java programs,
students write JUnit-compatible test cases and submit them
along with the assignments in their other classes. The
reports produced by these tools are merged into one
seamless source code mark-up, which can be viewed on the
Web by students.
Redish et al. [11] developed a
tool
called
AUTOMARK to evaluate student style based Pascal
programs. Berry et al. [12] [13] developed another tool to
assess student programs written in C language depending on
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style. Jones used the concept of testing to automate the
evaluation of student programs [14].
Furthermore, Jackson and Usher developed a tool called
ASSYST to automate student programs depending on their
correctness, efficiency, complexity and style [1]. Jumaa
developed a tool to evaluate structural languages such as
Pascal, FORTRAN, C and Basic based on Halstead,
McCabe, Style and Lipow and Thayler models [15]. The
instructor evaluated student programs against it. The tool
proved to be suitable for intermediate courses. As for
advanced courses with big projects, it was impractical for the
instructor to write a model program for each assignment.
Also, in the industry it is difficult to write a model
program in order to assess an industrial program.
One of the very early applications in the course of
automated program marking, Hollingworth’s grader, was
specifically developed to test punched card programs [16].
Many other applications with similar functions have been
introduced, for instance, the Online Judge [17], and, more
recently, Sakai, which was developed with much more
sophisticated ware introduced by Suleman [18]. Although
the varieties of Automated Marker available can differ in
name or other peripheries, their principal functionality is to
evaluate programs written by students indirectly through the
output. This process of indirect test is not without some
deficiency. According to experts, the deficiency of the
indirect approach of testing programs includes, but is not
limited to, “limited quality of feedback”, “heavy hindrances
on evaluation” and “over sensitivity to minor errors”.
Another noticeable pitfall of the available series of
automatic program markers is the inability to mark nontextual programs, interactive programs and tasks with
specific algorithms; some examples are animation or
drawing programs that students are sometimes required to
write. Pragmatically, it is important to explore ways of
upgrading the functionalities of the already existing
automated markers and suggest solutions to the currently
noticeable pitfalls. Other common approaches, amongst the
available automated program makers in the literature, are
those that apply the file-system-based organisational
strategy. For instance, the Isong [19] automated program
marker was developed to focus on compiling student
programs automatically. This is done by comparing the
instructor-provided data against the student program output.
Isong’s marker was written with the help of Unix-shell
scripts. Reek developed a similar grader long before Isong’s
marker [2]. Like Isong’s marker Reek’s grader is also a
Unix-based system that was developed for inductor
programing courses. This grader also adopted the filesystem organisational strategy for evaluating assignments
and student submission. The submissions are graded against
instructor-provided data. Hence, instructors control the
grader’s feedback and evaluation process.
BOSS is also an automated program marker developed
with a battery of Unix-based programs, which adopts filesystem-based organisational strategy for submission of test
cases tested against instructor-provided test criteria [20].
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Through these studies, the proposed system will differ from
other systems by depending on accuracy and efficiency in
the operations of automatic marking. It will use a new
technology based on Images and OCR.
III.

RESEARCH APPROACH

A systematic investigative process was employed to
increase or revise current knowledge of automatic marking.
This section discusses the research approach, which consists
of two sub-phases: (A) designing an improved automatic
image marking process system and (B) testing and
evaluating the developed system.
A. Automatic Image Marking Process System Design
The entry point of the proposed system will be the
submission of the programming assignments in image
format. Optional Character Recognition (OCR) will then be
used to extract the text from the submitted assignments and
to save the text file. The proposed system is a combination of
OCR, web technology and database. Web technology is used
to develop a Web interface that enables students to submit
their assignments, and teachers to mark the submitted
answers and manage students’ marks. Furthermore, this
process will be explained with more detail in phases: (1)
submission process and (2) marking process. The database is
used to save the students’ marks, and the saved data are used
later by the teachers to generate their reports. This section
consists of two sub-sections: (1) submission process and (2)
marking process. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the
proposed system.

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system.

1.

Submission Process

The computer science programming assignments undergo
the stages of (1) compilation, (2) execution and (3) testing.
The submission process, which begins after the execution
stage, is described as follows:
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•
•
•

•
•

The student executes his/her programming assignment
using programming IDE.
The student converts the result of the execution into an
image (e.g., a snapshot of the result).
The student logs into the system using his/her metric
number. In order to enforce proper security, each user
must first register onto the system before he/she can use
any of the other functionalities. Registration ensures that
a proper ID and password are created for each new user.
The student uploads the image that contains his/her
answer.
The system creates a folder named after the metric
number of the student and then saves the uploaded
image inside the folder.

The system allows the teacher to upload the optimal
Answer and to enter the assignment mark. Figure3
shows the upload of the optimal answer.

Figure 3. The upload of the optimal answer and the assignment mark box.

•
•

The system uses the OCR web service to extract the text
from the answer of the student and the optimal answer
of the teacher.
The system compares both texts (i.e., the submitted and
optimal answer) and computes the similarity percentage.

Figure 2. Web interface for uploading assignment answers.
The proposed system provides a web interface for
students to upload their assignment answers. Figure 2
shows the web interface.
2.

Marking Process
The proposed system provides an automatic marking
process for the submitted answers. The marking process
is described as follows:
• The teacher logs onto the system using his/her
teacher ID.
• The teacher selects one of the submitted answers.
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Figure 4. Submitted image that represents the student’s answer.

The accuracy of the text extraction is positively affected by
a high image quality. Figure 4 shows the submitted image
for the student’s answer.
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Figure 5 shows the text extracted from the image using
the OCR web service.

Percentage of matching =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

… “(1)”

Mathematically, this can be explained as the
simultaneous representation of all optimal answers uploaded
in the assignments corpus as points in semantic space, with
the initial dimensionality of the sequences of answers in the
developing system. To classify the correct representation of
optimal answers, we represent it as a vector, and determine
which answer is nearest to the optimal answer, where the
distance measure between two vectors x and y is defined as:
n

𝑑𝑑 �(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 − 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛

B. Testing and Evaluation
Test and Evaluation (T&E) is the process by which a
system or its components are compared against the
requirements and specifications through testing. The results
are evaluated to assess the progress of design, performance,
supportability and more. Developmental Testing and
Evaluation (DT&E) is an engineering tool used to reduce
risk throughout the acquisition cycle. Operational Test and
Evaluation (OT&E) is the actual or simulated employment,
by typical users, of a system under realistic operational
conditions [21]. In this phase, the proposed system is tested
against the student answer samples to check the matching
percentage of the proposed system.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The proposed system is tested on a sample of 65 student
answers. The targeted samples are divided into five groups
as follows: (1) Group A, (2) Group B, (3) Group C, (4)
Group D and (5) Group E.
Group A consists of students' answers with zero
matching optimal answers, while Groups B ,C and D consist
of students' answers with partial matching of optimal
answers. Group E consists of students' answers with
identical matching of optimal answers.
The students upload different answers to computer
science programming questions. The teacher selects a
specific answer, uploads the optimal answer, and gives the
total mark for a particular question. The system calculates
the matching percentage using (1). Figure 6 shows the
matching percentage for each group.
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Percentage %

Figure 5. Text extracted from the image using the OCR web service.

)𝑛𝑛
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Percentage %

n

𝑛𝑛

= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �(x𝑛𝑛 − y𝑛𝑛)𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑘 �
𝑘𝑘=0

A
0

B
C
D
E
42.8 42.85 83.33 100

Figure 6. The matching percentage for each group.

The entire sample is submitted and evaluated. A zero
matching percentage is obtained if these answers do not
match each other as shown in Group A. B 42.8%, C 42.85%
and D 83.33% decreased matching percentage is obtained if
these answers partially match each other as shown in Group
B, C and D. E 100% matching percentage is achieved in
group E when the submitted and optimal answers exactly
match each other.
The matching accuracy depends on the adoption of OCR
and the advanced analysis that is applied to the submitted
answers. However, such accuracy is negatively affected by
the quality of the uploaded image that represents the student
answer. Image quality is one of the most important factors
for improving the quality of recognition. A resolution of 200
DPI to 400 DPI is recommended for a better recognition. An
example of a system output is shown in Figure 7.
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The content of the submitted image is extracted, and
each line of the extracted content compared with the
corresponding line in the optimal answer to check whether
they match each other.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Figure 7. Example of output.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
An approach to automatically evaluating computer
students’ assignments has been described. The framework
is based on Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
Automatic Assignment Scoring (AAS) aims to extend the
system’s capabilities to provide more efficient and accurate
results, as well as to save teachers or lecturers time and
effort. This paper has illustrated the students’ group
matching with optimal answers. The 100% matching
percentage is achieved in group A. The experimental results
validate the efficiency of the proposed system in the
automatic marking process.
In future, the proposed system will be integrated with
the interface of Huddersfield University website.
Furthermore, the prototype will be evaluated through taskbased trials and comparative qualitative evaluation and
testing with other systems.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]
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Abstract— A Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzle is a NP-Hard
problem and very nonlinear since it implies the comparison of
areas or cages sums with their desired values, and humans
have a lot of difficulty to solve these puzzles. On the contrary,
our mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model, using
the Cplex solver, solves easy puzzles in few seconds and hard
puzzles in few minutes. We begin to explain why humans have
such a great difficulty to solve Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzles,
even for low level of difficulty ones, taking into account the
cognitive limitations as the very small working memory of 7-8
symbols. Then, we briefly review our previous work where we
describe linearization techniques that allow solving any
nonlinear problem with a linear MILP model. Next we
describe the sets of constraints that define a Killer Sudoku
puzzle and the definition of the objective variable and the
implementation of the solution of a Killer Samurai Sudoku
puzzle as a minimization problem formulated as a MILP
model and implemented with the GAMS software. Finally, we
present the solutions of a hard Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzles
with our MILP model using the Cplex solver.
Keywords-intelligence; MILP; puzzles

I.

INTRODUCTION

The first problems solved by Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Operations Research (OR) were toy problems, games
and more recently puzzles. In the eighties, there were annual
tournaments of chess computer programs and Kasparov was
even defeated by one of these chess programs. More
recently Sudoku appeared in Japan and then Kakuro and
Killer Sudoku puzzles that were rapidly disseminated
through the rest of the world. More recently arose the Killer
Samurai Sudoku puzzles that consist of five Killer Sudoku
puzzles with the fifth puzzle overlapping over the remaining
four puzzles. As an alternative approach to AI, in this work
we formulate the Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzle problem
solution as an optimization problem with constraints in the
framework of a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)
model and then solve it using the Cplex solver with the
GAMS software and using the linearization techniques
developed in our previous work [1]. A Killer Sudoku puzzle
consists of a matrix of dimension 9x9 where each line and
column must be a permutation of integers between 1 and 9,
each sub-matrix 3x3 must be a permutation of these
numbers and there are a set of colour areas or cages that
must have a predefined sum. The runtimes of the solution of
a black belt Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzle from [2] using
our MILP model were very small, just some few seconds.
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To our knowledge this is the first proposal to solve a Killer
Samurai Sudoku puzzle with a MILP model. Although
exists a site to solve Killer Samurai Sudoku puzzles online,
we believe that our solution is faster and can be understood
by non specialists of computer science. Nevertheless in a
previous work [3] we solved Kakuro puzzles with a MILP
model and the runtimes showed to be much lower than then
the runtimes of previous proposals [4-5].
Next we describe the structure of our paper. In Section 2,
we give a brief overview of what mathematical
programming is, the MILP models and their implementation
with the GAMS software and solution with the Cplex
solver. In Section 3, we describe our MILP model giving a
detailed presentation of the main sets of constraints and their
implementation with the GAMS software. In Section 4, we
present the main conclusions and possible evolution of our
work.
II.

WHAT IS MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING? WHAT IS
A MILP MODEL?

A mathematical program is a set of inequalities and
equalities defined in terms of the model variables, one of
them defining the objective variable that must be maximized
or minimized. In a linear model all constraints are linear and
it cannot be applied any nonlinear operation over a model
variable neither exists the product between two model
variables. A mixed integer linear program (MILP) is a linear
model with integer, binary and continuous variables. In this
work we used the GAMS modeling language to formulate
the puzzle as an optimization problem and solve it with an
algorithm, the Cplex solver. For example the simplified code
that implements a MILP model to obtain the maximum and
minimum of a given array would be:
sets i /1*20/;
parameter a_p(i);
a_p(i)=ord(i)-10;
variable a(i), minimum, maximum, obj;
**CONSTRAINTS**
**set the array elements:
set_a(i).. a(i)=e=a_p(i);
**the minimum is less or equal to all
elements of a(i):
calc_min(i).. minimum =l= a(i);
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**the maximum is greater or equal to all
elements of a(i):
calc_max(i).. maximum =g= a(i);
**to prevent trivial solutions we must
maximize the minimum and minimize the
maximum:
calc_obj.. obj=e= minimum - maximum;
Model MaxMin /all/;
Solve MaxMin using MIP maximizing obj;
display a.l, obj.l, maximum.l,
minimum.l;
The constraint calc_max(i) implements the set of
inequalities (1).
∀,
≥ ()
(1)
The output of this small MILP model using the Cplex
solver looks like the following:
GAMS Rev 229 WIN-VIS 22.9.2 x86/MS Windows
03/09/16 17:01:32 Page 6
General Algebraic Modeling System
Execution
----

only_one(l,c).. sum(v, a_bin(l,c,v))=1=1;
Next, we must impose that there are no repetitions in each
line l, the all different constraint, i.e., for each pair of values
(l,v) summing the binary indexed variable a_bin(l,c,v) over
all columns c, this sum must be equal to 1, since in a Killer
Samurai Sudoku puzzle each line is a permutation of integer
numbers between 1 and 9. This set of logical conditions or
constraints is expressed by (3).
∀ , ,∑

2 -8.000, 3 -7.000, 4 -6.000, 5 -5.000,
-3.000, 8 -2.000, 9 -1.000, 11 1.000,
13 3.000 14 4.000, 15 5.000, 16 6.000,
18 8.000, 19 9.000 20 10.000
=
=
=

In other words (3) ensures that each line is a permutation
of integers between 1 and 9. And there must not exist
repetitions in each column, which is expressed by the similar
set of logical conditions or constraints (4), the all different
constraint for each column c.

-19.000
10.000
-9.000

DESCRIPTION OF OUR MILP MODEL TO SOLVE
KILLER SAMURAI SUDOKU PUZZLES

The main element of our Killer Samurai Sudoku MILP
model is an indexed binary variable with three indexes that
defines the 9x9 matrix which must be filled with integer
numbers between 1..9. The first and second indexes
represent the line and column of the matrix element,
respectively, and the third index represents the value of the
matrix element, i.e., there is only one value of the third
index for which the binary variable is one and all the
remaining are zero for a given line and column. This way
the order of the last index of this indexed binary variable is
translated into the value of the Killer Samurai Sudoku
matrix element. The use of this indexed binary variable is
the main idea to linearize this so nonlinear problem. With
this approach the constraints, like the all different
constraints, are very elegant and simple and the runtimes are
very small.
First we must impose that each matrix element has only
one value, which seems obvious but must be declared since
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all_different_line(l,v).. sum(c, a_bin(l,c,v))=e=1;

26 VARIABLE obj.L
VARIABLE maximum.L
VARIABLE minimum.L
III.

(, , )=1

_

The set of constraints (3) can be implemented with
GAMS syntax as:

26 VARIABLE a.L

1 -9.000,
6 -4.000 7
12 2.000,
17 7.000,
----

the value of the matrix element is expressed by the order of
the third index of the indexed binary variable a_bin(l,c,v), l
and c, being the line and column of the matrix element and
the order of index v its value. This condition is expressed by
(2).
∀ , ,∑ _ ( , , ) = 1
(2)
The set of constraints (2) can be implemented with
GAMS syntax as:

ISBN: 978-1-61208-478-7

∀ , ,∑

(, , )=1

_

(4)

The set of constraints (4) can be implemented with
GAMS syntax as:
all_different_column(c,v)..
sum(l, a_bin(l, a_bin(l,c,v))=e=1;
Next we impose that each sub-matrix 3x3 must be a
permutation of integers between 1 and 9. To express this set
of logical conditions we created an auxiliary indexed
parameter, square(l1,c1,l,c) which is initialized by (5).
∀ ,
1
1)

, , ,

≤ (
+

( ,

− 1)
))

, , ,) =
+

≥ ( − 1)
( ≥(

−

+
(5)

In (5) the multiplication of inequalities must be
interpreted as the logical AND of the logical values of the
inequalities. The scalar Order defines the dimension of the
Killer Sudoku puzzle sub-matrix and for the classical Killer
Sudoku puzzles Order=3. Then the set of logical conditions
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or constraints that impose that each sub-matrix
Order x Order must have no repetitions is expressed by (6).
∀ ,

,

, ∑( ,

):

( ,

,, )

_

(, ,

) = 1 (6)

The set of equations (6) can be written using GAMS
syntax as:

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We showed that our MILP model to solve Killer
Samurai Sudoku puzzles is very efficient and elegant. In a
near future, we plan to expand our MILP model to solve
variants of Killer Sudoku like Killer Sudoku Greater Than
and then adapt them to develop a MILP model to make
production planning based on a MILP model and the Cplex
solver.

all_different_square(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(square(l1,c1,l,c)), a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
The dollar operator has the meaning of restriction to the
values for which the expression next to $ is true. Then we
impose that each colour segment must has a predefined sum
saved in an auxiliary indexed parameter sum_colour(col).
Each colour segment is defined by a logical auxiliary
indexed parameter colour_bin(col,l,c) which has the value 1
when the Killer Sudoku element (l,c) belongs to the colour
segment of order col. This set of conditions or constraints is
expressed by (7).
∀

,∑

,( , ):

_

(

,, )

_

_

( , , )=
( )

(7)

The set of equatons (7) can be written using GAMS
syntax as:
sum_colour_segment(col)..
sum((l,c,v1)$(colour_bin(col,l,c)),ord(v)*a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=
sum_colour(col);
Finally to prevent trivial solutions with all values of
a_bin(i,j,v)=1 we must minimize the objective variable
defined as the number of matrix elements, which is
expressed by (8).
=∑,

,

_

(, , )

Equation (8) can be implemented in GAMS code as:

(8)

Figure 1. Killer Sudoku puzzle solved by our MILP model.
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APPENDIX A
In the following GAMS code the names of constraints
always finish with “..”.
sets l /1*21/;
alias(c,

l);

set v1 /1*9/;
alias(v, v1);
set c1 /1*3/;
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alias(l1, c1);
soma_cor('3')=13;
set col /1*129/;
*121-

*************************************

*positive variable a(l,c);

cor_bin('4', '1', '5')=1;
cor_bin('4', '1', '6')=1;

binary variable a_bin(l,c, v1);
soma_cor('4')= 17;
scalar Order /3/;

*************************************

Parameter square(l1,c1,l,c), square2(l1,c1,l,c),
square3(l1,c1,l,c), square4(l1,c1,l,c),
square5(l1,c1,l,c), cor_bin(col, l, c),
soma_cor(col);

cor_bin('5', '1', '7')=1;
cor_bin('5', '1', '8')=1;
cor_bin('5', '1', '9')=1;
soma_cor('5')=8;

square(l1,c1,l,c)=(ord(l) ge ((ord(l1)-1)*Order+1)
)*(ord(l) le ((ord(l1)-1)*Order+Order))
*(ord(c) ge ((ord(c1)-1)*Order+1))*(ord(c) le
((ord(c1)-1)*Order+Order));
square2(l1,c1,l,c)=(ord(l) ge ((ord(l1)1)*Order+1) )*(ord(l) le ((ord(l1)1)*Order+Order))
*(ord(c) ge (12+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+1))*(ord(c) le
(12+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+Order));

*************************************
cor_bin('6',
cor_bin('6',
cor_bin('6',
cor_bin('6',

'2',
'2',
'2',
'2',

'3')=1;
'4')=1;
'5')=1;
'6')=1;

soma_cor('6')=15;
* snip! some instructions omitted
variable obj;

square3(l1,c1,l,c)=(ord(l) ge (12+(ord(l1)1)*Order+1) )*(ord(l) le (12+(ord(l1)-1)
*Order+Order))
*(ord(c) ge ((ord(c1)-1)*Order+1))*(ord(c) le
((ord(c1)-1)*Order+Order));
square4(l1,c1,l,c)=(ord(l) ge (12+(ord(l1)1)*Order+1) )*(ord(l) le (12+(ord(l1)-1)*
Order+Order))
*(ord(c) ge (12+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+1))*(ord(c) le
(12+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+Order));
square5(l1,c1,l,c)=(ord(l) ge (6+(ord(l1)1)*Order+1) )*(ord(l) le (6+(ord(l1)-1)
*Order+Order))
*(ord(c) ge (6+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+1))*(ord(c) le
(6+(ord(c1)-1)*Order+Order));
*Next we define the cages of the first puzzle
cor_bin(col, l, c)=0;
soma_cor(col)=0;

* CONSTRAINTS:
*only_one(l,c).. sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
only_one(l,c)$( (ord(l) ge 1) * (ord(l) le 9) *
(ord(c) le 9) * (ord(c) ge 1) )..
sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
only_one2(l,c)$( (ord(l) ge 1) * (ord(l) le 9) *
(ord(c) le 21) * (ord(c) ge 13) ) ..
sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
only_one3(l,c)$( (ord(l) ge 7) * (ord(l) le 15) *
(ord(c) le 15) * (ord(c) ge 7) )..
sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
only_one4(l,c)$( (ord(l) ge 13) * (ord(l) le 21) *
(ord(c) le 9) * (ord(c) ge 1) )..
sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
only_one5(l,c)$( (ord(l) ge 13) * (ord(l) le 21) *
(ord(c) le 21) * (ord(c) ge 13) )..
sum(v1, a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;

cor_bin('1', '1', '1')=1;
cor_bin('1', '2', '1')=1;

*************************************

all_different_line(l,v1)$( ord(l) le 9)..
sum(c$(ord(c) le 9), a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
all_different_line2(l,v1)$( ord(l) le 9)..
sum(c$( (ord(c) le 21) * (ord(c) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;

cor_bin('2',
cor_bin('2',
cor_bin('2',
cor_bin('2',

all_different_line3(l,v1)$( (ord(l) le 15) *
(ord(l) ge 7) )..
sum(c$( (ord(c) le 15) * (ord(c) ge 7) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;

soma_cor('1')=6;

'1',
'2',
'3',
'3',

'2')=1;
'2')=1;
'2')=1;
'1')=1;

soma_cor('2')=23;
*************************************

all_different_line4(l,v1)$( (ord(l) le 21) *
(ord(l) ge 13) )..
sum(c$( (ord(c) le 9) * (ord(c) ge 1) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;

cor_bin('3', '1', '3')=1;
cor_bin('3', '1', '4')=1;
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all_different_line5(l,v1)$( (ord(l) le 21) *
(ord(l) ge 13) )..
sum(c$( (ord(c) le 21) * (ord(c) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
all_different_column(c,v1)$(ord(c) le 9)..
sum((l)$(ord(l) le 9), a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
all_different_column2(c,v1)$( (ord(c) le 21) *
(ord(c) ge 13) )..
sum((l)$( ord(l) le 9 ), a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;

option IterLim=1000000000;
option ResLim=1000000000;
option optcr=0;
option optca=0;
solve KillerSamuraiSudoku using MIP minimizing
obj;
display

a_bin.l, obj.l;

all_different_column3(c,v1)$( (ord(c) le 15) *
(ord(c) ge 7) )..
sum((l)$( (ord(l) le 15) * (ord(l) ge 7) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
all_different_column4(c,v1)$( (ord(c) le 9) *
(ord(c) ge 1) )..
sum((l)$( (ord(l) le 21) * (ord(l) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
all_different_column5(c,v1)$( (ord(c) le 21) *
(ord(c) ge 13) )..
sum((l)$( (ord(l) le 21) * (ord(l) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1))=e=1;
zero_elements(l,c,v)$( (ord(l) le 6)* (ord(l) ge
1) * (ord(c) ge 10) * (ord(c) le 12) +
(ord(l) ge 16) * (ord(l) le 21) * (ord(c) ge 10)
*(ord(c) le 12) + (ord(l) ge 10) *
(ord(l) le 12) * (ord(c) le 6)+
(ord(l) ge 10) * (ord(l) le 12) * (ord(c) ge 16) *
(ord(c) le 21) ).. a_bin(l,c,v)=e=0;
all_different_square(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(
square(l1,c1,l,c) *(ord(l) ge 1) * (ord(l) le
9)*(ord(c) le 9)*(ord(c) ge 1) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e= 1;
all_different_square2(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(
square2(l1,c1,l,c) *(ord(l) ge 1) * (ord(l) le
9)*(ord(c) le 21)*(ord(c) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e= 1;
all_different_square3(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(
square3(l1,c1,l,c) *(ord(l) ge 13) * (ord(l) le
21)*(ord(c) le 9)*(ord(c) ge 1) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e= 1;
all_different_square4(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(
square4(l1,c1,l,c) *(ord(l) ge 13) * (ord(l) le
21)*(ord(c) le 21)*(ord(c) ge 13) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e= 1;
all_different_square5(l1,c1,v1)..
sum((l,c)$(
square5(l1,c1,l,c) *(ord(l) ge 7) * (ord(l) le
15)*(ord(c) le 15)*(ord(c) ge 7) ),
a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e= 1;
sum_color_segment(col)..
sum((l,c,v1)$(cor_bin(col,l,c)=1),
ord(v1)*a_bin(l,c,v1)) =e=soma_cor(col);
calc_obj.. obj=e=sum((l,c,v1), a_bin(l,c,v1));
model KillerSamuraiSudoku /all/;
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APPENDIX B
Next we show the output of the Cplex solver that results
from a run of the GAMS model that corresponds to the
solution of the puzzle presented in figure 1.
----

910 VARIABLE a_bin.L
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7

.1
.2
.3
.7
.8
.9
.13
.14
.15
.16
.18
.21
.1
.4
.5
.6
.7
.9
.14
.16
.17
.19
.20
.21
.1
.3
.4
.5
.6
.9
.14
.15
.16
.17
.19
.20
.2
.3
.5
.7
.8
.9
.13
.14
.15
.18
.19
.20
.1
.3
.4
.5
.7
.8
.13
.15
.16
.18
.19
.21
.1
.2
.4
.5
.6
.8
.13
.16
.17
.18
.20
.21
.2
.3
.6
.7

2

3

4

5

6

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9

.8
.9
.10
.11
.12
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20
.21
.2
.4
.6
.7
.8
.9
.13
.14
.15
.17
.18
.19
.1
.2
.3

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

9 .4
9 .5
9 .6
9 .10
9 .11
1.000
9 .12
1.000
9 .13
9 .14
9 .15
9 .17
9 .20
1.000
9 .21
1.000
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.12
10.13
1.000
10.15
1.000
11.8
1.000
11.10
11.11
11.12
1.000
11.13
11.14
**snip! some lines omitted

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.00

1.000
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Abstract—As more and more areas of science make use of the
open source software (OSS), legal research in the field seeks to
reconcile various open source licenses (which may be used in a
single research project) and explores solutions to allow
exploitation of project components in a license compliant way.
Innovative software solutions contribute to the field of
computer science from the technical side, while exploration of
the legal implications of open source licensing enriches the
topic from the legal perspective. In this paper, we consider
what uses of what OSS may have licensing implications and
suggest some solutions on how software developments may be
used and distributed in a license compliant way.
Keywords-open source software; free software; open source
licensing; copyleft.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Some key areas of computing, such as Linux/GNU,
Google/Android, rely on open source software. Many
research projects use the potential of OSS and contribute to
the open source movement as well. One example is the EU
FP7 CHIC project in the health informatics (full title
“Computational Horizons In Cancer (CHIC): Developing
Meta- and Hyper-Multiscale Models and Repositories for In
Silico Oncology” [1]). CHIC is engaged in “the development
of clinical trial driven tools, services and infrastructures that
will support the creation of multiscale cancer hypermodels
(integrative models)” [1]. In the course of this, it makes use
of OSS and explores the possibility of open sourcing the
project outcomes itself. For example, the hypermodelling
framework VPH-HF relies on an open source domainindependent workflow management system Taverna [2],
while an open source finite element solver, FEBio, is used in
biomechanical and diffusion modeling [3].
This is part of a wider trend, in which OSS is becoming
increasingly popular in all areas of scientific research.
However, while the use of OSS may benefit the conduct of
the project and promote its outcomes, it may later also have
the effect of limiting the project exploitation options.
In this paper, we look into the licensing implications
associated with the use of OSS and open sourcing the
project outcomes. Also, we seek to suggest solutions on
how licensing implications (and incompatibility risks) may
best be managed. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II describes the notion of free and open
source software (FOSS) and elaborates on the license
requirements for software distribution. Section III addresses
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peculiarities of the set of General Public Licenses (GPL)
and points up some specific aspects stemming from the use
of GPL software. In Section IV, the article concludes by
way of a case study showing how the use of OSS may
impact on future licensing of a project component.
II.

FREE AND OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Open source software is not simply a popular term, but it
has its own definition and criteria, which we describe below.
A. Open Source Software
According to the Open Source Initiative (OSI), “Open
source doesn't just mean access to the source code. The
distribution terms of open-source software must comply
with the following criteria…” [4]. These requirements
normally determine how the program may be distributed
either in its source code (a script in a human readable form,
usually written in one or another programming language,
such as C++, Java, Python, etc.) or as a compiled executable,
i.e., object code (“a binary code, simply a concatenation of
“0”‘s and “1”‘s.” [5]).
The basic requirements of open source are as follows:
1. Free Redistribution. The license may not restrict
distributing a program as part of an aggregate software
distribution and/or may not require license fees.
2. Source Code. The license must allow distribution
of the program both in source code and in compiled form.
By distribution in object code, the source code should also
be accessible at a charge not higher than the cost of copying
(download from Internet at no charge).
3. Derived Works. The license must allow
modifications and creation of derivative works and
distribution of such works under the same license terms.
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code. The license
may require derivative works to be identified from original,
such as by a version number or by name.
5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups.
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor.
7. Distribution of License. The license terms apply to
all users without the need of concluding a separate license
agreement with every user.
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product. The
license may not be dependent on any software distribution.
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9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software. The
license must not place restrictions on software distributed
with the program (e.g., on the same medium).
10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral. The license
may not be pre-defined for a specific technology [4].
There are currently more than 70 open source licenses,
which can be categorized according to the license terms.
B. Free Software
One category is free software, which also has its own
criteria. As defined by the Free Software Foundation (FSF),
a program is free software, if the user (referred to as “you”)
has the four essential freedoms:
1. “The freedom to run the program as you wish, for
any purpose (freedom 0).
2. The freedom to study how the program works, and
change it so it does your computing as you wish (freedom
1). Access to the source code is a precondition for this.
3. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help
your neighbor (freedom 2).
4. The freedom to distribute copies of your modified
versions to others (freedom 3). By doing this you can give
the whole community a chance to benefit from your
changes. Access to the source code is a precondition for
this.” [6].
The GPL, in its different versions, is a true carrier of
these freedoms and GPL software (when distributed in a
GPL compliant way) is normally free. The licenses, which
qualify as free software licenses are defined by the FSF [7].
C. Free Software and Copyleft
The mission of free software (providing the users with
these essential freedoms) is achieved in a way that not only
the original author, who licenses his program under a free
license, but also the subsequent developers, who make
modifications to such free program, release their modified
versions in the same “free” way.
Maintaining and passing these freedoms for subsequent
software distributions is usually achieved by the so called
copyleft principle. “Copyleft is a general method for making
a program (or other work) free, and requiring all modified
and extended versions of the program to be free as well.”
[8]. A copyleft license usually requires that modified
versions be distributed under the same terms. This
distinguishes copyleft from non-copyleft licenses: copyleft
licenses pass identical license terms on to derivative works,
while non-copyleft licenses govern the original code only.
However, a free license does not necessarily involve
copyleft and a copyleft license is not always free. On the
other hand, a license that “requires modified versions to be
nonfree does not qualify as a free license” [6].
D. Licensing Implications on Software Distribution
From the whole spectrum of FOSS licenses, mostly the
free licenses with copyleft produce licensing implications on
software exploitation. Some other free licenses without
copyleft are, in contrast, rather flexible, provide for a wider
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variety of exploitation options, subject to rather simple
terms: acknowledgement of the original developer and
replication of a license notice and disclaimer of warranties.
Such more relaxed non-copyleft licenses usually allow
the code to be run, modified, distributed as standalone and/or
as part of another software, either in source form and/or as a
binary executable, provided the license terms for the original
code are met. Among the popular non-copyleft licenses are:
the Apache License [9], the MIT License [10], the BSD 3Clause License [11], to name a few. “Code, created under
these licenses, or derived from such code, may “go “closed”
and developments can be made under that proprietary
license, which are lost to the open source community.” [12].
As a condition for distributing the MIT or BSD licensed
code (or its modified versions), these licenses require that the
use of the original code should be acknowledged. For this,
the developers of the original program and the program
license with disclaimer should be replicated (maintained)
throughout the whole re-distribution chain. For instance, the
MIT license requires that “copyright notice and this
permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software” [10]. Failure to do so
may, at one hand, compromise the ability of the developer to
enforce his own copyright in parts of the code, which he
wrote himself, and, on the other hand, put him at risk of
being found liable for copyright infringement, because
distribution of the program in breach of the license terms
may be a ground for claiming copyright violation [12]. Once
these requirements of notice preservation are met, a
developer may exploit the software as he deems fit.
E. Copyleft Licenses
In contrast, the free licenses with copyleft by promoting
the four essential freedoms to the users may at the same
time take away the developer´s freedom to decide on
licensing of his own software, pre-determining a license
choice for him. While supporters of free software speak
about copyleft as protecting the rights, some developers,
affected by the copyleft against their will, tend to refer “to
the risk of “viral” license terms that reach out to infect their
own, separately developed software and of improper market
leverage and misuse of copyright to control the works of
other people.” [13].
The GPL Version 2 (GPL v2) [14] and Version 3 (GPL
v3) [15] are examples of free licenses with copyleft. GPL
copyleft looks as follows. GPL v2, in Section 1, allows “to
copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source
code… in any medium” under the terms of GPL, requiring
replication of the copyright and license notice with
disclaimer and supply of the license text. In Section 2, the
GPL license allows modifying the program, “thus forming a
work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such
modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above”,
i.e., under GPL itself. In doing so, it implies that a developer
may distribute his own developments, only if he licenses
under GPL. In some cases, it may put a developer up to a
dilemma: either to license under GPL or not to license at all.
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A more positive aspect of GPL is that at times it may be
rather flexible. In particular, not all modes of using a GPL
program create a modified version and not all models of
software distribution are necessarily affected by GPL.
III.

GPL AND GPL COPYLEFT

Among the decisive factors whether software is affected by
GPL copyleft are: the mode, in which software uses a GPL
program, the version and wording of the applicable GPL
license, and the method of how software will be distributed.
A. Mode of Use
The mode of use essentially determines whether a
development qualifies as “a work based on a GPL
program” or not. If because of using a GPL program,
software qualifies as a “work based on the Program”, then
according to the terms of GPL it shall go under GPL [14].
Otherwise, if a program is not a modified version of GPL,
then there is no binding reason for it to go under GPL.
In this regard, not all uses of a GPL program will
automatically produce a derivative work. For example,
developing a software using the Linux operating system, or
creating a piece of software designed to run on Java or
Linux (licensed under GPL v2 [16]) does not affect
licensing of this software (unless it is intended to be
included into the Linux distribution as a Linux kernel
module). Also, calculating algorithms by means of a GPL
licensed R (a free software environment for statistical
computing and graphics [17]) in the course of developing a
software model does not affect licensing of a model,
because the model is not running against the GPL code.
Another distinctive feature of GPL is that, in contrast to
the majority of other open source licenses, which do not
regard linking as creating a modified version (e.g., Mozilla
Public License [18], Apache License [9]), the GPL license
considers linking, both static and dynamic, as making a
derivative work. Following the FSF interpretation criteria,
“Linking a GPL covered work statically or dynamically with
other modules is making a combined work based on the
GPL covered work. Thus, the terms and conditions of the
GNU General Public License cover the whole combination”
[19]. This position may be tested against the technical and
legal background involved [20].
The controversy Android v Linux [21] illustrates how
Google avoided licensing of Android under GPL because
the mode how it used Linux was beyond the scope of
applicability of Linux GPL license. This case concerned the
Android operating system, which relies on the GPL licensed
Linux kernel and which was ultimately licensed under the
Apache License. Android is an operating system, primarily
used by mobile phones. It was developed by Google and
consists of Linux kernel, some non-free libraries, a Java
platform and some applications. Despite the fact that
Android uses Linux kernel, licensed under GPL v2 [16],
Android itself was licensed under Apache 2.0 License. “To
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combine Linux with code under the Apache 2.0 license
would be copyright infringement, since GPL version 2 and
Apache 2.0 are incompatible” [21]. However, the fact that
the Linux kernel remains a separate program within
Android, with its source code under GPL v2, and the
Android programs communicate with the kernel via system
calls clarified the licensing issue. Software communicating
with Linux via system calls is expressly removed from the
scope of derivative works, affected by GPL copyleft. A
note, added to the GPL license terms of Linux by Linus
Torvalds, makes this explicit:
“NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs
that use kernel services by normal system calls - this is
merely considered normal use of the kernel, and does *not*
fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that the
GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,
but the instance of code that it refers to (the linux kernel) is
copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.” [16].
Examples of normal system calls are: fork(), exec(),
wait(), open(), socket(), etc. [21]. Such system calls operate
within the kernel space and interact with the user programs
in the user space [22]. Taking into consideration these
technical details, “Google has complied with the
requirements of the GNU General Public License for Linux,
but the Apache license on the rest of Android does not
require source release.” [21]. In fact, the source code for
Android was ultimately released, however, in the view of
the FSF, even the use of Linux kernel and release of the
source code do not make Android free software. As
explained by Richard Stallman [21], the aspects that
Android comes up with some non-free libraries, proprietary
Google applications, proprietary firmware and drivers,
prevents the users from installing and running their own
modified software, accepting versions approved by some
company, and – what is most interesting – that the Android
code is insufficient to run the device undermine the
philosophy of free software [21].
B. GPL Weak Copyleft and Linking Exceptions
Another factor that matters whether a development is
subject to GPL copyleft is the GPL license used.
Some GPL licenses have so-called weak copyleft.
Examples are the GNU Library or "Lesser" General Public
License, Version 2.1 (LGPL-2.1) [23] and Version 3.0
(LGPL-3.0) [24]. In these cases, a program, which merely
links to a LGPL program or library (without modifying it),
does not have to be licensed under LGPL. As LGPL-2.1
explains, “A program that contains no derivative of any
portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the
Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a
"work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is
not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls
outside the scope of this License.” [23]. LGPL allows
combining external programs with a LGPL library and
distributing combined works under the terms at the choice
of the developer, provided: (a) the library stays under
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LGPL; and (b) license of the combined work allows
“modification of the work for the customer's own use and
reverse engineering for debugging such modifications” [23].
Some practical consequences of how a switch from
LGPL to GPL in one software product may affect
exploitation and usability of another software product are
demonstrated by the controversy: MySQL v PHP [20].
PHP is a popular general-purpose scripting language that
is especially suited to web development [25]. PHP was
developed by the Zend company and licensed under the
PHP license, which is not compatible with GPL [26]. PHP is
widely used and distributed with MySQL in web
applications, such as in the LAMP system (standing for:
Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP), which is used for
building dynamic web sites and web applications [27].
MySQL is the world's most popular open source database,
originally developed by MySQL AB, then acquired by Sun
Microsystems in 2008, and finally by Oracle in 2010 [28].
In 2004, MySQL AB decided to switch the MySQL libraries
from LGPL to GPL v2. That is when the controversy arose.
The PHP developers responded with disabling an extension
in PHP 5 to MySQL. If PHP was thus not able to operate
with MySQL, the result would be negative for the open
source community [20], which widely relied on PHP for
building web applications with MySQL. To resolve the
conflict, MySQL AB came up with a FOSS license
exception. The FOSS license exception (initially called the
FLOSS License Exception) allowed developers of FOSS
applications to include MySQL Client Libraries (also
referred to as "MySQL Drivers" or "MySQL Connectors")
within their FOSS applications and distribute such
applications together with GPL licensed MySQL Drivers
under the terms of a FOSS license, even if such other FOSS
license were incompatible with the GPL [29].
A similar exception may be found in relation to the
programming language Java. Java is licensed under GPL v2
with Classpath Exception [30]. It is a classic GPL linking
exception based on permission of the copyright holder. It
consists of the following statement attached to the Java GPL
license text: “As a special exception, the copyright holders
of this library give you permission to link this library with
independent modules to produce an executable, regardless
of the license terms of these independent modules, and to
copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of
your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
independent module, the terms and conditions of the license
of that module. An independent module is a module which is
not derived from or based on this library.” [30]. Originally,
this allowed free software implementations of the standard
class library for the Java programming language [20].
Adding special permissions or exceptions to the standard
terms of GPL is explicitly permitted by GPL v3. This makes
GPL v3 more flexible and license compatible in comparison
to GPL v2. “Additional permissions” are terms that
supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions
from one or more of its conditions.” [15]. The linking
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exception to GPL v3, as recommended by the FSF, appears
as follows: “If you modify this Program, or any covered
work, by linking or combining it with [name of library] (or
a modified version of that library), containing parts covered
by the terms of [name of library's license], the licensors of
this Program grant you additional permission to convey the
resulting work” [31].
In this respect, it must be noted that adding additional
permissions or exceptions to GPL license terms is an
exclusive prerogative of the copyright holder. Thus, if a
developer builds his program on top of a third party GPL
code, he may not add such a linking exception to the GPL
license of the whole code, unless he obtained consent to this
from all the other copyright holders [31].
A software developer may be motivated to add such
linking exceptions to solve GPL-incompatibility issues,
which may arise if a GPL program is supposed to run
against GPL incompatible programs or libraries, or to allow
use of GPL software in software developments, which are
not necessarily licensed in a GPL compatible way.
C. Mode of Distribution
Thirdly, the mode of distribution, namely: whether a
component is distributed packaged with a GPL dependency
or without it, may matter for the application of GPL.
According to the first criterion of OSS, which says that a
license must permit distribution of a program either as
standalone or as part of “an aggregate software distribution
containing programs from several different sources” [4], the
GPL license allows distributing GPL software “as a
component of an aggregate software”. As interpreted by the
FSF, “mere aggregation of another work not based on the
Program with the Program (or with a work based on the
Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium
does not bring the other work under the scope of this
License” [32]. Such an “aggregate” may be composed of a
number of separate programs, placed and distributed
together on the same medium, e.g., USB. [32].
The core legal issue here is of differentiating an
“aggregate” from other “modified versions” based on GPL
software. “Where's the line between two separate programs,
and one program with two parts? This is a legal question,
which ultimately judges will decide.” [32]. In the view of
the FSF, the deciding factor is the mechanism of
communication (exec, pipes, rpc, function calls within a
shared address space, etc.) and the semantics of the
communication (what kinds of information are exchanged).
So, including the modules into one executable file or
running modules “linked together in a shared address
space” would most likely mean “combining them into one
program”. By contrast, when “pipes, sockets and commandline arguments” are used for communication, “the modules
normally are separate programs” [32].
These observations bring us to the following
conclusions. Distributing an independent program together
with a GPL program on one medium, so that the programs
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do not communicate with each other, does not spread the
GPL of one program to the other programs. Equally,
distributing a program, which has a GPL dependency,
separately and instructing the user to download that GPL
dependency for himself would release a program from being
licensed by GPL. However, distributing a program packaged
with a GPL dependency would require licensing the whole
software package under GPL, unless exceptions apply.
D. Commercial Distribution
In contrast to the open source licenses, which allow the
code to go “closed” in proprietary software “lost to the open
source community” [12], GPL is aimed to preserve software
developments open for the development community. For
this reason, GPL does not allow “burying” GPL code in
proprietary software products. Against this principle,
licensing GPL software in proprietary way and charging
royalties is not admissible.
One of the exploitation options for GPL components
might be charging fees for distribution of copies, running
from the network server as “Software as a Service” or
providing a warranty for a fee. For instance, when a GPL
program is distributed from the site, fees for distributing
copies can be charged. However, “the fee to download
source may not be greater than the fee to download the
binary” [33].
Offering warranty protection and additional liabilities
would be another exploitation option. In this regard, GPL
allows providing warranties, but requires that provision of
warranties must be evidenced in writing, i.e., by signing an
agreement. A negative aspect here is that by providing
warranties a developer accepts additional liability for the
bugs, caused by his predecessors, and assumes “the cost of
all necessary servicing, repair and correction” [15] for the
whole program, including modules provided by other
developers. The business model of servicing GPL software
has proven to be quite successful, as the Ubuntu [34] and
other similar projects, which distribute and provide services
for Linux/GNU software, demonstrate.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered some licensing
implications, which may arise by the use of open source
software. We conclude by way of a case study, showing
how the use of OSS may affect licensing of a project
component.
In this example, let us consider licensing of a repository
for computational models. The repository links, by calling
the object code, to the database architecture MySQL,
licensed under GPL v2 [35], and a web application Django,
licensed under BSD 3-Clause License [36].
We may identify the future (downstream) licensing
options for the repository in the following way. GPL v2
considers, “linking a GPL covered work statically or
dynamically with other modules making a combined work
based on the GPL covered work. Thus, GNU GPL will cover
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the whole combination” [19]. In terms of GPL, a repository,
which links to GPL MySQL, qualifies as a work based on a
GPL program and must go under GPL. BSD 3-Clause
License is a lax software license, compatible with GPL [7].
GPL permits BSD programs in GPL software. Hence, no
incompatibility issues with the BSD licensed Django arise.
Section 9 GPL v2, applicable to MySQL, allows a work to
be licensed under GPL v2 or any later version. This means,
a repository, as a work based on GPL v2 MySQL, may go
under GPL v3. Hence, GPL v3 has been identified as a
license for this repository. The license requirements for
distribution are considered next.
A repository may be distributed in source code and/or in
object code. Distribution in object code must be supported
by either: (a) source code; (b) an offer to provide source
code (valid for 3 years); (c) an offer to access source code
free of charge; or (d) by peer-to-peer transmission –
information where to obtain the source code. If the
repository is provided as “Software as a service”, so that the
users can interact with it via a network without having a
possibility to download the code, release of the source code
is not required.
In distributing this repository under GPL v3, the
developer must include into each source file, or (in case of
distribution in an object code) attach to each copy: a
copyright notice, a GPL v3 license notice with the
disclaimer of warranty and include the GPL v3 license text.
If the repository has interactive user interfaces, each must
display a copyright and license notice, disclaimer of
warranty and instructions on how to view the license.
Django and MySQL, as incorporated into software
distribution, remain under BSD and GPL v2, respectively.
Here the BSD and GPL v2 license terms for distribution
must be observed. It means, all copyright and license notices
in the Django and MySQL code files must be reserved. For
Django, a copyright notice, the license notice and disclaimer
shall be retained in the source files or reproduced, if Django
is re-distributed in object code [11]. Distribution of MySQL
should be accompanied by a copyright notice, license
notices and disclaimer of warranty; recipients should receive
a copy of the GPL v2 license. For MySQL, distributed in
object code, the source code should be accessible, either
directly, or through instructions on how to get it.
As this case study suggests, the use of open source
software under copyleft licenses, such as GPL, may be a
preferential option for keeping the project components open
for development community. On the other hand, if
commercial exploitation is intended, the use of open source
software under Apache License or MIT or BSD would most
likely suit these interests better.
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Abstract—This paper presents a methodology for data description
and analysis, the Content Factor (CONTFACT). The Content
Factor method can be applied to arbitrary data and content
and it can be adopted for many purposes. Normed factors
and variants can also support data analysis and knowledge
discovery. This paper presents the algorithm, introduces into
the norming of Content Factors, and discusses examples and
a practical case study and implementation based on long-term
knowledge resources, which are continuously in development. The
methodology is used for advanced processing and also enables
methods like data rhythm analysis and characterisation. It can be
integrated with complementary methodology, e.g., classification
and allows the application of advanced computing methods.
The goal of this research is to create a general and flexible
methodology for data description and analysis that can be used
with huge structured and even unstructured data resources,
allows an automation, and can therefore also be used for longterm multi-disciplinary knowledge.
Keywords–Data-centric Knowledge Processing; Content Factor
(CONTFACT) method; Data Rhythm Analysis; Universal Decimal
Classification; Advanced Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information systems handling unstructured as well as structured information are lacking means for data description and
analysis, which is data-centric and can be applied in flexible
ways. In the late nineteen nineties, the concept of in-text documentation balancing has been introduced with the knowledge
resources in the LX Project. Creating knowledge resources
means creating, collecting, documenting, and analysing data
and information. This can include digital objects, e.g., factual
data, process information, and executable programs, as well as
realia objects. Long-term means decades because knowledge is
not isolated, neither in space nor time. All the more, knowledge
does have a multi-disciplinary context.
Therefore, after integration knowledge should not disintegrate, instead it should be documented, preserved, and analysed
in context. The extent increases with growing collections,
which requires advanced processing and computing. Especially
the complexity is a driving force, e.g., in depth, in width,
and considering that parts of the content and context may be
continuously in development. Therefore, the applied methods
cannot be limited to certain algorithms and tools. Instead there
are complementary sets of methods.
The methodology of computing factors [1] and patterns [2]
being representative for a certain part of content was consid-
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ered significant for knowledge resources and referred material.
Fundamentally, a knowledge representation is surrogate. It
enables an entity to determine consequences without forcing
an action. For the development of these resources a definitionsupported, sortable documentation-code balancing was created
and implemented.
The Content Factor (CONTFACT) method advances
this concept and integrates a definition-supported sortable
documentation-code balancing and a universal applicability.
The Content Factor method is focussing on documentation and
analysis The Content Factor can contain a digital ‘construction
plan’ or a significant part of digital objects, like sequenced
DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) does for biological objects [3].
Here, a construction plan is what is decided to be a significant
sequence of elements, which may, e.g., be sorted or unsorted.
Furthermore, high level methods, e.g., “rhythm matching”, can
be based on methods like the Content Factor.
Classification has proven to be a valuable tool for longterm and complex information management, e.g., for environmental information systems [4]. Conceptual knowledge is
also a complement for data and content missing conceptual
documentation, e.g., for data based on ontologies used with
dynamical and autonomous systems [5].
Growing content resources means huge amounts of data,
requirements for creating and further developing advanced
services, and increasing the quality of data and services. With
growing content resources content balancing and valuation is
getting more and more important.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II summarises
the state-of-the-art and motivation, Sections III and IV introduce the Content Factor method and an example for the
application principle. Section V shows implemented Content
Factor examples, explains flags, definition sets, and norming. Section VI provides the results from an implementation
case study, showing complementary properties and complex
scenarios. Section VII discusses aspects of processing and
computation. Sections VIII and IX present and evaluation and
main results, summarise the lessons learned, conclusions and
future work.
II. S TATE - OF - THE - ART AND MOTIVATION
Most content and context documentation and knowledge
discovery efforts are based on data and knowledge entities.
Knowledge is created from a subjective combination of different attainments, which are selected, compared and balanced
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against each other, which are transformed, interpreted, and
used in reasoning, also to infer further knowledge. Therefore,
not all the knowledge can be explicitly formalised.
Knowledge and content are multi- and inter-disciplinary
long-term targets and values [6]. In practice, powerful and
secure information technology can support knowledge-based
works and values. Computing goes along with methodologies,
technological means, and devices applicable for universal automatic manipulation and processing of data and information.
Computing is a practical tool and has well defined purposes
and goals.
Most measures, e.g., similarity, distance and vector measures, are only secondary means [7], which cannot cope with
complex knowledge. Evaluation metrics are very limited, and
so are the connections resulting from co-occurences in given
texts, e.g., even with Natural Language Processing (NLP), or
clustering results in granular text segments [8].
Evaluation can be based on word semantic relatedness,
datasets and evaluation measures, e.g., the WordSimilarity 353
dataset (EN-WS353) for English texts [9]. The development of
Big Data amounts and complexity up to this point show that
processing power is not the sole solution [10]. Advanced longterm knowledge management and analytics are on the rise.
Value of data is an increasingly important issue, especially
when long-term knowledge creation is required, e.g., knowledge loss due to departing personnel [11]. Current information
models are not able to really quantify the value of information.
Due to this fact one of the most important assets [12], the
information, is often left out [13]. Today a full understanding
of the value of information is lacking. For example, free Open
Access contributions can bear much higher information values
than contributions from commercial publishers or providers.
For numberless application scenarios the entities have to
be documented, described, selected, analysed, and interpreted.
Standard means like statistics and regular expression search
methods are basic tools used for these purposes.
Anyhow, these means are not data-centric, they are volatile
methods, delivering non-persistent attributes with minimal
descriptive features. The basic methods only count, the result
is a number. Numbers can be easily handled but in their
solelity such means are quite limited in their descriptiveness
and expressiveness.
Therefore, many data and information handling systems
create numbers of individual tools, e.g., for creating abstracts,
generating keywords, and computing statistics based on the
data. Such means and their implementations are either very
basic or they are very individual.
The pool of tools requires new and additional methods of
more universal and data-centric character – for structured and
unstructured data.
New methods should not be restricted to certain types of
data objects or content and they should be flexibly usable in
combination and integration with existing methods and generally applicable to existing knowledge resources and referenced
data. New methods should allow an abstraction, e.g., for the
choice of definitions as well as for defined items.
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III. T HE C ONTENT FACTOR
The fundamental method of the Basic Content Factor (BCF),
κB – “Kappa-B” –, and the Normed Basic Content Factor
(NBCF), κB , can be described by simple mathematical notations. For any elements oi in an object o, holds
oi ∈ o .

(1)

The organisation of an object is not limited, e.g., a reference
can be defined an element. For κB of an object o, with elements
oi and the count function c, holds
κB (oi ) = c(oi ) .

(2)

For κB of an object o, for all elements n, with the count
function c, holds
κB (oi ) =

c(oi )
.
n
X
c(oi )

(3)

i=1

All normed κ for the elements oi of an object o sum up to
1 for each object:
n
X

κB (oi ) = 1 .

(4)

i=1

For a mathematical representation counting can be described
by a set o and finding a result n, establishing a one to
one correspondence of the set with the set of ‘numbers’
1, 2, 3, . . . , n. It can be shown by mathematical induction that
no bijection can exist between 1, 2, 3, . . . , n and 1, 2, 3, . . . , m
unless n = m. A set can consist of subsets. The method can,
e.g., be applied to disjoint subsets, too. It should be noted that
counting can also be done using fuzzy sets [14].
IV. A PPLICATION EXAMPLE
The methodology can be used with any object, independent
if realia objects or digital objects. Nevertheless, for ease of
understanding the examples presented here are mostly considering text and data processing. Elements can be any part of
the content, e.g., equations, images, text strings, and words.
In the following example, “letters” are used for demonstrating
the application. Given is an object with the sample content of
10 elements:
A T A H C T O A R Z

(5)

For this example it is suggested that A and Z are relevant
for documentation and analysis. The relevant elements, AAAZ,
in an object of these 10 elements for element A means 3/10
normed so the full notation is
AAAZ/10 with κB (A) = 3/10 and κB (Z) = 1/10 .

(6)

In consequence, the summed value for AAAZ/10 is
κB (A,Z) = 4/10 .

(7)

AAAZ in an object of 20 elements, for element A means
3/20 normed, which shows that it is relatively less often in this
object. 3/22 for element A for this object means this object or
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an instance in a different development stage, e.g., at a different
time or in a different element context. The notation
{i1 }, {i2 }, {i3 }, . . . , {in }/n

1
2

(8)

3

of available elements holds the respective selection where
{i1 }, {i2 }, {i3 }, . . . , {in } refers to the definitions of element
groups. Elements can have the same labels respectively values.
From this example it is easy to see that the method can be
applied independent from a content structure.

4

Figure 3. NBCF κB for an object, core notation including the normed
CONTFACT and definitions, mixed style.
1

V. C ONTENT FACTOR E XAMPLES
The following examples (Figures 1, 2, 4, 3, 5) show valid
notations of the Normed Basic Content Factor κB , which were
taken from the LX Foundation Scientific Resources [15]. The
LX Project is a long-term multi-disciplinary project to create
universal knowledge resources. Application components can
be efficiently created to use the resources, e.g., from the Geo
Exploration and Information (GEXI) project. Any kind of
data can be integrated. Data is collected in original, authentic
form, structure, and content but data can also be integrated
in modified form. Creation and development are driven by
multifold activities, e.g., by workgroups and campaigns. A
major goal is to create data that can be used by workgroups
for their required purposes without limiting long-term data to
applications cases for a specific scenario. The usage includes a
targetted documentation and analysis. For the workgroups, the
Content Factor has shown to be beneficial with documentation
and analysis. There are countless fields to use the method,
which certainly depend on the requirements of the workgroups.
For the majority of use cases, especially, selecting objects
and comparing content have been focus applications. With
these knowledge resources multi-disciplinary knowledge
is documented over long time intervals. The resources
are currently already developed for more than 25 years. A
general and portable structure was used for the representation.
1
2
3

CONTFACT:20150101:MS:{A}{A}{G}{G}{G}/2900
CONTFACT:20150101:M:{A}:=Archaeology|Archeology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:{G}:=Geophysics
Figure 1. NBCF κB for an object, core notation including the normed
CONTFACT and definitions, braced style.

The Content Factor can hold the core, the definitions, and
additional information. The core is the specification of κB
or κB . Definitions are assignments used for the elements of
objects, specified for use in the core.
Here, the core entry shows an International Standards
Organisation (ISO) date or optional date-time code field,
a flag, and the CONTFACT core. The definitions hold a
date-time code field, flag, and CONTFACT definitions or
definitions sets as shown here. Definition sets are groups
of definitions for a certain Content Factor. The following
examples show how the definition sets work.
1
2
3

CONTFACT:20150101:MS:AAG/89
CONTFACT:20150101:M:A:=Archaeology|Archeology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:G:=Geophysics
Figure 2. NBCF κB for an object, core notation including the normed
CONTFACT and definitions, non-braced style.
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CONTFACT:20150101:MU:A{Geophysics}{Geology}/89
CONTFACT:20150101:M:A:=Archaeology|Archeology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:{Geophysics}:=Geophysics|
Seismology|Volcanology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:{Geology}:=Geology|
Palaeontology

2

3

CONTFACT:20150101:MU:{Archaeology}{Geophysics}/120
CONTFACT:20150101:M:Archaeology:=Archaeology|
Archeology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:Geophysics:=Geophysics
Figure 4. NBCF κB for an object, core notation including the normed
CONTFACT and definitions, multi-character non-braced style.

1
2
3
4
5
6

CONTFACT:20150101:MU:vvvvaSsC/70
CONTFACT:20150101:M:v:=volcano
CONTFACT:20150101:M:a:=archaeology
CONTFACT:20150101:M:S:=Solfatara
CONTFACT:20150101:M:s:=supervolcano
CONTFACT:20150101:M:C:=Flegrei
Figure 5. NBCF κB for an object from a natural sciences collection,
multi-case non-braced style.

Definitions can, e.g., be valid in braced, non-braced, and
mixed style. Left values can have different labels, e.g.,
uppercase, lowercase, and mixed style can be valid. Figure 6
shows an example using Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC) notation definitions.
1
2

CONTFACT:20150101:MS:{UDC:55}{UDC:55}/210
CONTFACT:20150101:M:{UDC:55}:=Earth Sciences. Geological
sciences

Figure 6. NBCF κB for an object from a natural sciences collection, UDC
notation definitions, braced style.

Conceptual knowledge like UDC can be considered in many
ways, e.g., via classification and via description.
A. Flags
Content Factors can be associated with certain qualities.
Sample flags, which are used with core, definition, and additional entries are given in Table I.
TABLE I. S AMPLE FLAGS USED WITH CONTFACT ENTRIES .

Purpose
Content Factor quality
Content Factor source

Flag
U
S
M
A
H

Meaning
Unsorted
Sorted
Manual
Automated
Hybrid

The CONTFACT core entries can have various qualities,
e.g., unsorted (U) or sorted (S). Unsorted means in the order
in which they appear in the respective object. Sorted means in a
different sort order, which may also be specified. CONTFACT
entries can result from various workflows and procedures, e.g.,
they can be created on manual base (M) or on automated base
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(A). If nothing else is specified the flag refers to the way object
entries were created. Content Factor quality refers to core
entries, source also refers to the definitions and information.
The Content Factor method provides the specified instructions. The required features with an implementation can, e.g.,
implicitly require large numbers of comparisons, resulting in
highly computationally intensive workflows on certain architectures. It is the choice of the user to weighten between
the benefits and the computational efforts, and potentially to
provide suitable environments.

A. Case study: Computing complementation and properties
The following sequence of short examples shows a knowledge resources object (Figure 7), and three pairs of complementary CONTFACT definition sets and the according κB
computed for the knowledge resources object and respective
definition sets (Figures 8 and 9; 10 and 11; 12 and 13).
1
2
3
4
5
6

object A

%-GP%-XX%---: object A
%-GP%-EN%---:
%-GP%-EN%---:
%-GP%-EN%---:
%-GP%-EN%---:
%-GP%-EN%---:

[A,
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B

B, C, D, O]:
C D O
C D O
C D O
C D O
C D O

Figure 7. Artificial knowledge resources object (LX Resources, excerpt).

B. Definition sets
Definition sets for object elements can be created and used
very flexibly, e.g., word or string definitions. Therefore, a
reasonable set of elements can be defined for the respective
purpose, especially:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definition sets can contain appropriate material, e.g., text
or classification.
Groups of elements can be created.
Contributing elements can be subsummarised.
Definition sets can be kept persistent and volatile.
Definition set elements can be weighted, e.g., by parameterisation of context-sensitive code growth.
Context sensitive definition sets can be referenced with
data objects.
Content can be described with multiple, complementary
definition sets.
Any part of the content can be defined as elements.

The Content Factors can be computed for any object, e.g.,
for text and other parts of content. Nevertheless, the above
definition sets for normed factors are intended to be used with
one type of elements.

C. Normed application
κB is a normed quantity. Norming is a mathematical procedure, by which the interesting quantity (e.g., vector, operator,
function) is modified by multiplication in a way that after the
norming the application of respective functionals delivers 1.
The respective κB Content Factor can be used to create a
weighting on objects, e.g., multiplying the number of elements
with the respective factor value.

VI.

I MPLEMENTATION

The implementation has been created for the primary use
with knowledge resources’ objects (lxcontfact). This means
handling of any related content, e.g., documentation, keywords,
classification, transliterations, and references. The respective
objects were addressed as Content Factor Object (CFO) (standard file extension .cfo) and the definition sets as Content
Factor Definition (CFD) (standard file extension .cfd).
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The right parts are entry and keywords. Here, the algorithm
can count in object entry name (right “object A”), keywords
(in brackets), and object documentation (lower right block).
1
2
3

% (c) LX-Project, 2015, 2016
{A}:=\bA\b
{O}:=\bO\b

Figure 8. CONTFACT definition set 1 of 3 (LX Resources, excerpt).

The definition set defines {A} and {O}. The definitions are case
sensitive for this discovery. We can compute κB (Figure 9)
according to the knowledge resources object and definition set.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:AU:{A}{A}{O}{A}{O}{A}{O}{A}{O}{A}{O}{A}{O}/32
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:AS:{A}{A}{A}{A}{A}{A}{A}{O}{O}{O}{O}{O}{O}/32
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:{A}:=\bA\b
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:{O}:=\bO\b
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=2
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=32
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=13
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.40625000
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSKWO=2
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSLAN=1
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSOBJ=object A
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSDCM=(c) LX-Project, 2015, 2016
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSMTX=LX Foundation Scientific
Resources; Object Collection
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSAUT=Claus-Peter R\"uckemann
CONTFACT:END

Figure 9. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object and definition
set 1 (LX Resources, excerpt).

The result is shown in a line-oriented representation, each line
carrying the respective date-time code for all the core, statistics, and additional information. The second complementary
set (Figure 11) defines {B} and {D}.
1
2
3

% (c) LX-Project, 2015, 2016
{B}:=\bB\b
{D}:=\bD\b

Figure 10. CONTFACT definition set 2 of 3 (LX Resources, excerpt).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:AU:{B}{D}{B}{D}{B}{D}{B}{D}{B}{D}{B}{D}/33
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:AS:{B}{B}{B}{B}{B}{B}{D}{D}{D}{D}{D}{D}/33
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:{B}:=\bB\b
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:{D}:=\bD\b
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=2
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=33
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=12
CONTFACT:20160117-175904:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.37500000
...

Figure 11. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object and
definition set 2 (LX Resources, excerpt).

The resulting κB is shown in the excerpt (Figure 12).
1
2

% (c) LX-Project, 2015, 2016
{C}:=\bC\b

Figure 12. CONTFACT definition set 3 of 3 (LX Resources, excerpt).
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The third complementary set (Figure 13) defines {C}.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:AU:{C}{C}{C}{C}{C}{C}/32
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:AS:{C}{C}{C}{C}{C}{C}/32
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:M:{C}:=\bC\b
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=1
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=32
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=6
CONTFACT:20160117-175905:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.18750000
...

Figure 13. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object and
definition set 3 (LX Resources, excerpt).

The sum of all elements considered for κB by the respective
CONTFACT algorithm in an object is 100 percent. Here, the
overall number of
• definitions is 2 + 2 + 1 = 5,
• elements is 32,
• matches is 13 + 12 + 6 = 31.
The sum of aggregated κB values for all relevant elements
results in 0.40625000 +0.37500000 +0.18750000 +1/32 = 1.
B. Case study: Complex resources and discovery scenario
The data used here is based on the content and context from
the knowledge resources, provided by the LX Foundation Scientific Resources [15]. The LX knowledge resources’ structure
and the classification references [16] based on UDC [17] are
essential means for the processing workflows and evaluation
of the knowledge objects and containers.
Both provide strong multi-disciplinary and multi-lingual
support. For this part of the research all small unsorted excerpts
of the knowledge resources objects only refer to main UDCbased classes, which for this part of the publication are
taken from the Multilingual Universal Decimal Classification
Summary (UDCC Publication No. 088) [18] released by the
UDC Consortium under the Creative Commons Attribution
Share Alike 3.0 license [19] (first release 2009, subsequent
update 2012).
The excerpts (Figures 14, 15, 16), show a CFO from the
knowledge resources a CFD and the computed CONTFACT.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Vesuvius [Volcanology, Geology, Archaeology]:
(lat.) Mons Vesuvius.
(ital.) Vesuvio.
Volcano, Gulf of Naples, Italy.
Complex volcano (compound volcano). Stratovolcano, large cone (Gran
Cono).
...
The most well known antique settlements at the Vesuvius are \lxidx{
Pompeji}, \lxidx{Herculaneum}, and \lxidx{Stabiae}.
s. also seismology, phlegra, Solfatara
%%IML: keyword: volcano, Vesuvius, Campi Flegrei, phlegra, scene of
fire, Pompeji, Herculaneum, volcanic ash, lapilli, catastrophe,
climatology, eruption, lava, gas ejection, Carbon Dioxide
%%IML: UDC:[911.2+55]:[57+930.85]:[902]"63"(4+37+23+24)=12=14
...
Object:
Volcanic material.
Object-Type:
Realia object.
Object-Location:
Vesuvius, Italy.
Object-FindDate:
2013-10-00
Object-Discoverer: Birgit Gersbeck-Schierholz, Hannover, Germany.
Object-Photo:
Claus-Peter Rückemann, Minden, Germany.
%%IML: media: YES 20131000 {LXC:DETAIL--M-} {UDC:(0.034)(044)770}
LXDATASTORAGE://...img_3824.jpg
%%IML: UDC-Object:[551.21+55]:[911.2](37+4+23)=12
%%IML: UDC: 551.21
:: Vulcanicity. Vulcanism. Volcanoes. Eruptive
phenomena. Eruptions
%%IML: UDC: 55
:: Earth Sciences. Geological sciences
%%IML: UDC: 911.2
:: Physical geography

Figure 14. Knowledge resources object (geosciences collection, LX, excerpt).
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Labels, language fields, and spaces were stripped. A
knowledge object can contain any items required, e.g.,
including storing data, documentation, classification,
keywords, algorithms, references, implementations, in any
languages and representations, allowing support tables and
algorithms. Examples of application scenarios for the Content
Factor method range from libraries, natural sciences and
archaeology, statics, architecture, risk coverage, technology to
material sciences [20].
1
2
3
4
5
6

% (c) LX-Project, 2009, 2015
{Ve}:=Vesuvius
{Vo}:=\b[Vv]olcano
{Po}:=Pompe[ji]i
{UDC:55}:=Geology
{UDC:volcano}:=UDC.*\b911\b.*\b55\b

Figure 15. CONTFACT definition set (geosciences collection, LX, excerpt).

The definition sets can contain anything required for the
definitions and additional information for the respective
Content Factor implementation, e.g., definitions of elements
and groups as well as comments. The left side defines the
element used in the Content Factor and the right side states
the matching element components. Left value and right value
are separated by “:=” for an active definition.
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

CONTFACT:BEGIN
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:AU:{Ve}{Vo}{UDC:55:geology}{Ve}{Ve}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo
}{Vo}{Vo}{Ve}{Ve}{Po}{Ve}{Po}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{UDC:volcano}{Vo}{
Vo}/319
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:AS:{Po}{Po}{UDC:55:geology}{UDC:volcano}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve
}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve}{Ve}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{Vo}{
Vo}/319
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:{Ve}:=Vesuvius
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:{Vo}:=\b[Vv]olcano
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:{Po}:=Pompe[ji]i
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:{UDC:55:geology}:=Geology
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:{UDC:volcano}:=UDC.*\b911\b.*\b55\b
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSDEF=5
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSALL=319
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSMAT=28
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:STAT:OBJECTELEMENTSCFO=.09180304
CONTFACT:20160130-235804:M:INFO:OBJECTELEMENTSDCM=(c) LX-Project, 2009, 2015
...
CONTFACT:END

Figure 16. NBCF κB computed for knowledge resources object and
definition set (geosciences collection, LX Resources, excerpt).

The left value can include braces (e.g., curly brackets) in
order to support the specification and identification of the left
value. The right value can include common representations of
pattern specification. The result of which can be seen from the
computed CONTFACT.
The example patterns follow the widely used Perl (Practical
Extraction and Report Language) regular expressions [21], e.g.,
\b for word boundaries and [. . .] and multiple choices of
characters at a certain position.
C. Case study: Rhythm matching and core sequences
As soon as Content Factors have been computed for an
object the patterns can be compared with pattern of other
objects. The Content Factor method allows to compare the
occurrences of relevant elements in objects in many ways.
The following example shows the “rhythm matching” method
for two computed unsorted CONTFACT core sequences (Figures 18, 19) for an object and a definition set (Figure 17).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

% (c) LX-Project, 2009, 2015, 2016
{Am}:=\b[Aa]mphora
{Ce}:=[Cc]eramic
{Gr}:=\b[Gg]reek\b
{Pi}:=[Pp]itho[is]
{Ro}:=\b[Rr]oman\b
{Tr}:=[Tt]ransport
{Va}:=[Vv]ases

Figure 17. Example of CONTFACT definition set, geoscientific and
archaeological resources (LX Resources, excerpt).
1

CONTFACT:20160101-215751:AU:{Am}{Gr}{Ce}{Ro}{Am}{Gr}{Am}{
Am}{Va}{Pi}{Tr}/474

Figure 18. CONTFACT rhythm matching: Computed core for same object
(before modification) and definition set (LX Resources, excerpt).
1

CONTFACT:20160101-231806:AU:{Am}{Gr}{Ce}{Ro}{Am}{Gr}{Am}{
Am}{Va}{Pi}{Tr}{Ce}{Ce}{Tr}{Tr}{Ce}{Pi}{Am}/488

Figure 19. CONTFACT rhythm matching: Computed core for same object
(after modification) and definition set (LX Resources, excerpt).

The comparison shows that relevant passages were appended
to the object (italics font). Relevant regarding the rhythm
matching means relevant from the object and definition set.
Even short sequences like {Am}{Gr}{Ce} and even when
sorted like {Am}{Ce}{Gr} can be relevant and significant in
order to compute factors and identify and compare objects.
The Content Factor method does not have built-in or intrinsic
limitations specifying certain ways of further use, e.g., with
comparisons and analysis.
Unsorted CONTFACT are more likely to describe objects
and quality, including their internal organisation. Sorted CONTFACT tend to describe objects by their quantities, with
reduced focus on their internal organisation.
Objects with larger amount of documentation maybe candidates for unsorted CONTFACT. Objects, e.g., with factual,
formalised content maybe candidates for sorted CONTFACT.
Combining several methods in a workflow is possible.
Anyhow, the further use of the CONTFACT core, e.g.,
sorting the core data for a certain comparison, is a matter of
application and purpose with respective data.
VII. P ROCESSING AND COMPUTATION
A. Scalability, modularisation, and dynamical use
The algorithms can be used for single objects as well as
for large collections and containers, containing millions of
entries each. The computation routines allow a modularised
and dynamical use.
The parts required for an implementation computing a
Content Factor can be modularised, which means that not only
a Content Factor computation can be implemented as a module
but even core, definitions, and additional parts can be computed
by separate modules.
A sequence of routine calls used for examples in this
case study shows the principle and modular application of
respective functions (Figure 20).
The modules create an entity for the implemented Content
Factor (begin to end). They include labels, date, unsorted
elements and so on as well as statistics and additional
information.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

contfactbegin
contfact
contfactdate
contfacttype
contfactelementsu
contfactref
contfactsum
...
contfactdef
...
contfact
contfactdate

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

contfacttypestat
contfact_stat_mat_u_lab
contfact_stat_mat_u
...
contfact
contfactdate
contfacttypeinfo
contfact_info_obj_lab
contfact_info_obj
...
...
contfactend

Figure 20. Sequence of modular CONTFACT routines for lxcontfact
implementation (LX Resources, excerpt).

Application scenarios may allow to compute Content Factors
for many objects in parallel. Content Factors can be computed
dynamically as well as in batch mode or “pre-computed”.
Content Factors can be kept volatile as well as persistent.
Everything can be considered a set, e.g., an object, a collection,
and a container. Therefore, an implementation can scale from
single on the fly objects to millions of objects, which may also
associated with pre-computed Content Factors.
B. Parallelisation and persistence
There is a number of modules supporting computation based
on persistent data, e.g., in collections and containers. The
architecture allows task parallel implementations for multiple
instances as well as highly parallel implementations for core
routines. Examples are collection and container decollators,
collection and container slicers, collection and container atomisers, formatting modules, and computing modules for (intermediate) result matrix requests.
Content Factor data can easily be kept persistent and dynamically. The algorithms and workflows allow the flexible
organisation of data locality, e.g., central locations and with
compute units, e.g., in groups or containers.
VIII. E VALUATION
The case study has shown that the formal description can
be implemented very flexibly and successful (lxcontfact).
Content Factors can be computed for any type of data. The
Content Factor is not limited to text processing or even NLP,
term-frequencies, and statistics. It has been successfully used
with long term knowledge resources and with unstructured
and dynamical data. The Content Factor method can describe
arbitrary data in a unique form and supports data analysis
and knowledge discovery in many ways, e.g., complex data
comparison and tracking of relevant changes.
Definition sets can support various use cases. Examples
were given from handling single characters to string elements.
Definitions can be kept with the Content Factor, together with
additional Content Factor data, e.g., statistics and documentation. Any of this Content Factor information has been successfully used to analyse data objects from different sources. The
computation of Content Factors is non invasive, the results can
be created dynamically and persistent. Content Factors can be
automatically computed for elements and groups of large data
resources. The integration with data and knowledge resources
can be kept non invasive to least invasive, depending on the
desired purposes. Knowledge objects, e.g., in collections and
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containers, can carry and refer to complementary information
and knowledge, especially Content Factor information, which
can be integrated with workflows, e.g., for discovery processes.
The benefits and usability may depend on the field of application and the individual goals. The evaluation refers to the
case context presented, which allows a wide range of freedom
and flexibility. The benefits for the knowledge resources are
additional means for documentation of objects. In detail, the
benefits for the example workflows were improved data-mining
pipelines, due to additional features for comparisons of objects,
integrating developing knowledge resources, and creating and
developing knowledge resources. In practice, the computation
of Content Factors has revealed significant benefits for the
creation and analysis of large numbers of objects and for
the flexibility and available features for building workflows,
e.g., when based on long-term knowledge objects. In addition,
creators, authors, and users of knowledge and content have
additional means to express their views and valuation of
objects and groups of objects. From the computational point of
view, the computation of Content Factors can help minimise
the recurrent computing demands for data.

IX.
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C ONCLUSION

This paper introduced a methodology for data description
and analysis, the Content Factor (CONTFACT) method. The
paper presents the formal description and examples, a successful implementation, and a practical case study. It has been
shown that the Content Factor is data-centric and can describe
and analyse arbitrary data and content, structured and unstructured. Data-centricity is even emphasized due to the fact that
the Content Factor can be seamlessly integrated with the data.
The data locality is most flexible and allows an efficient use of
different computing, storage, and communication architectures.
The method can be adopted for many purposes. The Content
Factor method has been successfully applied for knowledge
processing and analysis with long-term knowledge resources,
for knowledge discovery, and with variable data for system
operation analysis. It enables to specify a wide range of
precision and fuzziness for data description and analysis and
also enables methods like data rhythm analysis and characterisation, can be integrated with complementary methodologies,
e.g., classifications, concordances, and references. Therefore,
the method allows weighting data regarding significance, promoting the value of data. The method supports the use of
advanced computing methods for computation and analysis
with the implementation. The computation and processing
can be automated and used with huge and even unstructured data resources. The methodology allows an integrated
use with complementary methodologies, e.g., with conceptual
knowledge like UDC. It will be interesting to see various
Content Factor implementations for individual applications,
e.g., dynamical classification and concordances. Future work
concentrates on advanced analysis and automation for different
application scenarios, e.g., object comparisons, multi-lingual
discovery, and concordance discovery.
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Abstract—Contact-based messaging applications establish a shortrange communication directly between mobile devices, storing the
messages in the devices in order to achieve a full dissemination
of such messages. When a contact occurs, the mobile devices
interchange their stored messages, following a epidemic diffusion.
No messages are sent or stored in servers. In order to evaluate the
diffusion of messages among mobile devices based on opportunistic contacts, we developed GRChat, an Android application that
uses Bluetooth as near-by communication protocol. We present
some results about the efficiency of peer-to-peer message diffusion
depending on message size and devices distance.
Keywords–Opportunistic networks; Contact-based Messaging;
Performance Evaluation; Epidemic diffusion

I. I NTRODUCTION
Routing protocols for opportunistic communication environments enable the storing, carrying, and forwarding of information between mobile devices [1]. Based on this technology,
Mobile Social Networking in Proximity (MSNP) [2], is defined
as a wireless peer-to-peer network of opportunistically connected nodes that use proximity as the social relationship. This
condition allows the establishment of local communication
channels that can be used for applications, such as information
sharing, advertisement, disaster and rescue operations, gaming,
etc. For example, FireChat (developed by Open Garden) is a
successful contact-based messaging application.
Contact-based messaging applications work as follows (see
figure 1): Each mobile device is a node with an application that
notifies and present to the user any received messages for the
subscribed groups. The application is also cooperative: it must
store all messages and performs the diffusion of such messages
to other nearby nodes. Each node has a limited buffer where
it can store the messages obtained from other nodes. When
two nodes establish a pair-wise connection, they exchange all
messages they have in their buffers, and check whether some
of the newly received messages are suitable for notification to
the user. Message spreading is based on epidemic diffusion, a
concept similar to the spreading of infectious diseases, when
an infected node (the one that has a message) contacts another
node to infect it (transmit the message). Epidemic routing
obtains the minimum delivery delay at the expense of increased
local buffer usage and transmission count.
To evaluate the performance of contact-based messaging
applications we have developed our own app: the GRChat.
GRChat is an Android app that can establish connection
between two or more phones and transmit data and images
using bluetooth. With this app, we can evaluate several aspects that can affect the message diffusion performance, such
as local buffer management, message interchange protocol,
message time-to-live, power consumption, etc. Several sample
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screenshots of the GRChat app are shown in figure 2. It has
two operating modes: normal and benchmarking. In normal
mode, it works like a messaging app where the user can
watch previous messages/images and write new ones. When
the user pushes the send button, GRChat connects to any nearby devices in order to send this new message, as shown in
figure 2a (and just in case, it also can receive new messages).
When a device gets a new message it also tries to connect to
other devices in order to complete the diffusion of the message.
The results of sending and receiving several messages are
shown in figure 2b. When no messages are sent, the application is periodically searching for near-by devices in order to
automatically interchange messages. The benchmarking mode
(see screenshot in figure 2c) is for evaluating the setup and
transmission times. In this mode, one of the devices iteratively
sends a number of messages or images with a predetermined
size for measuring the delivery times of a bunch of messages.
The experience shows that contact-based messaging applications seem to be operative in open places with a moderatehigh density of persons (greater than 0.05 people per m2 ).
Furthermore, analytical and simulation models show that information diffusion have a strong dependence on contact patterns,
but also on message size [3] [4]. One of the key issues for
performance evaluation is determining the contact setup time
between two devices and the practical transmission bandwidth.
These values will clearly depend on several factors such as
the distance between mobile devices and network congestion.
Thus, in this paper we focus our experiments in message
interchange performance for obtaining contact and message
delivery times depending on devices distance.
On the following section we detail the experiments and
results for obtaining the delivery time, ending the paper with
the conclusions section.

Figure 1. Opportunistic diffusion of messages.
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III. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper briefly describes the GRChat app and the experiments performed for obtaining the connection and message
delivery times. In conclusion, as expected, these times are
seriously affected when devices are distant. The obtained
values are planned to be used in simulations and models as the
one detailed in [3]. Also, as a future work, we plan to perform
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II. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The goal of the following experiments was to obtain the
message delivery time (i.e. the time needed to transmit a
message) depending on message size, evaluating the impact on
the performance of the relative distance between the devices.
The mobile devices used on the experiments were two BQ
Aquarius M4.5 smartphones using Android Version Lollipop
API 22 with the following hardware characteristics: ARMv7
988Mhz processor, 938MB of RAM, GPU ARM Mali-T720
and Bluetooth 4.0.
The experiments consisted on sending 500 messages from
one device to another one. Every message sending comprises
three steps: the device connection or pairing, the message
transmission and finally the end of the connection, so the
message delivery times reported include both connection and
transmission times. Three message sizes were considered:
a short text message (375 Bytes), a low-resolution picture
or photo (109 KB), and a short video or high resolution
picture (11 MB). Regarding the separation of the devices,
three different distances are considered: near (10 cm), mid
(5m) and far (10m). The cumulative distribution function plot
(cdf) of the packet delivery time for the different message sizes
are shown in figure 3, and a resume of the main statistics is
on table I. We can see that, shorter messages have a high
variability due mainly to the connection time, which have
less impact on larger messages. The results for near and mid
distance are very similar. When the distance is far (larger
than the practical bluetooth range, that is 7m), the mean
delivery time increases especially for shorter messages, due
to connection and retransmission problems, affecting seriously
the performance of the diffusion protocol. From these delivery
times, we can estimate the connection time and the practical
bandwidth: when the devices are close, the mean connection
time is about 0.35s and the bandwidth is 1.8Mbps; when the
devices are distant the connection time is increased to 5.8s and
the bandwidth is reduced to 1.5Mbps.
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Figure 3. Cumulative distribution plots of the delivery times for different
message sizes a) 375B; b) 109KB, c) 11MB

TABLE I. MESSAGE DELIVERY TIMES. ALL VALUES IN SECONDS.
375B
Near (10cm)
Mid (5m)
Far (10m)
109KB
Near (10cm)
Mid (5m)
Far (10m)
11MB
Near (10cm)
Mid (5m)
Far (10m)

mean

min

max

Q1

Q3

0.30
0.26
0.60

0.04
0.06
0.05

12.42
9.35
62.13

0.09
0.10
0.09

0.14
0.14
0.16

1.03
1.13
2.05

0.85
0.76
1.01

2.56
2.33
8.20

0.90
0.97
1.45

1.07
1.13
2.24

49.37
57.35
72.68

45.43
49.62
51.21

56.75
80.17
333.86

48.66
54.10
58.51

49.71
59.60
77.95

more experiments regarding buffer and message transmission
strategies.
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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), reducing
energy consumption in battery-operated sensor nodes is very
important for prolonging network lifetime. In this paper, a
density-aware multihop clustering (DAMC) protocol is
proposed for irregularly deployed WSNs to reduce energy
consumption. Every node determines the probability that it
becomes a cluster head (CH) based on the node density around
itself and, thus, CHs are distributed evenly over the network
and every cluster has almost the same coverage area. And
excessively redundant nodes are turned into sleep mode to save
energy. Then, a multi-level tree in each cluster is constructed
for low-energy multihop transmissions. In DAMC, the network
lifetime can be significantly prolonged because the unnecessary
redundant sensing and transmissions are reduced remarkably
and the multihop transmissions are used rather than singlehop transmissions in clusters. The performance study shows
that the proposed DAMC outperforms the conventional
clustering protocols in terms of network lifetime.
Keywords-Wireless sensor network; irregular deployment;
multihop clustering; energy consumption; network lifetime.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely used for
various applications such as environment monitoring,
logistics, target tracking, military fields, home networks, and
industrial diagnosis [1]. A WSN consists of many batterypowered sensor nodes that sense their surroundings and send
the sensed data to a sink node or base station. In many WSNs,
the batteries are difficult to replace and, even if replaceable,
the replacement cost is very high [2]. Thus, reducing energy
consumption in sensor nodes is very important for
prolonging network lifetime.
In WSNs, routing is the process of forwarding data
gathered by sensor nodes to the sink or base station. A WSN
consists of a lot of sensor nodes, and it is inefficient for all
the sensor nodes to send their sensed data to the single sink
node or base station directly. Instead, the sensor nodes are
grouped as clusters, and every sensor node sends its sensed
data to its cluster head (CH). Then, the CHs send the
aggregated data to the sink. Such a hierarchical routing is
energy-efficient compared to the flat routing that each sensor
delivers data sensed by itself to the sink directly.
The typical hierarchical routing or clustering protocols
are low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [3],
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low-energy adaptive cluster hierarchy centralized (LEACHC) [4], hybrid, energy-efficient distributed (HEED) [5], base
station controlled dynamic clustering protocol (BCDCP) [6],
threshold sensitive energy-efficient sensor network protocol
(TEEN) [7], hybrid protocol for efficient routing and
comprehensive information retrieval in wireless sensor
networks (APTEEN) [8], tree-based clustering (TBC) [9],
and balanced clustering algorithm (BCA) [10]. The well
known LEACH is the pioneer clustering protocol in WSNs,
and TBC is the most advanced clustering scheme for
uniformly deployed WSNs. The recently developed BCA is a
single-hop clustering scheme targeted for irregularly
deployed WSNs. The existing clustering algorithms will be
reviewed in more detail in Section II.
In many applications such as environment monitoring,
sensor nodes can be irregularly deployed due to some limited
condition. For example, when the sensors nodes are
deployed over a mountain area by a helicopter, there is the
possibility that they may be irregularly deployed. Such an
irregularly deployed WSN, the sensing area or coverage area
of each cluster varies region by region, i.e., there are many
small-area clusters in dense regions and a few large-area
clusters in sparse regions. In BCA [10], equal-size clustering
is achieved even in irregularly deployed WSNs and the
excessively redundant nodes are turned into sleep mode to
save energy and to prolong network lifetime. In BCA,
however, the single-hop transmission from sensor nodes to
their CH needs more energy consumption compared to
multihop transmission in a cluster because transmission
power is exponentially increased with distance. On the other
hand, TBC [9] implements a multi-level tree within a cluster
enabling multihop transmission, but it does not take the
irregular deployment into consideration resulting in severely
conflicted transmissions
and unnecessary
energy
consumption in dense regions.
In this paper, a density-aware multihop clustering
(DAMC) protocol is proposed for irregularly deployed
sensor networks to reduce energy consumption and prolong
network lifetime. The node density in this paper is defined as
the number of nodes within the node’s sensing range divided
by the node’s sensing area. During the initial network
configuration, every node calculates the node density and
determines the probability that it becomes a CH based on the
node density so that CHs are distributed evenly over the
network area and every cluster has almost the same coverage
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area. Excessively redundant nodes are turned into sleep
mode to save energy. Then, a multi-level tree in each cluster
is constructed for low-energy multihop transmissions. In the
proposed DAMC, the network lifetime can be significantly
prolonged because the unnecessary redundant sensing and
transmissions are reduced remarkably and the multihop
transmissions are used rather than single-hop transmissions
in clusters.
According to the simulation results, the proposed DAMC
outperforms the conventional clustering protocols by up to
70 percent in terms of network lifetime in the given
simulation setting. The network lifetime in our performance
study is defined as the time duration until half of the sensor
nodes die due to the energy depletion of battery.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the
following section, the existing clustering protocols are
reviewed in detail. In Section III, the operating principles
and characteristics of the proposed DAMC protocol are
discussed step by step. In Section IV, the performance of
DAMC is evaluated via extensive computer simulation and
compared to the conventional schemes. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section V.
II.

RELATED WORKS

For more than a decade, many clustering algorithms
based on randomness have been studied. Since the pioneer
clustering protocol LEACH was introduced [3], more
advanced clustering algorithms have been proposed so far
[4]-[10]. In this section, they are reviewed with respect to
major characteristics and improvements.
A. LEACH
In the LEACH protocol [3], each round consists of set-up
phase and steady-state phase. Clusters are formed during the
set-up phase, and the sensed data are periodically delivered
to the sink through CHs during the steady-state phase.
In LEACH, CHs are elected probabilistically every round.
Every sensor node generates a random number between zero
and one and, then, it becomes a CH if the generated number
is less than the calculated threshold value. For a node n, the
threshold value T(n) at the r-th round is calculated by


p

, if n  G 
1

T (n)  1  p (r mod )
p

otherwise
0,

nodes send a join message to the nearest CH based on the
received signal strength of the broadcast messages.
In the steady-state phase after cluster formation, sensor
nodes send the sensed data to their CHs periodically in
accordance with the TDMA (Time Division Multiple
Access) schedule assigned by their CHs. CHs aggregate the
received data and send the aggregated data to the sink node.
Such a series of procedural steps are repeated every
round. That is, the CHs are rotated per round because they
consume more energy than normal sensor nodes. This makes
all the nodes consume energy as evenly as possible, resulting
in increased network lifetime. However, when sensor nodes
are irregularly deployed over the network area, the balanced
energy consumption is not possible due to unbalanced
clustering.
B. TBC
In the TBC protocol, a multi-level tree is constructed in a
cluster, in which the CH is the root node [9]. The CH is
elected in the same manner as in the LEACH protocol. The
broadcast and join messages are also similar to those in
LEACH, which are sent by CHs and normal sensor nodes,
respectively. Unlike LEACH, however, the location
information of the sensor node is included in the join
message.
By receiving the join messages from sensor nodes, the
CH finds the farthest sensor node, and the distance between
the CH and the farthest sensor node is denoted as dmax. The
maximum distance dmax is divided by the tree depth , where
 is also called tree height or the maximum level of the tree.
Therefore, the average transmission distance davg between the
node and its parent node in the tree can be represented by


d avg 

d max



. 

The CH is at level 0 in the tree and member nodes are at
the specific level according to the distance from the CH.
Figure 1 shows an example of constructing a tree in TBC
when  is 3. Once the cluster is divided into  concentric
circles as shown in Figure 1, each sensor node selects an
upper-level node with the minimum distance from the node
itself as its parent node. Finally, a single tree is generated.

where the given parameter p is the probability that a sensor
node becomes a CH and G is the set of sensor nodes that
have not been chosen as a CH for 1/p rounds. If a node n has
not been chosen as a CH for the last 1/p rounds, T(n) is
calculated by (1) and, if the generated random number is less
than T(n), the node becomes a CH at the current round;
otherwise, T(n) is zero and the node n is not elected as a CH
at the current round.
Once CHs are chosen according to the above procedure,
every CH broadcasts that it has becomes a CH. Then, sensor
Figure 1. An example tree in TBC when  = 3.
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In a cluster, the multihop transmission through the multilevel tree from sensor nodes to the CH reduces energy
consumption in comparison to single-hop transmission
because transmission power is exponentially increased with
distance. Also, the energy consumption is distributed over
the network. As in LEACH, however, the unbalanced
clustering causes unbalanced energy consumption over the
network if sensor nodes are irregularly deployed. In addition,
if there is an error or failure at the parent node, the messages
from its children nodes cannot be delivered.
C. BCA
In the BCA protocol [10], every cluster area is almost the
same even when sensor nodes are deployed irregularly over
the network area. The balanced clustering is achieved by
electing the CH on the basis of relative node density. For a
node n, the relative node density D(n) is given by dividing
node density by network density, where the node density is
the ratio of the number of nodes within the node’s sensing
range over the node’s sensing area and the network density is
the ratio of the total number of nodes in the network over the
network area. Therefore, D(n) can be represented by


D ( n) 

F /(R 2 )
F/N
 2 , 
N/A
R / A

where F is the number of nodes within the node’s sensing
range, N is the total number of nodes in the network, R is the
sensing range, and A is the network area.
The CH is selected according to a new threshold taking
the D(n) into consideration. That is, for a node n, the new
threshold value T~ ( n) at the r-th round is calculated by


mT (n) 1
~
(
 1), 
T ( n)  T ( n) 
N
D ( n)

where T(n) is the same threshold value calculated in (1), N is
the total number of nodes in the network, and m is the
number of living nodes in the network.
In the region where the node density is high, T~ ( n) is
decreased compared to T(n) and, thus, a less number of CHs
are selected every round. This results in balanced clustering
even when sensor nodes are irregularly deployed. After
cluster formation, if the number of nodes in a cluster exceeds
the average number of nodes per cluster in the network, the
randomly chosen excessive nodes in the cluster are remained
sleep every round. That is, the nodes not included in clusters
in dense regions are remained sleep every round. However,
when sensor nodes are regularly deployed in the network
area, BCA incurs extra overhead for calculating the node
density unnecessarily.
D. Other Clustering Protocols
LEACH-C [4] is a centralized version of LEACH. That is,
the base station elects cluster heads and forms clusters. All
nodes in the network send a message including position and
residual energy information to the base station. Based on the
information, the base station selects cluster heads and divides
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all nodes to the clusters. Then, the base station broadcasts the
information of clusters to all the nodes which are deployed in
the network area.
HEED [5] uses some values which take into account the
nodes residual energy for cluster formation. A node with
more residual energy can be elected as a cluster head for
prolonging network lifetime. If candidates for the cluster
head have the same residual energy, then their transmission
costs are compared.
In BCDCP [6], the complex calculations are assigned to
the base station as in LEACHC. In cluster formation, base
station elects a candidate set of cluster heads to determine
cluster heads. In this scheme, cluster heads send aggregated
messages to the base station on a multi-hop basis without
direct transmission.
In TEEN [7], sensor nodes manage the threshold data
reactively. The process which excludes the threshold value is
equal to LEACH. The cluster formation process in TEEN is
the same as that in LEACH. After cluster formation, cluster
heads transmit the parameters of the data, the hard threshold
(HT) value, and the soft threshold (ST) value to their
member nodes. All nodes collect and transmit data when the
value exceeds the HT value first. After exceeding HT, nodes
collect and transmit data only when the measured data
exceeds ST.
APTEEN [8] combines the advantages of LEACH and
TEEN. As a hybrid protocol, APTEEN unites the data
transmission according to the threshold value of TEEN and
the periodic data transmission of LEACH. After cluster
formation, the cluster heads transmit the threshold value and
parameters that include the TDMA schedule time to the
member nodes.
More recently, some works on clustering have been
reported in the literature [11-13] even though they do not
achieve a major quantum jump. They mainly focus on the
improvement of energy efficiency because the energy
efficiency is one of the most important design criteria for
prolonging network lifetime in battery-operated wireless
sensor networks. In addition, they do not take the irregular
deployment of sensor nodes into consideration yet.
III.

DENSITY-AWARE MULTIHOP CLUSTERING

In this section, the operating principles and
characteristics of the proposed DAMC protocol are discussed
in detail. CH selection, sleep node selection, tree
construction, and sensing and data transmission are presented
step by step. As in TBC [9], it is assumed that each node has
the location information of itself and it can adjust its
transmission power depending on the distance to its receiver.
A. Cluster Head Selection
For density-aware clustering in an irregularly deployed
WSN, DAMC considers the node density for cluster
formation as in BCA [10]. As mentioned in Section I, the
node density in this paper is defined as the number of nodes
within the node’s sensing range divided by the node’s
sensing area. During the initial network configuration just
after network deployment, every sensor node calculates the
node density and determines the probability that it becomes a
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CH based on the node density. As a result, CHs are
distributed evenly over the network area. This means that
every cluster has almost the same coverage area.
The number of CHs is decided in accordance with the
probability that a sensor node becomes a CH. Usually, the
probability is initially set up when sensor nodes are deployed.
Just after CHs are probabilistically chosen, every CH
broadcasts that it has become a CH. Each sensor node can
receive multiple broadcast messages from multiple CHs and
calculate their received signal strength. Then, each sensor
node sends a join message to the nearest CH based on the
received signal strength of the broadcast messages. By doing
so, cluster membership is determined and every sensor node
belongs to a cluster. However, the number of nodes in a
cluster varies cluster by cluster because the node density
differs region by region in the irregularly deployed WSN.
B. Sleep Node Selection
Immediately after CHs are selected, some nodes in
densely populated clusters should be turned into sleep mode
to reduce unnecessary energy consumption and severely
conflicted transmissions in densely deployed regions. That is,
if the number of nodes in a cluster exceeds the average
number of nodes per cluster in the network, the randomly
chosen excessive nodes in the cluster remain in sleep mode.
The sleep nodes are randomly chosen every round.
As a matter of fact, the number of sleep nodes in a cluster
is recalculated depending on the number of living nodes as
the number of dead nodes is increased over time. That is, the
number of sleep node in a cluster, S~ (u , m ) , is calculated by
S (u , m)  u 

m 
c

each sensor node selects an upper-level node with the
minimum distance from the node itself as its parent node.
After tree construction, the CH broadcasts the TDMA
schedule to all the active member nodes. Figure 2 shows an
example tree composed of 16 active nodes in a 20-node
cluster when tree height () is set to 3.
The multi-level tree can reduce energy consumption
significantly because a series of multihop short-distance
transmissions consume much less energy than a single-hop
long-distance transmission. Note here that the transmitted
signal is usually attenuated in inversely proportional to the
fourth power of the distance. Figure 3 shows examples of
cluster formation in an irregularly deployed WSN, in which
four clustering schemes of LEACH, TBC, BCA and the
proposed DAMC are compared schematically. In the figure,
the nodes labeled S are sleep nodes in the densely populated
clusters. The sleep nodes are randomly chosen every round.

Figure 2. An example tree of 16 active nodes ( = 3).

and
 S (u , m)  m 

~

, if S (u.m)  L
S (u , m)  
N

0,
otherwise

where u is the number of nodes in a cluster, m is the number
of living nodes in the network, c is the expected number of
clusters, N is the total number of nodes in the network, and L
is the minimum number of living nodes in a cluster for
network operation.
After the CH selects the sleep nodes randomly, it
broadcasts the identifiers of sleep nodes to all member nodes.
Then, the sleep nodes go into sleep mode during the round.
C. Tree Construction
For multihop clustering of the selected member nodes
without sleep nodes in a cluster, a multi-level tree is
constructed in a cluster as in [9], in which the CH is the root
node. When each sensor node sends a join message to the
nearest CH during CH selection, the location information of
the sensor node is also included in the join message. Once
the cluster is divided into  concentric circles by the CH,
where  is tree height, the CH informs its active members of
the necessary information for parent node selection. Then,

(a) LEACH

(c) BCA

(b) TBC

(d) DAMC

Figure 3. Examples of cluster formation in an irregularly deployed WSN.
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D. Data Gathering and Transmission
After the cluster formation including tree construction,
sensor nodes send the sensed data to their CHs periodically
in accordance with the TDMA schedule. Each CH
aggregates the received data and sends the aggregated data to
the sink node by using the CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access) protocol. Once a multihop cluster is formed, the data
gathering and transmission are repeated in rounds as shown
in Figure 4. In the figure, the back-slashed boxes and the
subsequent gray boxes indicate the communications from
cluster members to their CHs and the communications from
CHs to the sink node, respectively. It should be also noted
that the node density detection is carried out only once at the
beginning, but the cluster formation is done in every round.

ETx (k , d )  ETx  elec (k )  ETx  amp (k , d )



 kE  k fs d 2 , if d  d0
  elec
4
kEelec  k mp d , otherwise



where d0 is set to 87 m as in [9]. The energy consumption for
receiving k bits of data is calculated by


E Rx ( k , d )  E Rx  elec ( k )  kE elec 

In (7) and (8), Eelec is the radio electronics energy
depending on digital coding, modulation, filtering and
spreading of the signal. εfs and εmp are constant values for the
amplifier energy depending on the distance to the receiver
and acceptable bit-error rate.
The parameters used in our simulation are summarized in
Table 1. In the table, Esense is the energy consumption
required for sensing and Eda is the energy consumption for
data aggregation. The simulations were performed 100 times
for each experiment and the mean value of results was used
as the simulation results.

Figure 4. Rounds of the proposed DAMC.

In summary, the energy consumption in DAMC can be
significantly reduced, resulting in prolonged network
lifetime, because the unnecessary redundant sensing and
transmissions are reduced remarkably and the low-energy
multihop transmissions are used instead of single-hop
transmissions from sensor nodes to CH in a cluster.
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of DAMC is evaluated
via computer simulation using Matlab and compared to the
conventional clustering schemes of LEACH [3], TBC [9]
and BCA [10]. As described earlier, the popular LEACH is a
pioneer protocol in clustering for WSNs, TBC is the most
advanced clustering scheme for uniformly deployed WSNs,
and the recently developed BCA is a single-hop clustering
scheme targeted for irregularly deployed WSNs.
A. Simulation Environment
In our simulation, 200 sensor nodes are deployed over
the network area of 100  100 m2. The sink node (or base
station) is fixed at the location (125, 75), and the initial
energy of each senor node is set to 2 J. In our simulation, two
irregular deployments are experimented: (i) 100 nodes are
deployed in the region of 50  50 m2 and the other 100 nodes
are deployed in the other regions and (ii) 100 nodes are
deployed in the region of 25  25 m2 and the other 100 nodes
are deployed in the other regions. Figure 5 shows the two
irregular deployments of 200 nodes for simulation.
In our experiment, the energy consumption model [14] is
as follows: The free space (fs) model is used if the distance is
less than a threshold d0; otherwise, the multipath (mp) model
is used. Hence, when transmitting k bits of a message along
with distance d, the energy consumption can be calculated by
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(a) 100 nodes are deployed in the region of 50  50 m2.

(b) 100 nodes are deployed in the region of 25  25 m2.
Figure 5. Two irregular deployments of 200 nodes for simulation..
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TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETER.

Parameter

Value

Network area

100  100 m2

Location of sink

(125, 75)

Number of nodes

200

Number of clusters

10

Initial energy

2J

Esense

5 nJ/bit

Eda

5 nJ/bit

Eelec

50 nJ/bit

Efs

10 pJ/bit/m2

Emp

0.00013 pJ/bit/m4

Sensing range

10 m

Maximum transmission range

136 m

B. Simulation Results and Discussion
In our performance study, the network lifetime is
extensively evaluated it is the most important metric in
WSNs. The network lifetime in our performance study is
defined as the time duration until half of the sensor nodes die
due to the energy depletion of battery. So, the number of
living nodes is observed with respect to round progress.
Figures 6 and 7 show the number of living nodes per
round for the two scenarios of irregular deployment
described in Section IV-A. From the two figures, it is clearly
shown that the proposed DAMC outperforms the three
conventional schemes of LEACH, TBC and BCA. In the first
deployment that 100 nodes are deployed in the region of 50
 50 m2 and the other 100 nodes are deployed in the other
regions, the network lifetime is 26 to 57 percent longer than
the others. In the second deployment that 100 nodes are
deployed in the region of 25  25 m2 and the other 100 nodes
are deployed in the other regions, the network lifetime is 26
to 70 percent longer than the others. That is, it can be easily
inferred that the improvement is better and better as the
irregularity increases.

Figure 7. Network lifetime when 100 nodes are deployed in the region of
25  25 m2 and the other 100 nodes are deployed in the other regions.

Among the four clustering schemes, LEACH shows the
worst performance in our simulation. The comparative
performance of TBC and BCA depends on the irregularity.
When the irregularity is relatively low, the performance
difference of them is not significant. With high irregularity,
however, BCA obviously outperforms TBC as shown in the
two graphs. The proposed DAMC always outperforms the
other three protocols.
In the proposed DAMC, the network lifetime is
remarkably prolonged. CHs are distributed evenly over the
network area and every cluster has almost the same coverage
area. Excessively redundant nodes are turned into sleep
mode to save energy. That is, the unnecessary redundant
sensing and transmissions are significantly reduced. In
addition, a multi-level tree in each cluster reduces energy
further thanks to low-energy multihop transmissions.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an energy-efficient clustering protocol
called DAMC for irregularly deployed WSNs has been
proposed, in which the local node density and the multi-level
tree structure are exploited in every cluster. During cluster
formation, excessively redundant nodes are turned into sleep
mode to avoid unnecessary redundant sensing and
transmissions. And the multi-level tree in each cluster
enables low-energy multihop transmissions rather than long
single-hop transmissions. Such effects result in significantly
low energy consumption and prolonged network lifetime in
DAMC. The performance study has shown that the proposed
DAMC outperforms the conventional clustering protocols in
terms of network lifetime. As possible future works, we are
going to devise a more efficient tree in a cluster and evaluate
various scenarios of irregular deployment with specific
probability distributions.
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Abstract— With the development of indoor positioning
technology, the demand for accurate positioning is getting
higher. Moreover, location determination technologies
especially for indoor environments are getting a lot of attention.
For more accurate positioning, the more accurate distance
information should be determined. Existing distance
determination methods using Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) measurements are mostly processed by
simple averaging. That has some limitations to remove variable
noise sources. In this paper, we adopt Kalman filter to get
more accurate distance information from RSSI measurements.
Our proposed method improves distance measurement
accuracy about 68.3% and 41.8%, respectively.

Hence, we focus on indoor positioning method based on
IEEE802.11 WLAN, which is the most widely spread
wireless communication network.
In Section II, we propose an RSSI measurement
compensation method using Kalman filters. Simulation
results and concluding remarks are given in Sections III and
IV, respectively.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, We propose a IEEE802.11 RSSI
measurement compensating method for more precise indoor
positioning by adopting Kalman filter.

Keywords- RSSI; Kalman filter.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the era of mobile internet services, Location Based
Service (LBS) is one of key-role playing mobile services.
Therefore, the position information of human or objects are
getting more attention. At present, people can have position
information from GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite System),
A-GPS(Assisted GPS), TC-OFDM technology. Ultrasonic
technology, Radio Frequency Identification technology
(RFID), geomagnetic positioning technology, etc. [1][2].
In outdoor environments, satellite navigation system
such as GPS is the most reliable and accurate positioning
system. However, almost 80 % of our ordinary daily life is
executed in indoor environments. Therefore, we need an
indoor positioning method showing stable and accurate
performance just like outdoor GPS.
Now, there are various indoor positioning methods using
infrared, ultrasonic, Bluetooth, RFID, UWB and WLAN, etc.
We can find out the common development trends of indoor
positioning methods in 4 aspects.
Aspect 1: Positioning accuracy improvement (nearing to
that of GPS)
Aspect 2: Positioning efficiency improvement
Aspect 3:.Cost Reduction of indoor positioning signal
coverage.
Aspect 4: Fusion with outdoor positioning technology
(for seamless positioning)
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A. RSSI Attenuation Model
The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) defines a
measurement of RF energy and its unit is dBm. The RSSI is
decreased exponentially as the distance from an AP (Access
Point) is increased. Because of these characteristics, in this
paper we used an RSSI attenuation model and it is given as
[3][4]
RSSI[dBm] = −10n log10
d[m] = 10

RSSI−A
−10n

𝑑
𝑑0

+𝐴

(1)
(2)

In (1), n is the attenuation factor, parameter A is the
offset which is the measured RSSI value at a reference point
(usually 1m) apart from the AP, and d is the distance from
AP. These parameters reflect the indoor propagation
environments. RSSI is a sensitive measurement which can be
significantly affected by the environment. Fig. 1 shows that
RSSI measurements are attenuated by log scale as distances
are increased.
In common situations, many factors can affect the RSSI
value such as furniture, walls and pedestrians, etc. These
factors can produce scattering signals and a multipath effect.
Thus, it can result in positioning error. In order to reduce
positioning error, proper parameter determination is
necessary.
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distance at time k. We made F(k), G(k) from the RSSI
attenuation model given by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). H(k) is
defined as in (19).
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼(𝑘)
x(k) = [
]
𝑑(𝑘)
10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑑(𝑘)
1
𝑑(𝑘)
F(k) = [
]
0
1
G(k) = [

−10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑑(𝑘)+𝑢(𝑘)

H(k) = [1

𝑢(𝑘)

0]
III.

Figure 1. RSSI Attenuation according to the Elapsed Distance

B. Kalman Filter
Linear system state equation and measurement equation
is as follows:
x(k + 1) = F(k)x(k) + G(k)𝑢(𝑘) + 𝑣(𝑘)
(3)
z(k + 1) = H(k)𝑥(𝑘 + 1) + 𝜔(𝑘 + 1)
(4)
x(k) represents a state vector at time k. F(k) and G(k) are
state matrix and input matrix, respectively. 𝑣(𝑘) means
process noise at time k. z(k) represents an output vector at
time k. H(k) is measurement matrix. 𝜔(𝑘 + 1) means
measurement noise at time k+1.
Kalman filtering procedures are made up of two
processes such as prediction and state update [5]. Firstly, we
predict state, measurement and covariance. After that, we
calculate Kalman gain using predicted information at first
step. Finally, we update state estimate and state covariance
using Kalman gain.
𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1|𝑘) = F(k)𝑥̂(k|k) + G(k)𝑢(𝑘)
𝑧̂ (𝑘 + 1|𝑘) = 𝐻(k)𝑥̂(k + 1|k)
P(k + 1|k) = F(k)P(k|k)F(k)′ + Q(k)
𝑄(𝑘) = E[𝑣(𝑘)𝑣(𝑘)′ ]
H(k + 1)P(k + 1|k)𝐻(𝑘 + 1)′
𝑅(𝑘) = E[𝑤(𝑘)𝑤(𝑘)′ ]
𝜈(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑧(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑧̂ (𝑘 + 1|𝑘)
W(k + 1) = P(k + 1|k)H(k + 1)′ S(K + 1)−1 
𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1|𝑘 + 1) = 𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1|𝑘) +
𝑊(𝑘 + 1)𝜈(𝑘 + 1)
P(k + 1|k + 1) = P(k + 1|k) − 
𝑊(𝑘 + 1)𝑆(𝑘 + 1)𝑊(𝑘 + 1)′ 
𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1|𝑘) represents state estimate at time k+1 given
measurements until time k. 𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1|𝑘 + 1) represents state
estimate at time k+1 given measurements until time k+1.
𝑧̂ (𝑘 + 1|𝑘) represents measurement estimate at time k+1
given measurements until time k. P(k + 1|k) means error
covariance matrix at time k given measurements until time k.
Q(k) and R(k) are the covariance matrix of process noise and
measurement noise, respectively. W(k) is the optimal
Kalman gain.
We define state vector x(k) with RSSI(k) and d(k), where
RSSI(k) is the RSSI measurement at time k and d(k) is
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1

(16)
(17)
]

(18)
(19)

SIMULATION RESULTS

We assume the Kyungpook National University IT-1
building’s first floor as simulation environments. This
building has attenuation factor n which is 2.7. The process
noise 𝑣(𝑘) is modeled uniform distribution. It has zero mean
and 0.01 variance. Measurement noise 𝜔(𝑘) is modeled as
Gaussian. It has zero mean and 2.12 variance. In this paper,
we consider two simulation situations: one is regular step
situation and the other is random step. Fig 2 is sectional view
of Kyungpook National University IT-1 building

Figure 2. Kyungpook National University IT-1 Building (First Floor)

In this simulation, we symbolize Measurement as
existing distance determination method, which decides
RSSI measurement at a point by averaging multi epoch
RSSI measurements at the point. Also, we symbolize
Estimation as the proposed distance calculation method.
Existing method (Measurement) determines the
distance of a point by averaged multi epoch RSSI
measurements around the point. On the other hand,
Proposed method (Estimation) determines the distance of a
point by Kalman filtered each epoch RSSI measurement
around the point.
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A. Regular Step Situation
Regular step situation means a movement with 0.1m
distance in every second from 1m to 10m. Fig. 3 shows the
regular step situation which goes away from AP, regularly.

as Gaussian with 0 mean and 1.2 variance. Fig. 5 shows the
random step situation which describes wandering around AP
within 10m.

Figure 5. Random Step Situation
Figure 3. Regular Step Situation

Figure 4. Distance Error of Measurem ent and Estimation (Regular step)
Figure 6. Distance Errors of Measurement and Estimation(

Fig. 4 shows distance errors of Measurement and
Estimation. The green line (Estimation) is closer to the zero
line more than the blue line. For random step situation, the
distance errors and variances of Measurement and
Estimation are given in Table I, respectively.
TABLE I.

Measurement
Estimation

DISTANCE ERROR OF MEASUREM ENT AND
ESTIMATION(REGULAR STEP)

Error [m]
0.82
0.26

Variance
0.69
0.08

The distance error of the proposed method (Estimation) is
less than that of existing one (Measurement) by 0.56m. It
means that for regular step situation, the proposed method
(Estimation) will produce 68.3% less distance error,
compared with existing method (Measurement).
B. Random Step Situation
Random step situation means a movement with random
distance in every second. This random distance is modelled
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Fig. 6 shows distance errors of Measurement and
Estimation. The blue line is distance error from
Measurement. The green line is distance error from
Estimation. The green line is closer to the zero line than the
blue line. For random step situation, the distance errors and
variances of Measurement and Estimation are given in Table
II, respectively.
TABLE II.

Measurement
Estimation

DISTANCE ERROR OF MEASUREM ENT AND
ESTIMATION(RANDOM STEP)

Error [m]
1.84
1.07

Variance
3.56
0.92

The distance error of the proposed method (Estimation) is
less than that of existing one (Measurement) by 0.77m. It
also means that for random step situation, the proposed
method (Estimation) will produce 41.8% less distance error,
compared with existing method (Measurement).
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an RSSI measurement
compensation method using Kalman filter to reduce the
calculated distance errors, which results in a more accurate
indoor positioning. By estimating the noises in RSSI
measurements using Kalman filter, we can compensate the
estimated noises from RSSI measurements and calculate
more precise distance information, which results in a more
precise positioning.
Simulation results for the two representative situations,
regular step situation and random step one, show that the
distance error of the proposed method (Estimation) can be
improved over that of the existing method (Measurement) by
68.3% and 41.8%, respectively.
For future works, we are trying to classify indoor
environments in more detail. Attenuation factor (n) and
offset (A) of RSSI attenuation log model are dominantly
dependent on applied environments. The RSSI attenuation
log model, which is adapted to real indoor environment, will
provide more accurate distance information.
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Abstract—According to the development planning of BeiDou
Navigation Satellite System (BDS), a triple-layered satellite
network architecture serving as relay satellite is studied. On
this basis, the spatial information system of satellite network
architecture is analyzed; the satellite network dynamic
topology model is established. The geometrical properties of
inter-satellite links (ISLs) are studied deeply with comparing
the encounter duration of satellites in different orbits. Having
analyzed the simulation results by Satellite Tool Kit (STK), the
connectivity features of the ISLs were acquired, and topology
structure evolution laws of satellite network were also obtained.
The simulation result shows that adopting IGSO satellites as
relay satellites enables better stability of elevation angle, which
is convenient to trace the antenna of satellite and establish high
quality links. Moreover, full-time ISLs could be established by
using MEO satellites serve as relay satellites and is able to
ensure that at least 15 inter satellite links could be established.

The key technology of the BeiDou satellite as data relay
service is the establishment of inter-satellite links. However,
due to the complexity and dynamic characteristics of the
satellite network topology, inter-satellite link (ISL) handoff
problem becomes more serious [3]. No matter it is a multilayer satellite network, or a single-layer satellite network, the
relative motion between satellites on different orbital planes,
leads to the change of ISL is more frequent, and thus brings
serious challenges for the design of network protocols [4].
Therefore, ISL design is an essential part of satellite network
research, since it affects the overall performance of the
network. Z. Wang proposed the positional relationship and
the necessary conditions using two satellites to establish a
permanent ISL [4]. Liu proposed the theoretical formula of
the ISL performance of non-geostationary Earth orbit
(NGEO), and analyzed the variation law of ISL performance
with the change of constellation parameters [5]. Gao made a
thorough study on satellite network geometry model, and
deduced the equation of link distance and elevation angle [6].
Based on the analysis of the geometric parameters between
LEO and MEO satellite layer, L. Wang proposed an
analytical formula of ISL spatial geometry parameters with
time variation [7]. However, these studies did not take into
account the effect of relay satellites in different orbit altitude.
We proposed triple-layered satellite network architecture
based on BeiDou Navigation Satellite System, and analyzed
inter-satellite connectivity and elevation angle to investigate
the possibility of BDS satellites serving as relay satellites in
this paper.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: In section
II, the network architecture of BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System is studied and dynamic topology network model is
proposed; in section III, a comparison is discussed among
satellites of different orbits to serve as relay satellites; in
section IV, the performance of BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System is analyzed. Finally, the conclusion and future work
are given in section V.

Keywords-satellite relay; dynamic topology model; encounter
duration; inter-satellite link.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the Earth's curvature and the linear propagation
characteristics of radio waves, for observation satellites at
low Earth orbit, the transmission efficiency (ratio of realtime transmission time and satellite on orbit time) is being in
an extremely low state. The expansion of base station can not
fundamentally solve the problem [1].
Artificial Earth Satellite can be divided into several types
considering its orbit altitude, as low Earth orbit (LEO)
satellite, medium Earth satellite (MEO) and geostationary
Earth orbit satellite (GEO). Relay satellites are generally
GEO satellites, and the information between the user
spacecraft and the Earth station is transmitted by it. Its
favorable geometric position solves the above problems
effectively, which makes it has many advantages such as
good real-time performance and high coverage. This greatly
improves the transmission efficiency of LEO observation
satellites.
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System plans to build 5
satellites in GEO, 27 satellites in MEO and 3 in inclined
geosynchronous satellite orbit (IGSO) [2]. The system will
be able to provide a powerful autonomous navigation and
positioning service when it is completely deployed. The
abundant satellite resources of the BeiDou could be used in
relay services, which will greatly shorten the delay of
satellite data transmission.
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II.

ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF SPACE INFORMATION
SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The topology of Spatial Information System is the basis
of information exchange and sharing, and it is also the
primary problem to be faced by dynamic network topology.
In this section, a triple-layered MEO/IGSO/GEO satellite
network architecture serving as relay satellites based on
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System is studied firstly, and
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the spatial information system of
architecture is analyzed.

satellite

network

A. Structure Analysis of Spatial Information System
The space segment of BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System is constituted of MEO group satellites, IGSO
satellites and GEO satellites. The spatial information system
can be regarded as triple-layered satellite network structure
shown in Figure 1. It is composed of the MEO constellation,
IGSO constellation, GEO constellation and ground stations.
Ground stations communicate with each other via wired
networks.

Figure 1. Satellite network structure with MEO / IGSO / GEO

According to the design of BeiDou satellite constellation,
the whole spatial information systems can be divided into
three satellite layers.
 GEO layer. Geosynchronous orbit lies directly over
the equator and the satellite in the orbit is relatively
stationary to the Earth. GEO satellite network has
advantages over fewer switching, simple control of
satellite tracking and global coverage. Suppose the
total number of satellites in GEO layer is N G , single
GEO satellite is expressed as Gi ,


i  1, 2, NG .

IGSO layer. IGSO was designed primarily to meet
the needs of the information transmission for Polar
areas. IGSO satellites have the same orbital altitude
as GEO satellites; therefore they possess the same
orbital period as the Earth’s rotation period. IGSO
constellation possesses a high efficiency use of the
regional constellation, ranging between GEO and
MEO. Suppose the total number of IGSO satellites
is N I , single IGSO satellite is expressed as I i ,

i  1, 2, N I .


MEO layer. The visibility time of single MEO
satellite up to 1h ~ 2h. Although the two-hop
transmission delay is longer than LEO satellite,
concerning the entire length of the inter-satellite
links, on-board processing ability and other factors,
the delay performance of MEO constellation may be
better than LEO constellation. Relative to LEO
constellation, MEO constellation owns a lower
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switching probability, reduced Doppler Effect,
simplified space control system and antenna tracking
system. Suppose the total number of MEO satellites
is N M , single MEO satellite is expressed as M i ,

i  1, 2, N M . Triple-layer satellite network
maintains three types of full-duplex links.
Inter satellite link is the foundation of satellite
communication, and ground station establishes a data link
connection to the satellite when it is in the coverage of the
satellite.
B. Dynamic Topology Modeling of Spatial Information
System
The body of BeiDou Navigation Satellite System is 27
MEO satellites, which are distributed in 3 orbital planes
according to the walker constellation. Assuming that the
configuration code of a Walker constellation is N / P / F,
which respectively corresponds to the number of satellites,
orbital plane number and phase factor [8]. Configuration
code of MEO constellation in BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System is: 27/3/1, that is, there are three orbital planes, each
of which has nine satellites, and the phase factor is 1. The
right ascension and angular distance of the ascending node
are described by (1), in the equation i represents the number
of plane while j represents the number of satellite in one
orbit plane.



360

ij 
(i  1)
(i  1, 2, , P)



P

N
uij  360 P ( j  1)  360 F (i  1)
( j  1, 2,  )

N
N
P




According to trajectory equations of circular orbit
satellite in ECI coordinates, the trajectory equation of
satellite in the space described as Equation (2) could be
deduced via geometric analysis of orbital dynamics and
spherical geometry [9].


  arcsin[sin(i)sin( )] 



  0  arctan[cos(i ) tan( )] 


180 (180    90 )

0 (90    90 )
180 (90    180 )

In Equation (3),

 ,





represent satellite latitude and

longitude on the celestial sphere;  represents the angular
distance of the ascending node;  0 represents the initial
phase of the satellite;  represents the angular velocity of
the satellite rotation around the Earth; 0 represents satellite
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Right Ascension of Ascending Node (RAAN);
the orbital inclination angle.

i represents



ECA  arccos[

R1 sin( ) 
]
d AC



Multi-layer satellite ISL connectivity is determined by
the running status of satellites, at the same time, the Earth
and the atmosphere covered the ISL, so orbit altitude and
satellite distribution should be taken into consideration when
designing satellite constellation, making it possible to obtain
more inter satellite visible time. In judging whether the Earth
will obstruct to the ISL, the ISL protection clearance should
be taken into consideration as well [9]. Assuming that H is
the protection clearance, and d is the distance between ISL
and the center of the Earth, to meet the satellite ISL is not
covered, H and d should satisfy (10).
Figure 2. Link length and visibility schematic



As shown in Figure 2, A and B are two satellites lie in
the same orbital altitude, and satellite C lies in a lower orbit,
the link between satellite A and B is intra-plane ISL, while
the link between satellite A and C is a cross-layer link, interplane ISL. Distance between satellites can be calculated
through spherical geometry, and the distance of intra-plane
ISL is deduced by(4).

d  RH 



Among them, R is the radius of the earth.
III.

TOPOLOGY NETWORK SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In the simulation experiment, BeiDou satellites are
selected as the relay satellites; the monitoring satellite lies in
low Earth orbit is selected as the access satellite; three
ground stations, Beijing, Sanya and Mudanjiang are selected

 as data receive station. A comparison is discussed among
dAB  2R1 1  cos AOB 
satellites of different orbits to serve as relay satellites in the
possibility of link establishment and elevation angle.
Specially, when A and B are two adjacent satellites in the
walker constellation, the distance equation is transformed
A. GEO Satellites as Relay Satellite
into (5).
Geostationary satellite lies in high orbit position, and its
relative position is stable regardless of the Earth's movement,
2 P


 its relatively static properties make it possible for GEO
dAB  2 R1 1  cos
satellite to serve as a data relay satellite. As is shown in
N
Figure 3, the visibility between GEO satellites and three
ground stations is permanent, so only the visibility between
The distance of inter-plane ISL is:
LEO and GEO satellites needs to be considered, then we can
determine the feasibility of the inter satellite link.


dAC  R12  R2 2  2R1R2 cos AOC 

AOC and AOB can be calculated according to the
latitude and longitude of the two satellites [10], and the
representation of AOB is described as (7).


AOB  arcsin[sin( A)sin( B) 

cos( A) cos( B) cos( A   B)]


Figure 3. LEO satellite - GEO satellite visibility

Elevation angle is of great significance for inter-satellite
data transmission, since with the elevation increases,
multipath and shadowing problems will be eased so that the
quality of the ISL is improved. Transient elevation angle
E AC and ECA can be expressed as (8) and (9).


EAC  arccos[

R2 sin( ) 
]
d AC


Figure 4. Elevation Angle between LEO satellite and GEO satellite
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In Figure 3, LEO satellite can establish a long time inter
satellite link with GEO satellites. Total coverage time
between LEO and GEO satellites is 82341s, accounting for
95.30% of the total time, and each of 5 GEO satellites has a
long time visibility, the shortest time is 64317s, accounting
for 74.50% of the total time. GEO satellites are able to
establish more permanent connection to the LEO satellite.
For the most of time, more than one GEO satellite exists in
the visibility range of the LEO satellite, the selection
between satellites depends on the visibility time in order to
reduce handover. Due to the high orbital position, intersatellite links do not exist between GEO satellites. The
elevation angle between LEO satellite and single GEO
satellite is shown in Figure 4, changes periodically.
B. IGSO Satellite as Relay Satellite
IGSO satellite shares the same orbit altitude with GEO
satellite. Different from GEO satellites, due to the orbital
plane is inclined; its star point track on the Earth surface is
‘8’ shaped, and this kind of satellite make up for the
deficiency of the GEO satellite’s incomplete coverage in
polar areas. Adopting IGSO satellite as a relay satellite,
single satellite cannot achieve full-time coverage to the
ground station, but 3 satellites working together can achieve
full-time coverage; Figure 5 shows the visibility between
LEO satellite and IGSO satellites.

Figure 5. LEO satellite - IGSO satellite visibility

Figure 6. Elevation Angle between LEO satellite and IGSO satellite

As is shown in Figure 5, total coverage time between
LEO and IGSO satellites is 81485 s, accounting for 94.31%
of the total time. Due to the business characteristics of
observation satellite, data from Polar Regions is particularly
significant. IGSO satellites can provide data relay services
for blind area [11], where GEO satellite failed to provide
total coverage in polar areas. However, as is shown in Figure
6, the elevation angle between LEO satellite and single
IGSO satellite stays in a high level compared changes with
GEO satellites, which is benefit to the establishment of highquality ISLs.

C. MEO Satellites as Relay Satellite
The problem will be more complicated when the MEO
satellite group serves as relay satellites. Two types of ISLs,
intra-plane ISL and inter-plane ISL exist in MEO
constellation, intra plane ISL connecting satellites within the
same orbit and inter-plane ISL connecting satellites in
adjacent orbits [12].
1) Analysis of ISLs in MEO constellation
In circular orbit satellite constellation, the distance
between adjacent satellites is constant within same obit plane;
but the length of inter-plane ISL is alterable periodically
according to the satellite network topology. Figure 7 shows
the distance of intra-plane ISL and inter-plane ISL if Satij is
used to denote the orbit number of the satellite j in plane i .

Figure 7. MEO-MEO ISLs analysis

As is shown in Figure 7, the distance between Sat11 and
Sat12 is stable, about 19088 km, and the distance between

Sat11 and Sat21 changes periodically, the distance between
satellites is different because of the existence of phase factor
and the inclination of the orbit. Multi-ISLs could be
established while the visibility is constrained, but this will
greatly increase the system cost and receive low profits. In
the existing satellite system, only the Iridium constellation
[13] uses ISL technology: two intra-plane ISLs and two
inter-plane ISLs. The Iridium system using polar orbit
satellite constellation, which makes inter-plane ISLs stable,
and satellite antenna tracking can be realized reliably.
2) Visibility analysis bewteen MEO satellite group and
LEO satellite
The same with IGSO satellite, single MEO satellite could
not cover ground stations at any time, but MEO satellite
group working together can achieve full-time coverage. In
the MEO constellation, satellites are evenly distributed in 3
orbital planes. The visibility analysis between LEO satellite
and satellites in one orbital plane can represent the whole
constellation. Figure 8 shows the visibility between LEO
satellite and MEO satellites in one orbital plane.

Figure 8. LEO satellite - MEO satellite visibility
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satellite will be increased when the satellite cross the border
again.

Figure 9. Elevation Angle between LEO satellite and MEO satellite

As is shown Figure 8, due to the shelter of the Earth, fulltime ISL could not be established between LEO satellite and
single MEO satellite, but for one orbit plane in the MEO
satellite constellation, full-time ISL could be established, and
be able to ensure that at least 5 MEO satellites in the LEO
visibility range and this number goes up to 15 for the whole
constellation.
Figure 9 shows the elevation angle between LEO
satellites and MEO satellites, and the angle stays in low level
for the most of time compared with GEO satellites.
Moreover, MEO satellites do not possess the strong ability as
GEO satellite, complicated antenna tracking technology and
strong communication ability are required.
IV.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the experiment parameters are given
firstly, and then the performance of relay satellites in
different orbits is analyzed especially in satellite connectivity.
A. Data Trasmission Without Relay Satellite
The BeiDou satellite constellation consists of 5 GEO
satellites and 30 non-GEO satellites, which contains 27 MEO
satellites and 3 IGSO satellites. 27 MEO satellites are evenly
distributed on three orbit planes, and every 9 satellites are
evenly distributed in an orbit; the monitoring satellite lies in
low orbit, as a data collecting satellite. Specific parameters
are shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Orbit type
Altitude (km)
Inclination Angle(degree)
Period (s)
Satellite Number
Orbit Number
Phase factor

SATELLITE ORBIT PARAMETER
LEO
973
99.34
6626.17
1
1
-

MEO
21528
55
46393.9
27
3
1

IGSO
35786
86170.5
3
3
-

GEO
35786
0
86170.5
5
1
-

Figure 10 shows the visibility between LEO satellite and
ground stations, as we can see from the figure, the visible
time between the satellite and the ground station is very short.
The time for LEO satellite to cover ground stations is 9023 s,
accounting for 10.44% of the total time, and in the rest of the
time, the link is failed to establish. So, for a long period of
time, data could not be transmitted to the ground station, and
the satellite needs to transmit the data to ground stations until
the satellite cross the border again. In this situation, limited
resources of the satellite will be occupied and the burden on
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Figure 10. LEO satellite- Ground visibility

From the visibility analysis between LEO satellite and
ground stations, it is concluded that only the satellite and the
ground station satisfy visibility conditions, inter satellite link
could be established. However, the establishment of the inter
satellite link is related to the quality of the channel, the
antenna elevation and so on, so the visibility between the
satellite and the ground station is the necessary condition for
the inter satellite link. At the same time, observation
satellites are mostly polar orbiting satellites, whose running
speed are fast and orbital altitude are relatively low. From
Figure 10, we can see that covering time of three ground
stations is relatively concentrated, which is due to geography,
political and other factors limit the choice of the ground
station’s location. In a lot of spare time, satellite data cannot
be transmitted in real time, meanwhile, due to characteristics
of satellite service, launching a large number of satellites will
greatly increase the cost of system.
B. Data Trasmission with Relay of BeiDou Satellites
Through the analysis of the previous sections, it is
concluded that using BeiDou navigation satellite system as
the relay of observation satellites can greatly reduce the
latency of satellite data transmission, and can achieve the
timely transmission of satellite data in the absence of new
ground stations. Due to the fact that relay satellites could
achieve full-time coverage to the ground stations, the
feasibility of data transmission depends on the visibility time
between satellites. In this paper, we mainly discuss single
layer satellites serving as relay satellites, since multi-layer
relay satellites would perplex the problem and increase the
system cost. Table II shows the result of analysis and
comparisons by using GEO satellites, IGSO satellites, MEO
satellites as relay satellites respectively.
TABLE II.
Relay satellite
Connectivity
Visible number
Routing hops
Technical difficulty
System cost

RELAY SATELLITE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Non
10.44%
low
low

GEO
95.30%
0-5
1
medium
medium

IGSO
94.31%
0-3
1
high
medium

MEO
100%
15
indefinite
high
high

The model we proposed focuses on the link distance and
elevation angle, and these two factors are fundamental for
link establishment. Surely, more factors should be
considered when judging whether the link could be
established, such as perturbation of the orbit, antenna
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tracking, etc. And these should be considered in a more
complicated model.
From the perspective of the feasibility of establishing a
link, GEO, IGSO and MEO satellites can provide long-term
visibility. So, the use of relay satellites can solve the problem
that LEO satellite could not transfer data to ground stations
when it’s not in the visibility zones.
When GEO or IGSO satellites serve as relay satellites,
the transmission delay will be large, since the distance of ISL
is long. Therefore, for real-time data transmission, MEO
satellites will be better choice. However, in the current
BeiDou satellite system network architecture, the link
bandwidth of ISLs is rather small and can’t meet the
acquirement of large-scale data transmission. Compared to
MEO satellites, the number of GEO and IGSO satellites is
small and only one hop that we can have data transmitted to
the ground stations, the routing control is rather simple; on
the contrary, this problem becomes complex when MEO
satellites serving as relay satellites since there are more than
one ISLs could be established between satellites at the same
time. The satellite to be selected is under a series of
criterions such as to choose the satellite with the greatest
elevation angle to possess the best communication quality;
the longest service time to minimize handoff times, etc. It
will involve a series of more complex problems of satellite
handoff.
Experimental results indicate that the proportion of
satellite visibility rises to 95.30% when GEO satellites serve
as relay satellites. The GEO satellite has been widely used as
a relay satellite around the world, due to its high orbit
altitude and complex on-board processing capability;
adopting IGSO satellites to serve as relay satellites solves the
problem that GEO satellite has blind areas around Polar
Regions; choosing MEO satellites serve as relay satellites
could provide a full-time relay service. The number of
visible satellites is 15 at least, so we can choose the best
among them to achieve better service. Yet choosing MEO
satellites as relay satellites faces many difficulties including
complicated antenna tracking technology, complex on-board
processing capability, and high system cost.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

BeiDou Navigation Satellite System is one of the most
important navigation satellite systems in the world, and will
provide global coverage in the future. Due to the limited
space resources the new satellite has to be limited launching.
So make use of existing satellites to complement new
functions is a feasible solution. In this paper, the InterSatellite Link based on BeiDou satellites is analyzed. Firstly,
the network architecture of spatial information system
studied, and the dynamic network topology model is
proposed. Then, by simulation the running of BeiDou
satellites, the connectivity features of ISLs were acquired.
Meanwhile, the topology structure’s evolution laws of
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satellite network and a selection suggestion of relay satellites
were also obtained by analyzing the simulation results. We
will explore the more practical computing model of link
distance by tracing and research handoff algorithm of ISL in
MEO constellation to choose the optimal satellite to achieve
acceptable relay performance in future work.
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Abstract—As rapidly increasing amounts of smart
communicating objects with sensing capabilities are generating
raw measurement and observation data, scalable back-ends
are needed to collect, store, marshal and process that influx of
machine-generated data into actionable information. The data
constantly flowing out from these embedded devices is very
periodic and structured in nature, referred to as machinegenerated data, beginning with a timestamp of some sort and
then consisting of designated fields, such as measurement
values, ranges and tags. Furthermore, as wireless sensing
devices are in many cases battery operated and resource
constrained, a mode of operation can be assumed where the
device transmits measurement data at specific intervals
between which it preserves power by sleeping or idling. This is
only one of the reasons why a RESTful approach that has been
more commonly associated with the World Wide Web, could
be appropriate when dealing with the challenges brought forth
by the Internet of Things (IoT) revolution. In this paper, initial
findings
concerning
a
proof-of-concept
back-end
implementation are presented in addition to discussing the
benefits and technologies related to a RESTful approach in
building a scalable sensor data back-end for the Internet of
Things.
Keywords-IoT; Sensor; Back-end; Data; REST.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today a rapidly increasing amount of smart
communicating objects with sensing capabilities are
generating raw measurement and observation data that in
order to be useful, must be collected, stored, marshalled and
processed in a back-end of some sort. This onslaught of
small interconnected embedded devices and the messages
they are transmitting is commonly referred to as the Internet
of Things (IoT) [1]. Typically, the kind of data constantly
flowing out from such systems is very periodic and
structured in nature, referred to as machine-generated data
[2], beginning with a timestamp of some sort and then
consisting of designated fields, such as measurement values,
ranges and tags Furthermore, as wireless sensing devices are
in many cases battery operated and resource constrained, a
mode of operation can be assumed where the device
transmits measurement data at specific intervals between
which it preserves power by sleeping or idling. This is only
one of the reasons why a RESTful approach [3], which has
been more commonly associated with the worldwide web, is
appropriate when dealing with the systems and devices in an
IoT context.
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Representational state transfer, or REST [3], is a software
architectural style for designing distributed systems and it is
used for the World Wide Web. When distributed systems
and services conform to the constraints of REST they can be
called "RESTful". RESTful systems virtually always
communicate via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
with the standard HTTP commands (GET, POST, PUT,
DELETE). REST has gained widespread acceptance across
the Web as an easier-to-use, resource-oriented alternative to
more complex approaches such as SOAP or WSDL. When
considering a RESTful approach for constrained very lowpower sensor devices, the CoAP protocol is particularly
interesting, as it is designed to interface with HTTP and the
Web while meeting specialized requirements such as very
low overhead and multicast support. In essence, CoAP aims
to provide a more compact version of HTTP/REST with
additional features optimized for M2M and IoT applications.
As a reliable and scalable back-end solution is a requirement
for most IoT-type applications where large amounts of
rapidly streaming machine-generated data from multiple
sources needs to be handled and stored for later processing, a
RESTful approach for implementing such a back-end is
discussed in this paper. The goal of the work described in
this paper is to design and deploy a REST-style HTTP/POST
-interface and enable IoT devices to communicate towards
the backend as effortlessly as possible.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section II the most
important characteristics of protocols and data formats for
the Internet of Things are discussed, while Section III
outlines the key building blocks of a sensor data back-end
solution. Section IV presents the prototype implementations
before we summarize and discuss some future work items in
Section V.
II.

MACHINE-GENERATED DATA FROM SMART
CONNECTED OBJECTS

In order to build and design a viable back-end solution
for reliably handling large amounts of machine-generated
IoT data, the characteristics of such systems must be studied
and understood. For the purposes of the work presented in
this paper, there are two key facets of sensor data that must
be considered. First is the format of the represented sensor
data itself. Second is the message protocol with which this
machine-generated data is transmitted. Some of the most
common examples of sensor data formats in current systems
are listed as follows:
 JSON: JavaScript Object Notation is a lightweight
data-interchange format for storing and exchanging
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data. It is easy to read and write by both humans
and machines. While JSON is a text-based format
and language independent, it is originally a subset
of the JavaScript programming language.
CSV: Basic comma separated values are by far the
simplest and most rudimentary of commonly used
sensor data formats.
XML: Extensible Markup Language (XML) is
essentially a set of rules for encoding documents in
a format which is readable for both man and
machine. XML also acts as a basis for some M2M
protocols [4], such as XMPP and BitXML.

Similarly, the most essential messaging protocols [5]
employed in application layer transfer of machine-generated
data and IoT-type data transfer are listed below:
 Hypertext Transfer Protocol: HTTP the tried and
true RESTful HTTP over TCP very familiar to us
all from the web service world, is a particularly
attractive option for constrained IoT devices, when
considering the almost universal availability and
compatibility of the legacy HTTP-stack on various
platforms.
 Message Queuing Telemetry Transport: MQTT is a
lightweight publish/subscribe based message
protocol especially well-suited for running on
limited computational power and lean network
connectivity.
 Constrained Application Protocol: CoAP aims to be
a generic web protocol for the special requirements
of constrained sensor environments while easily
integrating with HTTP and existing web
technologies with a very low overhead.
It should be noted that any technologies related to the REST
software architectural style, such as CoAP and HTTP, were
given special consideration during this work, as RESTful
architectures are clearly a promising and common approach
employed in many contemporary IoT-platforms and sensor
data platforms. The CoAP interaction model is similar to the
client/server model of HTTP as a CoAP request is equivalent
to that of HTTP and is sent by a client to request a resource.
However, unlike HTTP, CoAP deals with these interchanges
asynchronously over a lighter datagram-oriented transport
such as UDP. Furthermore, employing RESTful APIs will
also give the advantage of easy integration with existing web
services and other popular http-based platforms.
III.

INTERNET OF THINGS ON THE BACK-END

Raw sensor data in and of itself, consisting of
measurement values or observational data corresponding to a
short time-frame, is rarely useful or informative in an
immediate or direct manner. Typically the data is transmitted
to an application back-end to be marshalled and processed
into something useful for the application at hand. The backend consists of an interface (such as REST) to act as the
collector towards which the sensing devices communicate
either directly or via a gateway device [6].
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In a typical IoT scenario, in addition to the embedded
intercommunicating smart objects (the "things"), we have the
server-side functionality where the actual application specific
logic and data processing takes place. This is referred to as
the back-end. The back-end usually consists of three main
parts: a server, an application, and a database. In order to
make the server, application, and database communicate with
each other, server-side languages like PHP, Ruby, Python
and JavaScript are employed, and database tools like
MySQL or PostgreSQL are needed to find, save, or change
data and serve it back to the users (either man or machine) of
the service. MySQL is an open-source relational database
management system (RDBMS) and one of the most popular
ones used in modern web-applications. MySQL is also the
database of choice prototype work discussed in this paper.
A. Representational State Transfer for IoT
In technical terms REST, or Representational State
Transfer [3], is an architectural style for building networked
applications. It is based on a stateless, client-server
communications protocol and is almost always heavily tied
to the HTTP protocol. Representational State Transfer (or
REST) has become a widely accepted alternative software
architecture approach for developing scalable web services.
So called RESTful systems adhering to this principle
communicate with each other simply by using the standard
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) with GET, POST, PUT
and DELETE -queries. The basic idea is that simple HTTP is
used to make resource calls between machines, instead of
using complicated mechanisms such SOAP to connect
services. This is essentially the same method that any web
browser today uses to retrieve (GET) data and web pages
from the internet and send (POST) input by the user to the
remote server.
The benefits of REST from an IoT perspective are easily
apparent, as it is a relatively lightweight approach to building
intercommunicating services while also being fully-featured
in the sense that there are not many things that can be done
with Web Services that can't be realized with a RESTful
software architecture in one way or another. Furthermore,
REST itself is not a "standard” as there will never be a
formal W3C specification for REST, for example. A
concrete implementation of a RESTful distributed service
always follows the following four key design principles:
 Resources expose easily understood directory
structure-like URIs.
 Transfer JSON or XML to represent data.
 Messages use HTTP methods explicitly (GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE).
 Based on stateless interactions. No client context
information is stored on the server between
requests.
While discussing the back-end prototype for a conditions
monitoring system in the next section of this paper, it is
important to note that the goal in this case is not to
implement a fully functional REST-based architecture or
interface strictly adhering to the specification. Instead, the
approach is to design and deploy a REST-like HTTP/POST -
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web interface to enable the sensing devices to communicate
towards the backend as effortlessly as possible, as devices
such as these sensors are often extremely resource
constrained, not only in terms of processing power and
memory, but also in terms of network capabilities and battery
reserves. This has the added benefit of enabling any
communication capable device, regardless of other
operational or hardware characteristics, to push their
measurement or log data towards the back-end by simply
sending HTTP/POST-messages to the known address of the
server. Formulating a HTTP-compliant POST message with
the data included in the header as a payload is a simple
matter and computationally light-weight operation. Some of
the main benefits of implementing a RESTful service for the
Internet of Things are as follows:
 Platform-independency
 Language-independency
 Standards-based (e.g. HTTP)
 Easy to work with firewalls
Utilizing RESTful architectures in the context of IoT or
M2M applications is nothing new in and of itself. Indeed,
others have successfully designed approaches for such
systems before [7][8] based on REST.
IV.

THE RESTFUL PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATIONS

During this work, a proof-of-concept pilot system has
been established to measure, collect and store sensor data for
the purpose of monitoring the conditions of an inhabited
building. This paper focuses solely on the technical matters
and preliminary findings concerning the back-end
implementation, while the pilot system as a whole is left as
the subject matter for another publication. In this section, the
overall structure, main technological components and the
chosen RESTful approach employed for the sensor data
back-end system are outlined. It should also be noted that a
simple but effective JSON-based sensor data format was
designed at VTT for the purposes of this work.
A. The traditional LAMP-stack
First version of the RESTful sensor back-end was built
on top of the traditional LAMP-stack [9]. The so called
LAMP stack has become the tried and true basis for webbased applications now for two decades and the software
components that make up the stack can be found in any of
the default software repositories in most major Linux
distributions. A standard LAMP stack consists of the
following technologies: Linux as the underlying operating
system, Apache as the Web server, MySQL as the relational
database and PHP as the object-oriented scripting language.
The components of LAMP are individually freely available
Open Source Software, making them very attractive to
potential users eliminating the need to purchase expensive
commercial tools. The open licences make it possible for
anyone to develop and distribute software based on the
LAMP-stack without any licensing efforts or payments. The
source code for any of the components in LAMP can be
accessed by anyone, thus making it significantly easier to
find faults and apply bug fixes, giving the users of the stack a
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degree of flexibility that is usually not available in
comparable commercial alternatives.
While each of the technologies included in the LAMP
stack are powerful and useful already in their own right, they
are often used together and their compatibility towards each
other has therefore been extended numerous times in the past
to create a truly powerful and versatile platform for webbased applications. For these reasons, the LAMP stack was
utilized as the key enabler and technological basis for the
first prototype implementation of the back-end solution
within the conditions monitoring prototype system. The
PHP-based REST-interface for sensor data capturing
implemented in the context of the prototype also includes
support for HTTP Basic authentication as a relatively simple
access control technique to ensure an elementary level of
security in the exchange of measurement information. From
the point of view of the sensor devices, applying HTTP basic
authentication is also a very light-weight approach, as no
handshakes, costly encryption calculations or similar
procedures are required prior the transmission of data.
As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the key
building blocks of a sensor data back-end is the database for
storing the time-series data. The widely used and popular
MySQL database, also used in the prototype discussed here,
as a part of a web-based solution, works very well in
combination with a number of modern programming
languages (such as PERL, C, C++, Java, JavaScript and
PHP) and various software development frameworks. From
all of these languages, PHP is still the most popular one
because of its convenience and capabilities in the domain of
web-based application development. PHP provides a number
of useful modules to access the MySQL databases and to
manipulate data records and settings inside the database.
B. First prototype
To outline the structure of the LAMP-based first version
of the prototype, a diagram illustrating the main components
is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the first PHP-based RESTful IoT Back-end
prototype.

Convenient and easily deployable interoperation with
MySQL technology and the aforementioned capabilities
geared towards web-applications and services led to the
choosing of PHP as the programming language to implement
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the required REST-like functionalities in the first version of
the IoT back-end prototype. The PHP-functionalities were
implemented by utilizing slimPHP [10], which is an opensource micro-framework designed for rapid development of
responsive web applications and REST APIs with lots of
useful functionalities built-in such as URL-routing and
middleware architecture.
A REST –interface was programmed for storing and
retrieving JSON-based sensor data payloads sent through
standard HTTP GET and POST –messages. The sensor data
is stored into a relational MySQL database.
C. The Node.js environment
Node.js is an open source JavaScript-based platform built
on top of Google Chrome's JavaScript V8 Engine [11]. As it
provides an event-driven architecture and a non-blocking I/O
API making it very lightweight and efficient it is especially
suitable for building data-intensive real-time applications
that are scalable and run across distributed devices. Node.js
facilitates the creation of highly scalable servers without
using threading by using a simplified model of event-driven
programming and providing a rich library of various usable
JavaScript modules greatly simplifying the development of
distributed applications. In the following, some of the key
benefits of Node.js for IoT applications are listed.
 Fast code execution due to the underlying Google
Chrome's V8 JavaScript Engine.
 The event driven asynchronous API ensures that the
server never needs to wait for an API to return data.
 Highly scalable single threaded event mechanism
scales better to a larger number of requests than
traditional servers.
 Released under the open source MIT license.
D.

Second prototype
The Node.js platform enables the developer to discard the
traditional and somewhat cumbersome, LAMP-stack
altogether while still providing excellent modules and builtin capabilities for development and interacting with various
database technologies such as MySQL, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Overview of the second Node.js-based RESTful IoT Back-end
prototype.
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The potential of the platform for IoT-style application
quickly becomes apparent, and as such, a second improved
experimental version was built for this work by utilizing the
more modern and scalable Node.js-platform. Functionalities
in the second version of the back-end prototype correspond
closely to the first version, but the scalability and
maintainability of the system became superior. The data
model for storing the sensor data from IoT devices into the
database was also redesigned for the second version of the
prototype system.
In addition to Node.js, some additional modules were
employed for the implementation; with the most important
one to mention being the Express framework [12], a flexible
and minimalistic application framework for rapid
development of HTTP-based web applications.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

A RESTful approach for managing the rapidly incoming
streams of machine-generated data in modern IoT systems is
indeed a viable one. By harnessing modern software tools for
web application development and server side application
platforms, building scalable back-ends for the Internet of
Things becomes more fluent and productive.
When
experimenting with the potential of these various
technologies more familiar from the web-application world,
it can be concluded that there is a lot of untapped potential
for managing machine-generated sensor data and exploiting
the true information value of the Internet of Things
revolution. Scalability, security, reliability and easy
deployment are just some of the observed benefits. In this
paper, we have presented the first phases of the
implementation work for a RESTful sensor data back-end.
The SlimPHP micro-framework proved to be an
excellent tool in alleviating many of the problems and
concerns with plain PHP-code or the heavier full-scale PHP
frameworks, but as running PHP as the back-end code still
required separate underlying Web server (such as Apache)
there is a degree of cumbersomeness that can’t be overcome
with the LAMP-stack. The Node.js platform provided a
flexible and dexterous alternative when implementing
various features and interfaces for the second version of the
prototype back-end. With the Node.js platform as a basis,
superior flexibility and agility, in both deployment and
maintaining phases, when compared to the standard LAMPstack could be observed. Furthermore, due to the
asynchronous and event driven nature of the Node.js
technology, it is also expected to scale better for larger
number of requests.
Some items are left altogether as next steps for the
following phases of the work and future publications. Further
comparisons and quantitative measurements on the
performance and scalability of these back-end technologies
are one topic of future interest. Enhanced security features
for data privacy and system robustness are another item
considered as next steps. Also, comparing the suitability of
different database technologies as the amount of incoming
sensor data starts nearing Big Data –volumes and different
processing engines for data analytics become necessary, is
another topic left for future work.
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Abstract—We present a methodology and the results of numerical
simulations of complex biological polymeric molecular nanostructures, whose major components consist of ribonucleic acids
(RNAs). The case where such nanostructures are considered in
fluids, e.g. physiological solutions, is also reported. The developed
methodology is based on molecular dynamics and our efficient
coarse graining algorithms applied to such structures. We discuss
such important characteristics as the radius of gyration, root
mean square deviation, and radial distribution function in the
application to RNA nanotubes, consisting of a number nanorings,
studied in the previous works. Among other things, we provide
insight into typical distributions of various ions around the RNA
nanotubes as a function of time within a distance of a few
angstroms from their surface.
Keywords–Coarse-Graining Algorithms; Ribonucleic Acid
Nanostructures; Molecular Dynamics; Scaffolding; Medical Biology; High Performance Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modelling complex systems such as biological polymers is
necessarily closely connected with advanced high performance
computing. The task is becoming even more challenging
when biological polymeric nanostructures are considered. Such
structures have a range of current and potential therapeutic and
other biomedical applications [1]. By now we know that the
stability of the ribonucleic acid (RNA) assemblies is higher
than that of the DNA self assembled nanoparticles in fluidic
solutions [2], [3], and that different shape RNA molecules are
available to form RNA building blocks and their complexes
with other biomolecules [4], [5], [6]. Here our main focus
is on such RNA nanostructures constructed with six helical
building blocks of either one or two types (RNAI/RNAII).
They consist of a number of nanorings linked together via
base pairing hydrogen bonds, forming RNA nanotubes which
may operate in the applications mentioned above in fluidic
physiological solutions.
II.

C OMPUTATIONAL M ODELS , M ETHODOLOGY, AND
M AIN R ESULTS
Given the computational complexity of the problem at
hand and its multiscale character, it is necessary to develop
efficient coarse-graining procedures for molecular dynamics
simulations of these structures [7]. To do that, we use the
Boltzmann inversion method. The force matching is based on
the objective function of the parameter α:
Z(α) = ZF (α) + Zc (α),
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The parameters α defined in the above equations (1) -(3)
are calculated by matching the forces obtained by using the
first-principles calculations of the several configurations of the
molecular system and the classical potentials. Notations in (1)
- (3) are as follows: the integer M in ZF (the force objective
function) is the number of configurations, Nk is the number
of atoms in the k-th configuration and Fki (α) is the force on
the ith atom in the kth configuration which is obtained from
0
the parametrization of α, and the Fki
is the corresponding
reference force obtained from the first principles calculations.
In the constraint objective function ZC the quantities Ar (α)
are also physical parameters obtained from parametrization,
A0r are experimental values or the values calculated from the
first principles methods and Wr is the weight factor. The
force objective function defined in equation (1) is minimized
for given α to calculate the classical force parameters by
using the force and physical quantities obtained from ab initio
calculations.
The entire system is integrated in time where the potential
uses the CHARMM force field. The compatibility of this force
field for this type of biological system was tested earlier [8],
[9], demonstrating that the results are close to experiments.
We have performed all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of RNA nanotubes by using the CHARMM27 force
field implemented in the NAMD package as it was done
for the nanoring [10], [11]. The modeling of the nanotube,
visualization and the analysis of the simulation outputs have
been performed using the software visual molecular dynamics
(VMD).
The RNA-nanotube was solvated in a water box where the
distance from the surface of the nanocluster to the wall is
slightly larger than the cut off radius used in the molecular
dynamics simulation. In order to make the system neutral we
have added ions, depending on the size of the nanotube (e.g.,
for a 4-ring nanotube we had 1254 ions). The resulting system
has been first simulated at constant temperature and pressure
using the NAMD software package. The temperature in the
system has been controlled by using Langevin’s method with
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional structure on 8-ring nanotube modeled by using VMD

damping η = 5 ps−1 . For adding chemical bonds between
the segments in the nanoclusters we have used the topotools
available in the VMD. A typical RNA nanotube is shown in
the figure above, where 8 nanorings were used (we modeled
currently up to 20). The tails used to connect the RNA
nanorings are the double strand RNAs with the length of 22
nucleotides. The chemical bonds between the ring and the
links are mediated through the phosphorous of the phosphate
group in the ring and the oxygen in the sugar ring of the
corresponding link or vice versa. Using NAMD, we optimized
the chemical bonds added between different segments of the
RNA nanoclusters. We analyzed the obtained results for the
variation of the energy and temperature as a function of
simulation time, as well as the number of ions around the RNA
nanotube within the distance of 5 Å at different temperatures,
the number of bonds per basepairs, the radius of gyration and
the root mean square deviation (RMSD) at two temperatures,
310K and 510K. The results corresponding to variations of
the parameters are similar to the results obtained for the other
nanoclusters described in our earlier studies [10], [11]. The
radial distribution functions have been calculated for our RNA
nanotubes for phosphorous-phosphorous, phosphorous-water,
phosphorous-sodium and phosphorous-chlorine. For example,
from the P-P RDF analysis, we have concluded that there
are three well-pronounced peaks around the same positions
at it was observed for other nanoclusters studied in our earlier
paper [11]. These peaks actually show the first, second and
third nearest neighbours of the phosphorous atom respectively.
Similar analyses were carried out for other RDFs (e.g., P-OH2,
etc). The results for larger RNA nanotubes have shown that
the nature of solvation and the ionic distribution during the
molecular dynamics simulation is similar to those found in the
case of the smaller nanotubes (e.g., we studied earlier 3- and
4- ring nanotubes). Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that
the phenomenon of self stabilization, first reported in [10], has
also been observed in this case.
III. C ONCLUSION
Complex RNA-based biological nanostructures have been
analyzed with molecular dynamics simulations based on the
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developed coarse-graining procedures. Main characteristics,
such as the root mean square deviation, radius of gyration,
number of hydrogen bonds per basepair, ion accumulation
around the tube, and the radial distribution functions, have
been calculated. The results may be useful for the development of new drug delivery procedures, scaffolding, and other
biomedical applications.
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Abstract—We proposed task Classifying Model based on Data
Traits (CMDT) and conducted experiments using this model.
CMDT classifies tasks from user taking account of its own data
traits. The classified tasks are allocated to each of the nodes
which can process them as fast as possible. In conclusion,
CMDT improves a service throughput which is the index of
efficiency on cloud.

II.

TASK CLASSIFYING METHOD BASED ON DATA TRAITS

We introduce CMDT in this section. CMDT classifies a
task according to its own data traits and allocates the task to
highly relevant physical resource. Figure 1 shows a designed
architecture of the proposed CMDT.

Keywords-data traits; task classifying model; CMDT.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Raising user-level has led to increase the demand for
processing highly complex tasks. Service providers meet
their demand using high performance computing which is
composed of diverse computing resources on cloud
service[1]. Clients and providers contract a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) for high performance computing service.
According to a SLA, a client pays a specific fee and a
provider ensures parameters matching agreement[2]. A low
expense for task processing is economic to the client. On the
other hand, a high performance for service is profitable to the
provider. In cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)[3], a
SLA should be guaranteed by allocating physical computing
resources efficiently.
Users request processing tasks which include the data.
The data comes in a lot of types such as videos, images,
audios, texts, logs, etc. The task including data has a
dependency on nodes. The nodes are physical computing
resources for processing tasks; their performances are closely
related with the efficiency of whole system. If the system
classifies the tasks regardless of its own data traits, most of
tasks may be processed slowly in a long time[4]. This
situation results in breach of a SLA.
In this paper, we propose a task Classifying Model based
on Data Traits (CMDT) to increase a resource efficiency on
cloud environment. CMDT classifies the requested task with
its own data traits. The classified task is allocated to the node
which has a dependency on the data. CMDT can increase the
efficiency by reducing turnaround time at each node and also
ensure a SLA degree for stakeholders.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, we describe our key idea for task classifying in cloud
environment. Section 3 explains the experiment settings and
results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.
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Figure 1. CMDT Architecture

CMDT consists of three modules for resource allocation.
These modules take roles as follows. First, Task Classifier
stores a requested task from user to each queue according to
its own data traits. The data traits depend on the metadata of
tasks. Second, Resource Allocator distributes tasks from
Task classifiers to each queue according to their physical
properties to process efficiently. Third, Task Processor
receives tasks from Resource allocators and processes them.
These phases perform on each of the modules as
follows:
A. Task Classifier
There are various requests in cloud services. Some tasks
include complex applications which need high powered
computing. Others are just based on web services. Task
classifier stores every task with many purposes referring to
its own data traits, three roles of which are as follows.
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Figure 2. Process for Task Classification

1) As shown in Figure 2, Task classifier stores every
task from users in each queue. The tasks is classified by its
own data traits. Classified tasks are stored to pre-deployed
queues. We use four queues for each trait. Table 1 shows
detailed criteria for classification.
TABLE I.
Queue
Q_Video
Q_Image
Q_Audio
Q_etc

B. Resource Allocator
Resource allocator manages new tasks taking account of
acceptable workloads and throughputs of the computing
resource on cloud. Two roles of this module are as follows.
1) Resource allocator receives the task which was
classified by its own data traits. These tasks are reclassified
in view of the performance ratio of Task processor. A
classification criteria is described in the following reasons.
 A task including videos and dynamic images:
Most of tasks need real-time encoding, decoding and
storing for large-scale data. Because of this, CPU
utilization is extremely high for these kinds of
tasks[5].
 A task including graphics and static images:
Most of tasks need preview and storing images.
RAM utilization is high for these kinds of tasks[6].
 A task including audios and voice speech:
Most of tasks are streaming service and real-time
transmission. These kinds of tasks need minimizing
of the network delay[7].

QUEUE IN TASK CLASSIFIER MODULE

Description
Enqueue the User-Request
Job including Video-Data
Enqueue the User-Request
Job including Image-Data
Enqueue the User-Request
Job including Audio-Data
Enqueue the User-Request
Job including Other data

Data
.avi, .mkv, .mp4, .
wmv, etc.
.jpg, .png, .gif, .tif
, etc.
.wav, .ogg, .mp3, .
wma, etc.
.txt, .log, etc.

2) Task classifier sends stored tasks when Resource
allocator requests new task as shown in Figure 3. The
request occurs when its queue size downs to less than a
certain amount. This amount can be adjusted as high or low
depending on the maximum length of the queue.

Equation (1) presents a priority rule for allocation of each
task to physical computing resource because of the reasons
mentioned above.
Video-Data : Q_CPU > Q_NetResp. > Q_RAM > Q_All
Image-Data : Q_RAM > Q_CPU > Q_NetResp. > Q_All
Audio-Data : Q_NetResp. > Q_RAM  Q_CPU > Q_All
(1)
The tasks are allocated into each queue in this module.
Resource allocator has four specified queues as described in
Table 2.
TABLE II.
Queue
Q_CPU
Q_RAM
Q_NetResp.
Q_All

Figure 3. Process for Task Selection

QUEUE IN RESOURCE ALLOCATOR MODULE
Description
Enqueue the Job to be assigned
Node which has High-Level CPU
Enqueue the Job to be assigned
Node which has High-Level RAM
Enqueue the Job to be assigned
Node which has High-NetResponse
Enqueue the Job to be assigned
Node on Low-Load

Property
Job including
Video-Data
Job including
Image-Data
Job including
Audio-Data
Job including
Other data

2) Resource allocator sends a task according to
requests from Task processor. This module estimates how
much time Task processors would finish the tasks because
the processors have different performances. Resource
Allocator operates for allocating the tasks as shown in
Figure 4.

3) Task classifier receives finished tasks from Task
processor and returns them to the users. Users can request
their tasks if uncompleted.
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Figure 4. Process for Resource Allocation

C. Task Processor
Task processor, called ‘node’ on cloud, is a physical
computing resource. This module processes the allocated
tasks and sends a finished task to Task classifier. Task
processor operates for processing the tasks as shown in
Figure 5.

A. Experiment Scenario
In this paper, we build a virtual distributed environment
for CMDT using DEVS formalism. This experiment is built
to verify the performance of CMDT. Figure 6 shows a test
bed and the description is as follows.
1) User generates and requests a task. It also receives a
finished task. This module is a generator model.
2) Task Classifier has queues to classify and store a
generated task according to its own data traits. This module
is a queue model.
3) Resource Allocator reclassifies and allocates each
task depending on the computing resource. This module is a
queue-processor model.
4) Node processes a task and sends it to Task classifier.
This module is a processor model. It is also called a node.
5) Performance Evaluator evaluates a throughput of the
task processing. This module is a transducer model.
We define the performance of nodes for our experiment
as shown in Table 3. The higher value it is, the better
performance it has.
TABLE III.
Node
Node #0
Node #1
Node #2
Node #3
Node #4
Node #5

CPU
9
8
8
9
8
7

NODE PERFORMANCE
RAM
8
9
8
8
9
8

NetResp.
8
8
9
6
7
9

In our experiment, we measure a service throughput with
increasing 300 to 3000 for finished time. A service
throughput is a performance index which is a total amount of
services of each model during designated experiment time.
This index is calculated by dividing the number of service
response to a finished time as given by (2).
Figure 5. Process for Task Process

III.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULT

We designed the cloud environments in order to verify a
performance of CMDT. This is a virtual distributed
environment based on Discrete Event System Specification
(DEVS) formalism[8]. We experiment and measure a
throughput as a performance index.

Figure 6. Virtual Environment based on DEVS Formalism
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Throughput =
The Number of Service Response / Finished Time
(2)
We select two algorithms for applying CMDT because
CMDT is an adjunctive method which can be applied to all
the task scheduling algorithms. First model is a round robin
scheduling algorithm (RR)[9]. RR sequentially allocates
tasks to all nodes. In other words, the task is allocated in the
order of nodes. Finished tasks are also returned in the order.
Second model is a minimum load first scheduling algorithm
(MLFS)[10]. MLFS allocated tasks to the node which has
the minimum number of task among all nodes on cloud. This
model has the merit of load balancing. We applied CMDT to
those algorithms.
We finally conduct two comparative experiments. One
experiment is comparing RR with RR-CMDT. RR means an
original round robin scheduling algorithm. RR-CMDT
means an improved round robin scheduling algorithm which
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CMDT has been applied to. The other experiment is
comparing MLFS with MLFS-CMDT. MLFS means an
original minimum load first scheduling algorithm. MLFCCMDT means an improved minimum load first scheduling
algorithm which CMDT has been applied to.
B. Experiment Results
We measure the service throughput in order to compare
performance between four scheduling algorithms. They are
RR, RR-CMDT, MLFS and MLFS-CMDT. In our
experiments, the user requests the tasks which have random
sizes. The sizes are based on the Amazon Access Samples
Data Set [11], which is opened through UCI Machine
Learning Repository. The purpose of these experiments are
to verify that CMDT ensures a SLA by increasing the service
throughput.

As shown in Figure 8, MLFS records 0.310 and MLFSCMDT records 0.326. This resulting value is an average of
the service throughput. We see that when CMDT has been
applied, a service throughput increased.
MLFS allocates the requested task to the node which has
the least number of tasks in its queue. This method balances
the load of whole system, but it does not consider the
physical relevance between data and nodes like RR.
Meanwhile, MLFS-CMDT classifies the tasks taking account
of the physical relevance between data and nodes like RRCMDT. Finally, RR-CMDT and MLFS-CMDT improves the
efficiency and ensure a SLA by managing the tasks taking
account of the physical relevance between data and nodes.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Cloud services provide a high performance computing
which can process a large-scale data and complex tasks.
There is an outstanding issue ensuring a SLA with the
limited resources available on cloud.
We propose a task Classifying Model based on Data
Traits (CMDT). This method increases the efficiency of
computing resources by applying its own process to the usual
scheduling algorithms. CMDT classifies tasks according to
its own data traits and allocates tasks depending on relevance
between data and physical properties of nodes. It ensures a
SLA through improving the service throughput.
Future work will concentrate on applying CMDT to the
other task scheduling algorithms. We think CMDT can be
applied to more diverse algorithms.

Figure 7. Service Throughput of RR and RR-CMDT
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Abstract—Facing the optimal problem of meteorological large
data files access upon Virtual Private Dial-up Networks
(VPDN), transport back of reliable radar data and optimize
retrieval of single-server is studied. Focusing on the
requirements and radar data application, such as images split
joint of multiple weather radars, the strategies of data division
and storage are proposed, and an evaluation model named
Quality of Experience based on Reliability and Time (QoE-RT)
is presented. Consequently, Adaptive File Access Control
(AFAC) algorithm is designed and implement, which is
consisted of reliable file transmission, rapid file retrieval, file
size adjustment and service quality evaluation. The
performance is verified by experiments of the file retrieval and
transmission in actual environment, which shows that the file
access time is decreased by 20%, transport success rate is more
than 95%, and the QoE is significantly improved.

maximum file block not only are important factors which
affect the Quality of Experience (QoE) of users, but also can
be set by user and configurate parameters adaptively with
control program. Therefore, how to provide the management
efficiency of stand-alone storage is significant for improving
server access and cluster configuration.
In general, the optimal control of large file access upon
VPDN is rarely mentioned, and how to decide the
transmission block size of large file is not explored yet. For
example, the user cannot control the partition of file size in
FTP, which is not easy to guarantee performance [2].
According to the business requirements, the characteristics of
the channel and the network environment, the optimization
method is studied for large file transfer by dividing big files
into smaller block size.
Analyzing the classic New Technology File System
(NTFS), the relationship between access efficiency of its file
and directory structure was quantitatively analyzed to obtain
the optimal results. File access time and transmission success
rate were both the metrics of Quality of Experience based on
Reliability and Time (QoE-RT) referring to psychology.
Facing the transmission of weather radar data, an Adaptive
File Access Control algorithm (AFAC) was developed with
the optimal data block segmentation strategy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
background and motivation is described in Section II; the
strategies for big file optimal transport and storage are
analyzed in Section III considering the influence of NTFS
file directory structure and file size; in Section IV, AFAC
algorithm is presented and evaluated by QoE-RT. Finally,
the conclusion and future work are given in Section V.

Keywords-optimal cotrol; file access; VPDN; QoE.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of meteorological and hydrological
information, there are hundred gigabytes (GB) of data
collected by satellite, ground observation stations, radar and
numerical weather forecasting every day. The size of
individual files might be hundreds of megabytes (MB); some
raw satellite imagery data is up to a few GB. On the one
hand, these data needs to transmit back from the detection/
observation points to the data center, and on the other hand
professional users also need to get the national or global
meteorological data. For motorized stations and mobile users,
Virtual Private Dial-up Networks (VPDN), a mixed network
of solid and mobile communication by means of Layer 2
Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is often used. For such large files
like radar mosaic data, satellite images and numerical
forecast products, using lossless compression method, even
if the compression ratio is 50%, the data size is still around
dozens of megabytes, so it is difficult to solve the reliable
transmission problems upon VPDN radically. It is necessary
to find a new solution, which can conduce to the efficient
querying and reliable file transfer.
Although there are many mainstream network storage
technologies in large data centers, including Direct Attached
Storage (DAS), Storage Area Network (SAN) and Network
Attached Storage (NAS), etc.[1], the low-end server clusters
are efficient solutions in primary sub-center concerned with
space, funds and other conditions. When the network
performance and server hardware performance cannot
change, the server storage strategy and the setting of
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II.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In remote areas with poor communication of terrestrial
broadband, deploying meteorological equipment such as
automatic weather stations, motorized radar, using wireless
network to transmit data back is a convenient and
economical way. Although the third-generation (3G)
network is able to meet the basic requirements of small
quantities of data transmission, it cannot guarantee the
weather radar data (dozens or hundreds of megabytes)
reliable transmission. The optimal control mechanisms of
data transmission and access need to be studied between subcenter and measurement station to improve service abilities
in limited condition.
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A. VPDN–based Solid and Mobile Mixed Network
Motorized radar usually is deployed on demand with
around 100KM detection range. Sometimes multiple radars
compose an observation network, which requires each radar
data must be transmitted to the data center within the
stipulated time to split joint images. For this kind of field
mobile environments, VPDN is a cost-effective way of
transport, which combines solid lease line and public mobile
network with designated access point, but data transmission
is instability in wireless section.
Adopting tunnel technique, the user data is encapsulated
by special layer-2 protocol and transported in VPDN [3]. For
example, China Telecom employs L2TP to establish VPDN,
and L2TP use the Point to Point Protocol (PPP) link layer
protocol unit to load data. It allows the both connection
endpoint of the Layer-2 link protocol and PPP serving at
different devices via a packet-switched network, e.g., IP
network, which extends the PPP model and enables PPP
sessions to cross a frame relay network or the Internet [4].
The case of networking is shown in Figure 1.

T1 is locating time of root directory that is related with the
file system itself; T2 is the time of traversing the index tree
that is concerned with structure of the tree; T3 concerns with
the time of control and disk access related to hardware
performance. Under the same file system and hardware,
T1 and T3 are fixed basically, so T2 is the only changeable
factor that impacts on access efficiency.
III.

ACCESS CONTROL ALGORITHM AND OPTIMAL
STRATEGIES OF BIG FILE

In this section, the influence factors are analyzed
quantitatively from network behavior characteristics and the
server’s file system.
A. Ralationship betwween File Transport Success Rate
and Data Size upon VPDN
Investigating VPDN fundamental network protocol,
L2TP protocol consists of two components: control messages
and data messages. Control messages establish and maintain
the tunnel and connection session, and reliable transport is
achieved by using flow control and congestion control. Data
messages are encapsulated as the UDP packet in unreliable
transmission over public networks.
L2TP packet encapsulation structure is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. L2TP PDU format

Figure 1. The case of VPDN topology with L2TP

After testing, a phenomenon was found: when the file
size exceeds a certain threshold, the transmission failure rate
greatly increased upon VPDN. Therefore, autonomous
adjustment the size of the data block is the key to improve
success transmission rate of big file.
B. Key Optimal Issues for Retrieval in Single-Server
In the context of this paper, the radar data is uploaded to
the nearest data center/sub-centers, and is stored on the local
servers. As valuable data, it will be archived and shared
momentarily with the two service ways: Push and Pall. In
practical work, we found that when the number of files on
the server is more than ten thousand, query retrieval time has
increased significantly. Meanwhile, the transport is also very
difficult and often fails when the file size is over 1GB upon
FTP, even in the LAN environment.
The efficiency of mobile terminals access data center and
download big files via VPDN, will directly affect the user
experience. If the reading time is denoted by Ts , it can be
expressed in (1).
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From the analysis of L2TP, it is known that the user data
will be regarded as a transparent load of UDP encapsulated
even if it adopts TCP-based application layer protocols (e.g.,
FTP) over Internet, so once packet loss, the TCP
retransmission message will be treated as unreliable transport.
PPP sends data units by the order, and has higher loss rate
while the data block is too large or the transport rate is too
fast. Once the packet loss rate rises, it will lead to
retransmission mechanism of TCP failed to achieve. The
default number of TCP retransmissions is three, so if there is
no acknowledgment message coming back, the TCP
connection will be ended after three times of retransmission,
In order to successfully transport big files, the most direct
way is to split big files into small pieces. However, dividing
and merging the file will increase overhead, so we must find
out the maximum size of the file block and have higher
transport success rate. In the actual environment, 2G, 3G and
4G networks are mixed, China telecom 3G mobile devices
were used in experiment scenario considering most area
covered by 2G and 3G networks. China Telecom uses
CDMA2000 standard, compatible with GSM, and the basic
rate as shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Standard
Technique
Down rate
Up rate

CHINA TELECOM RATE OF 2G AND 3G
2G

3G

GSM

CDMA2000

CDMA2000

236 kbps
118 kbps

153 kbps
153 kbps

3.1 Mbps
1.8 Mbps
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A set of data transport experiments were taken dividing
the typical data file of C-band Doppler weather radar
(110MB) into different size. The sending end accesses
VPDN router (HUAWEI SRG1200) through WLAN router
(HUAWEI EC177, supports CDMA2000 2G and 3G), and
the VPDN router is located in our lab as a sub-center, which
is linked China telecom via the leased line. For different
length of data block (e.g., from 1MB, 2MB increase to 21M.)
at different signal strength environments. Using FTP
command, we tested the success rate by means of Wireshark
which is a capture toolkit. The statistic results are shown in
Figure.3.

Figure 3. Success rate of different data size upon VPDN

The experimental results indicate that when the data
block is less than 4MB, success rate of transport is 100%,
and the success rate is more than 90% while the data block is
between 4MB and 10MB. Especially, the success rate is less
than 3% once the data block exceeds 10MB.
B. Relationship between NTFS File Directory structure
and Query Efficiency
As described in Section 2-B, user-defined directory
structure plays an important role in efficiency of local query
access, and there is a large space-optimized for widely used
working group server. Mainstream local file systems include
NTFS, File Allocation Table (FAT) and Extended File
System (EXT). Their main feature is shown in Table II.
NTFS file system has maximum data upper limit, minimum
index complexity, and is currently the most widely used
local file storage system as well.
TABLE II.

mechanism in order to reduce operation of read blocks and
accelerate the speed of queries. In NTFS partition, partition
information is stored in the different property files, where the
most important file is Master File Table (MFT). It is core file
of NTFS partition, which stores and identifies the basic
information of all files. It consists of metadata about files,
including the creating time, location, length, file name with a
fixed length of 1KB.
For the small files and directories of less than 1KB, their
content will be stored in MFT. Otherwise, only the location
information will be saved in MFT [6]. In the process of
reading big files, the file system will frequently visit MFT,
so MFT has crucial impact on the access performance of the
operating system.
The relationship between files and folders in NTFS is
established through the index. If files belong to a same folder,
their indexes are record by the property table of the folder's
father in MFT. When the number of files within a folder is
larger than a certain limit, the file index of the folder forms a
B+ tree [7], and the root of the B+ tree is still stored in MFT
record of the father directory. The depth of the tree has a
crucial impact on the search efficiency, the greater the
number of tree’s level, the longer the traversal time. The file
system has different directory tree structure following the
number of files, and then affects the efficiency of retrieval.
For instance, if a big directory tree with three-level B+
tree is completely full according to limit of order, every B+
tree in first level can store 30 entries of index; the one in
second level can store 900 entries; the one in third level can
store 27930 entries [8]. When the index entries are more than
27,930, it will generate the fourth level’s B+ tree. Flat tree
structure can achieve the best efficiency of retrieval, so a
reasonable directory structure will enable index tree to be
balanced and enhance the reading efficiency.
Having retrieval experiments with 10,000 files and
100,000 files respectively, on behalf of the three-level and
four-level B+ tree structure, it covers the general application
of large directory. By tracking the experimental data and
contrasting the results, the best number region of directory
and file was estimated. The sample files (about 800KB in
size) were put in the N directories averagely, recording its
search time. Where, the value of N is set as follows: 5, 10, 20,
50, 100, 200, 500, 1000.The trends of retrieval efficiency are
shown in Figure 4.

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL FILE SYSTEMS

Property

NTFS

FAT

EXT2

Cluster size
Max block
Max partition
Index structure
complexity
OS

0.5KB-4KB
2TB
2TB
B+tree
O(logN)
Windows

4KB-16KB
4GB
128GB
Chained
O(N)
DOS, Win 95

4KB
2GB
4TB
Chained
O(N)
Linux

NTFS adopts B+ tree as index structure, and all data
structures including directory are considered as file and
indexed in the form of database [5]. When the file number is
too large, it is necessary to establish multi-level indexing
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Figure 4. Comparison of file retrieval efficiency
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Experiment results say that there is minimum retrieval
time for 10,000 files with 20 directories, and for 100,000
files with 50 directories. At this point the B+ tree is balance,
and the searching time is least for retrieval the leaf nodes.
C. Adaptive File Access Control Algorithm
Considering the reliable transmission of big files upon
VPDN and retrieve optimization in single-server, the
algorithm for AFAC is designed, which consists of four parts
such as application configuration, network recognition,
quality control and data transmission, and its components are
shown in Figure.5.
1) User applications: provide system parameter setting
interface, making it can be dynamically extended;
2) Network recognition: identify network status, or allow
user settings, choose modes from CDMA, EVDO, etc.;
3) Quality control: complete data encapsulation and
decapsulation, integrity verification and so on;
4) Data transmission: send and receive the data block
using TCP mode, adjust file directory and file block size.

Figure 5. AFAC components

According to the experimental results in Section 3.2, set
the initial number of directory is 20, when number of files is
more than 10,000, each appending 1000 files with an
additional directory. Based on wireless network technique,
set the maximum size of the data threshold (the default value
is 10240KB), sending data block by using dividing strategy
when the threshold of file size is exceeded and merging them
at receiving end. For smaller data files, after jointing them to
a bigger file within the threshold, send it and decapsulate
respectively at the sending and receiving end. Using AFAC
for the transport of radar files, make sure the integrity of the
layer-scan documents in order to effectively utilize the
successful transmission of data blocks.
For example, the volume-scan file of X-band Doppler
weather radar is around 9MB including 6 layer-scanned
documents, and the volume-scan file of C-band Doppler
weather radar is around 110MB including 14 layer-scanned
documents. Thus, for X-band radar data, when the network
state is good enough, it is transmitted without dividing, but
for the C-band radar data, it is almost impossible to
successfully complete the data transport without dividing.
Normally, a group of radar data is generated every six
minutes, which consists of base data, images and products,
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occupying total hard disk space approximately 18.11MB (Xband radar). If the radar is on all day, it performs about 260
scans and generates approximately 4.65GB data. In order to
optimize storage, a layer-scanned data can be stored as a file
in favor of adjusting and optimizing the transport data block.
Definition 1: The data size of guaranteed delivery
success rate p is denoted Mp, and the data block size of
guaranteed delivery success rate 100% is denoted Mc. In the
same network conditions, there is common sense: Mp > Mc.
In order to describe the part pseudo code of AFAC
accurately, several functions and processes are given as
follows:
divide_it(F, N):divide the file F into the size of N data block.
send_it(F):send the file F, and return “0” means fault.
traversal_it(D, N): look for file that size smaller than N in the
directory D, and return “0” means no such file otherwise the
file names.
merge_it(L,F): merge multiple files L into F.
Assuming the size of file F is x, the part pseudo code of
AFAC for data sending module are listed as follows.
Data sending (F, x, Mp, Mc)
While (x!=0){
1 if x< Mc then {S=0;goto 5;} // merge the smaller files
2 else if x< Mp then {
S= send_it(F);
if S=0 goto 4; //fault, divide F into smaller block
else x=0; }
end}
3
else // divide F following Mp
{ F1=divide_it(F, Mp);
S= send_it(F1);
if S=0 goto 4;
else { F=F-F1; x=x-Mp;}
end}
4
F2=divide_it(F, Mc); // divide F following Mc
S= send_it(F2);
if S=0 goto 1;// fault, resend
else { F=F-F2; x=x- Mc; }
end}
5 L=traversal_it(D, Mc);
If L=0 then {
while( S=0) {S= send_it(F);}// fault, resend
x=0; end }
else { merge_it(L,F)；goto 1}
end}
Figure 6. The part pseudo code of AFAC

IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BASED QOE-RT

Considering the application background of real-time
access to weather radar file, the experience to network
Quality of Service (QoS) was investigated, hoping to obtain
a comprehensive evaluation for above research results.
A. QoE Model of File Transport upon VPDN
There are three main QoE evaluation methods such as
statistics [9], artificial intelligence [10] and psychology [11].
The first two of them are suitable for multi-index evaluation
system, and need certain expert knowledge. The psychology-
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based on evaluation method refers to the laws of psychology,
and does not need complex training and computing. It can
intuitively give the accurate QoE function model related with
some QoS parameters. Although it cannot solve the problem
affected by multiple factors, it has better effective in some
applications.
The complete raw data of weather radar must be
transported to information center, and the secondary products
can be made. Therefore, the base data has to reach the data
center with 6 minutes and no error for the real-time
application, e.g., now-casting. For images split joint, the
radar data detected by several radars must arrive in the data
center within 15 minutes synchronously. In this application
mode, the timeliness and correctness are two indicators that
are cared by user, and can be used to establish the
corresponding evaluation model.
So, the QoE model based on Reliability and Time (QoERT) was proposed referencing the psychological principle
based on the relative waiting time and reliability factors.
Classic Weber - Fechner law is applicative to large-scale
range of irritation in middle intensity, which reflecting the
relationship between QoE (i.e., the amount of feeling) and
physical (e.g., waiting time) is not a simple linear growth:
the longer the waiting time, the higher degree of tolerance.
This relationship is shown in (2).


dp  k

ds

s



Where dp presents the change of feeling, s indicates the

ds
amount of physical stimulus,
expresses the relative
s
change of the physical stimulus, k is a proportion coefficient.
However, in above application scenario, having a smaller
waiting time scale and greater irritation, the user experience
of time is opposite to Weber - Fechner law: the longer the
waiting period, the lower the degree of tolerance.
d
Definition 2: Let l  represents the relative waiting
D
value, where d denotes the actual data transport time, and
D is time-out limit of data transport. QoE-RT is defined in
(3).
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According to the experiment data, the maximum waiting
time for successfully transport file was the time to transmit
14MB file, which is computed by the expectations as
E ( D)  80 .
According to the result of Figure 3, the file size is related
to the success rate of file transport, therefore it impacts on
different QoE levels. Analyzing the experimental data by
setting four intervals the influence factors  were concluded
in (5).

 

1, m  4
0.8, 4  m  10


 
0.2,10  m  14
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In order to enable the user to intuitively get the results of
the evaluation, S scores of QoE-RT were graded as five
ranks and shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

QOE SCORE MAPPING

S

QoE

(0,0.2]
(0.2,0.4]
(0.4,0.6]
(0.6,0.8]
(0.8,1)

excellent
good
medium
average
inferior

B. Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of AFAC algorithm,
two methods were compared for single file transport and
multiple files transport with QoE-RT score as follows:
1) Using conventional FTP, files are stored in a directory
without any control;
2) Using AFAC algorithm, set the initial directory
number as 20.


s  (1   )(1  k )   l ,0    1,0  k  1 
We chose the 10,000 files with different size: 2MB, 6MB,
12MB, 16MB respectively and took 10 tests, and calculated
the average data obtained. The result is shown in Figure 7.
Where, s is evaluation scores of QoE-RT, the lower the
For multiple files transport, the experiment scenario is
score, the better the QoE;  is the adjustment coefficient for
same
as the single file transport, and the result is shown in
adjusting the weights that concerns with the contribution of
Figure 8.
transport success rate and transport time to evaluation score;
Contrasting the Table III, it is found that for the same
k is the reliability factor that expresses transport success rate
size file, the score of QoE-RT is similar no matter
changing with the alteration of the file length.
transmitting single file or multiple files. Whereas compared
Fitting the transport success rate curve shown in Figure 3,
with FTP, AFAC algorithm has a higher level of QoE, it is
the function about reliability factor k was obtained in
shown in Figure 9.
(4), k  f (m) , where, m is the file size (unit: MB).
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and made the comparison of performance between AFAC
and conventional FTP. The experiment results indicated that
AFAC has a better user experience for the condition of weak
real-time in weather radar data transport.
In future work, it needs to consider the system overhead
of file encapsulation and decapsulation for different network
systems, and integrate the algorithm with autonomous
network management.
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Figure 7. The QoE-RT score of single file access
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Abstract - The inner dependence Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) is useful for the cases in which criteria or/and
alternatives are not independent enough and related to
modeling and optimization. However, using the original AHP
or inner dependence AHP may cause results that cannot have
enough reliability because of the inconsistency of the
comparison matrix as data. In such cases, fuzzy representation
for weighting criteria or/and alternatives using results from
sensitivity analysis is useful. In this research, we first define
fuzzy local weights of criteria and alternatives. Moreover, via
fuzzy sets, overall weights for double inner dependence
structure AHP in 4 levels are obtained.
Keywords - AHP; fuzzy sets; sensitivity analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) proposed by T.L.
Saaty in 1977 [1] is widely used in decision making,
because it reflects humans feelings naturally. A normal AHP
assumes independence among criteria and alternatives,
although it is difficult to choose enough independent
elements. The inner dependence method AHP [2] is used to
solve this problem even for criteria or alternatives having
dependence.
On the other hand, the comparison data matrix may not
have enough consistency when AHP is applied because, for
instance, a problem may contain too many criteria or
alternatives for decision making. It means that answers from
decision-makers, i.e., components of the matrix, do not have
enough reliability. They may be too ambiguous or too fuzzy
[3][5]. To avoid this problem, we usually have to revise
again, but it takes a lot of time and costs.
Then, we consider that weights should also have
ambiguity or fuzziness. Therefore, it is necessary to
represent these weights using fuzzy sets. In our research, we
first applied sensitivity analysis to normal AHP to analyze
how much the components of a pairwise comparison matrix
influence the weight or consistency of a matrix, and
proposed new fuzzy weight representation for criteria and
alternatives in normal AHP. Then, a representation of
criteria weights for inner dependence AHP was proposed
using L-R fuzzy numbers [4]. In the next step, we started to
deal with double inner dependence structure [6] and their
fuzzy weight.
We now consider fuzziness for double inner dependence
[7][8] (among actors and criteria, respectively) when a
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comparison matrix among elements does not have enough
consistency in 4 levels problem (object, actors, criteria and
alternatives).
In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the inner dependence
AHP, consistency index, and sensitivity analyses for AHP.
Then, in Section 4, we define fuzzy weights for double inner
dependence structure, and Section 5 is a summary.
II. CONSISTENCY AND INNER DEPENDENCE
A.
Process of Normal AHP
(Process 1) Representation of structure by a hierarchy.
The problem under consideration can be represented in a
hierarchical structure. At the middle levels, there are
multiple criteria. Alternative elements are put at the lowest
level of the hierarchy.
(Process 2) Paired comparison between elements at each
level. A pairwise comparison matrix A is created from a
decision maker's answers. Let n be the number of elements
at a certain level, the upper triangular components of the
matrix aij (i< j = 1,…,n) are 9, 8, .. , 2, 1, 1/2, …, or 1/9.
These denote intensities of importance from element i to j.
The lower triangular components aji are described with
reciprocal numbers, for diagonal elements, let aii = 1.
(Process 3) Calculations of weight at each level. The
weights of the elements, which represent grades of
importance among each element, are calculated from the
pairwise comparison matrix. The eigenvector that
corresponds to a positive eigenvalue of the matrix is used in
calculations throughout in the paper.
(Process 4) Priority of an alternative by a composition of
weights. With repetition of composition of weights, the
overall weights of the alternative, which are the priorities of
the alternatives with respect to the overall objective, are
finally found.
B.

Consistency
Since components of the comparison matrix are obtained
by comparisons between two elements, coherent consistency
is not guaranteed.
In AHP, the consistency of the
comparison matrix A is measured by the following
consistency index (C.I.)
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C.I. 

A  n
n 1

,

(1)

where n is the order of comparison matrix A, and λA is its
maximum eigenvalue (Frobenius root).
If the value of C.I. becomes smaller, then the degree of
consistency becomes higher, and vice versa. The
comparison matrix is consistent if the following holds.

C.I.  0.1

(2)

C.

Inner Dependence Structure
The normal AHP ordinarily assumes independence
among criteria and alternatives, although it is difficult to
choose enough independent elements. The dependency
means some kind of interaction among the elements. Inner
dependence AHP [2] is used to solve this type of problem
even for criteria or alternatives having dependence.
In the method, using a dependency matrix F={ fij }, we
can calculate modified weights w(n) as follows,
w(n)=Fw

(3)

where w represents weights from independent criteria or
alternatives, i.e., normal weights of normal AHP and
dependency matrix F is consist of eigenvectors of influence
matrices showing dependency among criteria or alternatives.
If there is dependence in both lower levels, i.e., not only
among criteria but also among alternatives, we call such
kind of structure ”double inner dependence”. In the double
inner dependence structure, we have to calculate modified
weights of criteria and alternatives, w(n) and ui(n). Then we
composite these 2 modified weights to obtain overall
(n)

weights of alternative k, vk

Theorem 1 Let A = (aij), (i, j = 1,…, n) denote a comparison
matrix and let A(ε) = A+εDA, DA=(aijdij) denote a matrix
that has been perturbed. Let λA be the Frobenius root of A,
w be the eigenvector corresponding to λ A, and v be the
eigenvector corresponding to the Frobenius root of A'.
Then, a Frobenius root λ ( ε ) of A( ε ) and a
corresponding eigenvector w( ε ) can be expressed as
follows

 ( )  A   (1)  o( ), (5)
w( )  w  w (1)  o( ), (6)
where

(1) 

'

v D Aw
, (7)
'
v w

w(1) is an n-dimension vector that satisfies

( A  A I )w (1)  ( DA  (1) I )w , (8)
where o(ε) denotes an n-dimension vector in which all
components are o(ε).
About a fluctuation of the consistency index, the
following corollaries hold.

as follow:

m

vk( n )   wi( n )uik( n )

matrix influence its consistency or the weights. In this
study, we use a method that some of the present authors
have proposed before. It evaluates a fluctuation of the
consistency index and the weights when the comparison
matrix is perturbed. It is useful because it does not change
the structure of the data.
Since the pairwise comparison matrix is a positive
square matrix, Perron-Frobenius theorem holds. From
Perron-Frobenius theorem, the following theorem about a
perturbed comparison matrix holds.

(4)

i

where m is the number of criteria.

Corollary 1 Using appropriate gij, we can represent the
consistency index C.I.( ε ) of the perturbed comparison
matrix A(ε) as follows
n n

Also, using the same steps again, we can composite
weights of ”triple inner dependence” structure, in the case
when there is dependency in the 3 lower levels, i.e., not only
among alternatives and 1 level criteria but also 2 levels of
criteria.
III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
When we use AHP in some applications, it often occurs
that a comparison matrix is not consistent or that there is not
great difference among the overall weights of the
alternatives. In these cases, it is very important to
investigate how components of the pairwise comparison
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C.I.( )  C.I.     g ij d ij  o( ). (9)
i

j

To see gij in (9) in Corollary 1, we can determine how
the components of a comparison matrix impart influence on
its consistency.
Corollary 2 Using appropriate hij(k), we can represent the
fluctuation w(1)=(wk(1)) of the weight (i.e., the eigenvector
corresponding to the Frobenius root) as follows
n n

(1)
(k )
wk    hij d ij . (10)
i

j
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Then, we can evaluate how the components of a
comparison matrix impart influence on the weights, to see
hij(k) in (10).
Proofs of these corollaries are shown in [4].
IV. FUZZY WEIGHTS REPRESENTATIONS
When a comparison matrix has poor consistency (i.e.,
0.1<C.I.<0.2), comparison matrix components are
considered to be fuzzy because they are results from human
fuzzy judgment. Weights should therefore be treated as
fuzzy numbers [5][6].
Definition 1 (fuzzy weight) Let wk(n) be a crisp weight of
criterion or alternative k of inner dependence model, and gij |
hij(k)| denote the coefficients found in Corollary 1 and 2. If
0.1<C.I.<0.2, then a fuzzy weight wk is defined by

wk  (wk ,  k , k ) LR
n

n

i

j

n

n

 k  C.I. s( , hkij ) g ij | hkij |,
 k  C.I. s( , hkij ) g ij | hkij |,
i

(11)

wi is crisp weights of criteria with only respect to actor
i , and  ij , ij are calculated from a result of sensitivity
analysis (details are shown in [6]) .
At last, fuzzy overall weights of alternative k can be
calculated as follows:

(13)

x ( n)  ( xi( n) ) , i  1,..., l , using dependency matrices FP ,
modified fuzzy weighs of criteria with only respect to actor
i, wi( n )  ( wij( n ) ) , i  1,..., l , j  1,..., m using dependency
matrix FC , and weights of alternatives with only respect to
criterion j, u j  (u jk ), j  1,..., m , k  1,..., m . We can define
the modified fuzzy weight
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j

(17)

If there is also inconsistency in actor level, using fuzzy
(n)

(n)

weight xi instead of crisp xi , fuzzy overall weights of
alternative k can be calculated as follows:
l

m

i

j

vk( n )   xi( n )  wij( n )u jk

(18)

where  denotes, fuzzy multiplication defined by extension
principal.

There are many cases in which data of AHP does not
have enough reliability. For these cases, we propose fuzzy
weight representation and compositions for double inner
dependence in 4 levels AHP using sensitivity analysis. Our
approach can show how to represent weights and is efficient
to investigate how the result of AHP has fuzziness even if
data are not enough consistent or reliable.
In the next step, we must find better fuzzy multiplication
for composition fuzzy weights.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Then, we assume about double inner dependence
structure in 4 levels problem. For example, above of the
criteria level there might be actor’s level for decision.
“Leisure in holiday with family” may have 4 family actors
{father, mother, older child A, younger child B}, 4 criteria
{popularity, good for rain, fatigue, expense} and 4
alternatives {theme park, indoor theme park, cinema, zoo}.
They may have dependency structure at 2 in 4 levels and
inconsistency in some levels.
Even in these cases, we can define overall weights of
alternatives with fuzzy representation using sensitivity
analysis. Let the modified local weight of a actors,
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